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BEHIND THE SCENES
We looked at combining  

some of the season’s most  

sought-after trends to bring 

you our decorating and cover 

shoot this issue. Antique maps, 

globes and vintage charts are 

dominating many of the hippest 

vintage shops right now, and 

the look lends itself to a soft 

industrial vintage vibe. Ali 

Bradshaw 

mixed these 

with desirable

antique finds, 

whilst Katya 

de Grunwald 

gave the shoot

a fresh look  

– see page 46.

SA M A N T H A SCOT T-J EFFR I E S

Follow us...5 things you will learn this issue…

FOLLOW THE 
H&A TEAM… 

… on Facebook, Twitter, 

Pinterest and Instagram 

for regular updates and 

to find out which fairs 

we’ll be visiting
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GET SET
FOR SUMMER

I
t’s finally time to prepare for the new season and where 

better to start than at home? Bringing fresh ideas and 

a light touch to how you’ll live over the next few months

can not only get you into the spirit of summer but ensure 

that you’re prepared to get the best from the glorious

months ahead. Following months of cocooning indoors

and wanderlust, we set the scene with a travel-inspired shoot

exploring the latest trend for displaying antique and vintage

maps, while charting their fascinating history on page 46.

Hot colours and exotic prints are also set to be big this summer,

so we bring you our edit of old and new in Paradise Found (p35)

and, as we think about enjoying our outside space once more, we

show you how to add character and charm to your garden with our

tips for buying unique salvage and reclamation finds on page 118).

If you love antiques, vintage and mixing old and new, you’ll

often find it’s small buys that can breathe new life into a collection,

inspire a completely new one or refresh a room. So explore the

season’s new trends and enjoy our complete guide to summer

fairs this issue, before you embark on your antiques hunting.

Whether you are looking for ideas for decorating or a good

read to accompany a long cool drink, we hope to inspire you!

SALE STORY

Sting has sold over 100m

records and his love of

music inspired his collection

of art and objects

p136

VASES

Discover why this vase broke

records in the auction room

and became hotly contested

in our secret history

p130

WALLPAPER

Traditional designs often

evolved via tapestries and

textile designs from the

17th century onwards

p105

GLOBES

First printed in the 1470s,

globes are currently a hot

antique to display. Learn all

about cartography on

p46

CHATSWORTH

Two rare 17th-century

tapestries have been newly

hung at one of the UK’s

most important houses

p92
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THIS MONTH’S ANTIQUES E XPERTS

A porcelain bust gets

Antiques Roadshow

miscellaneous expert 

Paul Atterbury

pondering on page 12

Jo Banks

Textile conservator,

Chatsworth House (p101)

Andrew Beeston

Furniture specialist,

Halls Auctioneers (p19)

Tim Bryars

Specialist dealer,

Bryars & Bryars (p48)

Stephen Luck

Director, Tooley

Adams & Co (p49)

Judith Miller

Co-founder, Miller’s

Antiques Guides (p80)

Drew Pritchard

Antiques dealer and

television presenter (p31)

Amelia Walker

Specialist head of private

collections, Christie’s (p136)

Philip Curtis, director

of The Map House,

introduces us to a world 

of sea monsters and

propaganda on page 46

Victoria Oakley, head

of objects conservation

at the V&A, shares

her tips for caring for

antique vases (p134)

Textile and costume

consultant Liz van

Hasselt is intrigued

by a fabric fragment

sent in by a reader (p10)
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THE JOURNAL

15The latest news in the
antiques and interiors

worlds, plus this month’s
auctions, exhibitions and fairs

31No regrets This month,
Salvage Hunter Drew

Pritchard reveals the stories
behind the ones that got away

33 Shopping The vibrant,
Rio-inspired style of

exotic flowers, tropical fruits
and colourful birds. Plus,
juxtaposing materials and
the finest teacups to sup from

38Making marks Artist
Michaela Gall’s vibrant

dishes, inspired by historic
folk ceramics, bring together
her passion for both pottery 
and illustration

H&A LIFESTYLE

56The collector’s cabinet

Bill Broadbent’s small
yet cleverly designed London
flat has an air of grandeur
and is filled with curios

64A life eclectic Bartek
Ostojski and Andrew

Fowkes’s 15th-century barn
is filled with an inspired
collection of mid-century
furniture and accessories

72Bohemian rhapsody

Sera Hersham-Loftus
has transformed her London
home into a fantastical space
reminiscent of a bygone age

82The ultimate heirloom

Paola Angoletta has
breathed new life into the 18th-
century Italian country house
that she visited as a child when
her grandparents lived there

Cover story

46Pictures of the past

Maps tell us much
more than just how to
get around: the world of
antique map collecting
is a fascinating realm
of politics, curiosities
and monsters. Plus,
inspiration for displaying
maps and globes at home

CONTENTS June
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as you
Save

Spend
OFFER

NOW ON** 

Beautifully crafted English sofas, with Spending Savings**

Showrooms: *Bristol 0117 923 8915 *Cambridge 01223 460377 Cheltenham 01242 512087 *Guildford 01483 537717
*Harrogate 01423 531073 Leamington Spa 01926 334506 *London W1 020 7629 2019 *Manchester 0161 834 7466   

Marlow 01628 481114 *St Albans 01727 845828 *Tunbridge Wells 01892 536286 *Witney  01993 776682
*These showrooms are open on Sundays.

Visit our website www.wesley-barrell.co.uk For our brochure call 01993 893130

**Quote the voucher code WBHA100 for an additional £100 saving. T&Cs apply.
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MailboxH&A

Send us a tweet, ask advice on Facebook or write to us

with good old pen and paper – we’d love to hear from you

Who’s that girl?

I have this beautiful French bust I see
and admire every day. It would be lovely
to know her name! I bought her at the
Antiques for Everyone event in Birmingham
NEC about six years ago. I paid £150 but
the value is not important as she is the most
beautiful item to look at and is part of our
home. Can one of your experts tell me
any more about her?

DEBORAH SMITH,
NORTHAMPTON

  

I was so excited to 
read in your May 
issue about Sarah Campbell and Collier
Campbell. I bought a good number of
Collier Campbell items in the 1980s and I 
love them all. For many years I had thought 
that Collier Campbell was a man until last 
year when I attended a NADFAS (National 
Association of Decorative & Fine Arts 
Societies) lecture and learned that they were 
sisters and had worked with Liberty. Now 
your article has given me even more insight. 
JEAN LANGFORD, HAMPSHIRE

A ghost from the past

I was thrilled to see Harlington Manor in the

March issue. My niece and her husband used to

live there and my husband and I, my daughter and

her son stayed for a few nights. I can’t tell you how

wonderful it was to experience such a beautiful

home (ghost and all!). A lot has been done to it in 

the 30 years since we visited. The new owners have

done a tremendous job and

put so much into it with the

help of the history available

to them. The photos gave me

a homesick feeling as it seems

like only yesterday that we 

were there.

JANE DAWKIN,
CALIFORNIA, USA 

+ STAR LETTER
Our star letter* winner will receive

a bottle of Taittinger Brut Réserve  

with six glasses worth  

£50, taittinger.com

Write to us at Homes & Antiques, 

Tower House, Fairfax Street, 

Bristol, BS1 3BN or email 

homesandantiques@immediate.

co.uk or use any of our social 

media channels.

*UK readers only. Please include a daytime 

phone number

This classical-style bust probably

dates from the late 19th or early

20th centuries. The brand name

Porcelaine de France, impressed on the base, was

widely used from the late 19th century, and the

main production regions were Paris and Limoges.

The bust is not of a particular person, but rather a

stylised female figure in a classical form. However, it does have a symbolic message.

Apart from the obvious Christian overtones from the story of Moses, the bullrush

is traditionally a symbol of faithfulness and humility, and that is probably what she

represents. She is attractive and her size will always make an impact, as well as the 

quality of the finish and so a value of £150 to £250 would seem reasonable.

EXPERT ADVICE

PAUL ATTERBURY,
Antiques Roadshow
miscellaneous expert

ell and Collier

PS I’m attaching a photograph of my 
treasured collection of Collier Campbell-
designed fabrics. Most were purchased in a 
small independent shop in Bournemouth.
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MailboxH&A

From our feature on studio 
pottery to Erna Hiscock’s 
beautiful home filled with antique 
samplers, there was lots to get 
excited about in our May issue

FACEBOOK
Georgie Muirhead,  

Newark-on-Trent  
As a new reader I would like to 
say how much I love Homes &

Antiques. A step away from your 
standard ‘on-trend’ interiors, I 
love the offer of eclectic, antique 
and creative styles that have 
helped feed my imagination in 
our first family home. Thanks and 
I look forward to more.

TWITTER
Hickmet Fine Arts 

@HickmetFineArts

LOVE these tips from @homes_
antiques on #styling country 
furniture - stunning!  

BowdenKnight 
@BowdenKnightWin
Love this collection of #antique 
samplers featured in this month’s 
@homes_antiques, really 
interesting pieces

The Vintage Rose 
@vintagerosech3

I am loving this beautiful  
painted bureau by  
@anniesloanhome featured  
in @homes_antiques

Pink Rabbit 
@trace66
@homes_antiques loving this 
month’s feature on Studio Pottery

Michelle Campbell 
@MichelleCamArt @homes_
antiques I love this magazine!

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook facebook.com/homesantiques  Instagram @homes_antiques  Pinterest pinterest.com/homesantiques  Twitter @homes_antiques

This is the kitchen of one of the houses to 
be featured in our very next issue of H&A. 
Located on the South Coast in St Leonards, 
houses editor Katie Hallett describes it as 
her ‘dream house – glamorous and quirky 
with lots of oversized curios’. With glorious 
sea views and wonderful window treatments 
too, we can’t wait to see more.

HOT TOPIC

BEHIND THE SCENES

homes_antiques
Admiring these marble Metro tiles on today’s 
photoshoot...

artspreadsjoy lovely!!y
caroleannhartantiques Metro tiles always look great
and gives an air of great cooking too
decorativeantiquesuk Beautiful @homes_antiques x
bryantgallery  !!

PINTEREST

�������	
���	�����
European Antiques invites antiques and interiors 
lovers the world over to share pins of beautiful rooms 
on this gigantic community pin board providing hours 
of inspiration to pore over. The main criteria for taking 
part is that your pin features at least one antique, 
showcased within a contemporary setting. Truly 
pinners after our own hearts. uk.pinterest.com/
euroantiques/antique-with-modern/

������� ����
I wonder if your experts can shed
some light on this interesting
textile? I found it in Marmadukes,
Midhurst a couple of years ago
but have been unable to find out
anything about it. I have several
textile design books but have not 
been able to trace this particular
one. Hoping you can help!

LINDA SHARMAN, GOSPORT

This fabric has the look of
the Hungarian designer Tibor 

Reich who came to the UK in the 1930s to
study. He started producing his bold, colourful
designs at Clifford Mill just after the Second
World War. The colour palette of orange, green,
purple and black is typical of the late 1960s
style, and the style of the figures has the feel of
other Reich textiles of that period. Without the
selvedge it is hard to confirm that this is a Tibor
Reich fabric, although his grandson Sam is
hoping to revive the Tibor brand, and it may be
possible to contact him for identification. The
designs’ value and popularity have gone up over
the past few years. Prices now range from £15
for a tea towel by this designer to a larger fabric
panel costing from £100 and more.

EXPERT ADVICE

LIZ VAN
HASSELT,
Textile and costume
consultant
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Summer is a time to indulge in joyful colour outside and in. ALICE HANCOCK picks out

the brightest antique finds, new collections, auction results and exhibitions to visit

JOURNAL
This
month
TURN OVER A 
NEW LEAF
18 This summer the

pale greens of spring

take on a richer tone,

both outside and in this

edit of verdant finds 

DISCOVER
ERCOL’S HISTORY
24 The mid-century,

Shaker-inspired aesthetic

of Ercol furniture still

has heaps of stylish

appeal over 90 years

after it was founded  

PLAN YOUR
DAY TRIPS
28 From a celebration

of English beauty to

the newly rebranded

antiques fair at Olympia,

there’s lots to fill your 

diary this month

NO REGRETS
31 Drew Pritchard on

the ones that got away,

and how he learned

the hard way that you

should never buy and sell

a piece on the same day

SUP A STYLISH 
CUP OF TEA
37 Enjoy the

quintessentially English

activity of taking tea in

the garden with a pretty

antique teacup or two 

H&A

FRESH LINENS
If you want to give your
rooms a quick summer update
without too much investment,
try upholstering a cushion or
a footstool in a new fabric.
Prestigious Textiles’ ‘Nomad’
collection is a range of crisp
linens in globally-inspired
blockprint patterns. The chalky
blue and natural shades sit
beautifully against well-worn 
woods. £19.99 per m.
* 01274 688448; prestigious.co.uk
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 Try displaying collections of 

similar items in a grid system. 

We have a set of old bowling 

shoes bought on eBay that we 

display in Perspex boxes hung 

on the wall. Perspex boxes are 

brilliant for housing collections. 

They give old pieces a strong 

contemporary edge.

STYLE STEER

Kit Kemp, co-owner and design  

director, Firmdale Hotels

ANTIQUES AT AUCTION

ON THE WING
Sworders Summer Country House sale,  

7th June

Musical boxes are still so charming, 

hence a top estimate (£1,200 to 

£1,500) for this trilling, late 19th-

century ‘singing bird’ box. Made in gilt 

metal in the style of the French maker, 

Bontems, the box is decorated with 

scrollwork, foxes, birds and cherubs. 

* 01279 817778; sworder.co.uk

DECORATING

PRECIOUS PETALS
Looking at Juliet Travers’ ‘Secret Garden’ 

wallpaper instantly gave us a wave of 

nostalgia for childhood holidays and English 

gardens. It’s made up of intertwining 

bluebells, daffodils, daisies and ivy and is 

just bold enough to make a statement without 

overpowering your antiques. ‘Secret Garden’ 

in ‘JTSG01’, £150 per 10m roll. 

* 020 7924 3883; juliettravers.com

WHAT TO BUY

CASSEROLE 

FIESTA
It’s great when solidly traditional brands 

take a fresh – and in this case, zesty – turn. 

Le Creuset has launched a new range of 

its signature cast iron casserole pots in 

colours inspired by the bright skies of Brazil 

and the lush colours of its tropical fruits. 

Use yours to whip up a traditional Brazilian 

feijoada (trust us, it’s worth a Google).  

‘Vida Brazil’ signature casserole pot, £125.  

* 0800 373 792; lecreuset.co.uk

FROM THE ARCHIVE

TAKING A 

LIBERTY
The ‘Petronella Chintz’ is one of 

Liberty’s oldest fabrics, even 

predating the firm’s Regent 

Street shop. Inspired by an 

oriental floral drawing from 

an 1820s archive book, 

it has been brightened up 

and redrawn to suit Swoon 

Editions’ 1950s-inspired 

‘Duke’ cocktail chair. A 

stylish way to mix periods if 

ever there was one. ‘Petronella 

Chintz’ in ‘Delft’ on the ‘Duke’  

chair, £499.

* 020 3137 2464;  

swooneditions.com
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Have you ever fancied recreating the rich warmth of

the Moroccan souk at home? Bohzaar’s ‘Zantine’

bed linen is a good place to start. You could win a

full set of the rich and exotic bedding worth either

£314 for a king or £284 for a double bed. To enter,

send your contact details and preferred size on a

postcard marked ‘Bohzaar’ to the address on page 

161. * 01531 553 000; bohzaar.co.uk

OVER £300 OF 
BOHZAAR BED LINEN

5 of the best: Floral cushions

OLD AND BOLD
Cushion with Titley &

Marr ‘Ashby’ vintage linen

cover. 01666 500887;

brownrigg-interiors.co.uk

£40

Give an old sofa a new burst of life with some vibrant seasonal blooms

BLUE BLOOM
Vintage Sanderson

indigo floral cushion.

01628 531555;

indigoandrose.co.uk 

£45

THE WATERLILIES
‘Nymphaea Camellia’

silk satin cushion.

020 7893 7760;

designersguild.com 

£90

FLOCKS OF FANCY
‘Lady Kristina’ in

‘Parasol’ archive print 

cushion. 020 7734

1234; liberty.co.uk

£110

PAINTERLY POSY
Soft-hued ‘Majorcan

Garden’ cushion.

00800 0026 8476;

anthropologie.com 

£68

FROM THE ARCHIVE

A DELFT HAND
The new collection by Dutch designer Marcel Wanders for

124-year-old Portuguese porcelain manufacturers Vista Alegre

is a treat for lovers of blue-and-white china. Wanders has

reimagined traditional Delft blue china in a range of delicate

asymmetric designs that are fun to mix in with older pieces of

blue-and-white transferware. ‘Blue Ming’ dinner plate, €87 (£69).  

* +351 234 320 600; vistaalegre.com

WHAT TO BUY

AD FAN
Whether you lived through

the 1950s or not, vintage

advertising signs are brilliantly

evocative. RE has a collection

of over 100 original signs

ranging from ‘Dandy Shandy’

to ‘Dreft – for your dainty

wash’. Full of fun and charm,

buy a few for colourful kitchen

displays. Prices from £12. 

* 01434 634567;

re-foundobjects.com
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DESIGNS WE LOVE

As spring turns to summer, greens 

get richer and more abundant 

outside and inside too

ANTIQUE BUYS

BLACK EAST
Woolley & Wallis Asian Art sale, 17th May

Made for the Katabami samuri clan, a

pretty little Japanese black and gold

lacquer bowl dates to the mid 19th

century and is decorated with a wood

sorrel motif (est £300 to £400).

* 01722 424500; woolleyandwallis.co.uk

A new leaf

ABOVE Linen nettle print cushion,

£35, RA shop. 0800 634 6341; shop.

royalacademy.org.uk BELOW ‘Malfa

fabric in ‘Emeraude’, £89 per m,

Manuel Canovas. manuelcanovas.com

ONLINE TIP

INVALUABLE 

IDEAS

A lot of antiques

shopping is happening

online these days.

Finds can be picked

up at the click of a

mouse. And, even

better, auction website

Invaluable has now

brought together

galleries, auctioneers

and antiques shops

on to one platform

where, rather than go

through a prolonged

bidding process, you

can buy your find

immediately through

a ‘Buy Now’ function.

You just need patience

until it’s delivered…

01983 559850;

invaluable.com

ABOVE Chair, Ilmari

Tapiovaara, £313.50

pair. 1stdibs.com

RIGHT 1930s bottle,

£190, AMS Antiques.

020 7491 1144;

amsantiques.com

RIGHT 1960s

Poole vase, £45,

stand F040-45.

020 7723 6066;

alfiesantiques.com

BELOW ‘La Selva

Palm’ dinner plate,

£8, John Lewis.

03456 049049;

johnlewis.com

ABOVE TOP ‘REVO’ shade, £312,

Skinflint. 01326 565227; skinflint 

design.co.uk ABOVE ‘Green

Blossom’ album, £39.95, Liberty.

020 7734 1234; liberty.co.uk

LEFT Art deco dancer, £750,

Deconamic. +32 333 66030;

deconamic.com RIGHT

1900s biscuit barrel, £425,

Grays Antiques. 020 7629

7034; graysantiques.com

BELOW Kangxi bowl, £2,500,

Catherine Hunt Oriental

Antiques. 01242 227794;

cathy-hunt.co.uk

BELOW Green agate

slice, £58.73, Urban

Road. +61 455 285

336; urbanroad.com
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ANTIQUES AT AUCTION

A SALE OF NOTE

TOYS GALORE

With a strong vein of nostalgia
running through our cultural
tastes at the moment, toys as
collectables are garnering new
fans. Among the toy specialist
auction houses such as Vectis
(vectis.co.uk) and Lacy Scott
& Knight (lskauctioncentre.
co.uk) is Special Auction
Services, with its next major toy
sale this month. Up for grabs will
be two Barbie sets from the Janet
Winterflood Collection of Vinyl
Dolls, both point-of-sale displays
from 1968 (est £2,000 to £3,000
each), and a wonderful 1905 G&J
Lines tricycle horse (est £500 to
£800). A posse of rare teddies

includes a Gebruder Sussenguth
Peter Bear, c1925, (est £800 to
£1,200) and a 1930s clockwork
Crämer dancing jester bear (est
£1,000 to £1,500).

* Toys for the Collector on 8th & 9th June at

Special Auction Services, Newbury, Berks.

01635 580595; specialauctionservices.com

WHAT TO BUY

COLOUR ME NEW
To coincide with the exhibition celebrating

100 years of Vogue at the National Portrait

Gallery (ends 22nd May), accessory designer

Karen Mabon has created two designs

inspired by iconic Vogue covers. Channel your

inner 1950s screen siren on holiday with their 

playful prints of glamorous swimmers. £110.

* 020 7306 0055; npg.org.uk/shop

BUY
With brown furniture still fantastic value

at auction, now is a great time to snap

up late 18th-century mahogany pieces.

Single or pairs of mahogany dining

chairs in the Chippendale style cost

from £50 to £100 each. Why not make

up a harlequin set for a fraction of the

price of reproductions? Or what about a

mahogany night cupboard? These cost

around £300 and can be reinvented as

a store cupboard for a TV and digibox.

SELL
Collectors will pay thousands of pounds

for 16th- and early 17th-century oak

coffers made before the reign of

Charles I (1625-1649), especially if the

patina is good. At Halls recently, an

Elizabethan oak coffer sold for £9,200.

In comparison, the more plentiful

coffers of the late 17th century sell in

the low £100s. Humble 18th-century

peat buckets, often used as log buckets

now, can fetch prices of up to £2,000.

FURNITURE SPECIALIST

ANDREW

BEESTON
Halls, Shrewsbury

SEASON’S PICK

TAKES BLUE TO TANGO
Tropical colours and the glamorous side of 1970s 

bohemia are big news this summer. Look no further 

than Matthew Williamson’s new collaboration with 

traditional British furniture brand Duresta. It is, in fact, 

anything but traditional. The fabrics are a cacophony of 

colour and the curves of the ‘Tango’ chair (pictured here 

in ‘Estelle Teal’, from £1,132) ooze mid-century appeal. 

Thus far it is being exclusively sold at Harrods.  

* 0333 300 1000; harrods.com
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Auctioneers & Valuers
Antiques | Jewellery | Watches

Visit www.fellows.co.uk to sign up to bid and
view the full calendar of auctions.

An Auction of

Silver & Plated Ware

Previously featured in
the novelty section of

this auction

Monday 20th June at 10am

0121 212 2131 | FOR FREE VALUATIONS WWW.FELLOWS.CO.UK/VALUATIONS

Jewellery Quarter Saleroom | 19 Augusta Street, Birmingham, B18 6JA

Mayfair Office | 2nd Floor, 3 Queen Street, London W1J 5PA fellowsauctions

No risk 21 day moneyback home trial . 5 year hardwood frame guarantee

DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

For a free colour brochure call 01495 244226 or visit www.sofasofa.co.uk

GREAT BRITISH SOFAS

FLORENCE

3 seater sofa

was £1099 -

now £799



‘F
airy pictures’ is how
William Henry Fox Talbot,
a pioneer of early
photography, described his
first experiments. The

fragile images – some of the earliest to
remain light fast and permanent – were of
Lacock Abbey, a medieval nunnery until
the Dissolution of the Monasteries that
Talbot had inherited. Ghostly but
fascinating, the images are now the
subject of a new book William Henry
Fox Talbot: Dawn of the Photograph.

It was while sketching using a camera
lucida (a prism that allowed the user to
see both the subject they were drawing
and their paper at the same time) on his
honeymoon to Lake Como in 1833 that
Talbot first came up with an idea to fix
photographs permanently on paper;
something that at this point had not been
achieved. Talbot called it ‘the art of fixing
a shadow’ and his very first photograph 
was of his wife.

Unfortunately for Talbot, in 1839 the
Frenchman Louis Daguerre declared that
he had invented a permanent
photographic process when he patented
the daguerreotype, a silver-plated sheet of
copper inserted into a camera obscura.
This prompted Talbot to reveal his
paper-based method of photography. It
became known as the ‘calotype’ from the 
Greek kalos meaning beautiful.

In 1934, Talbot’s granddaughter
Matilda gathered her grandfather’s 6,500
photographic works on paper including
the world’s earliest negative. Over that
summer Alexander Barclay, the keeper of
chemistry at the Science Museum, visited
Lacock, each time returning to London
with Matilda’s donations packed in
hatboxes and wicker baskets. You can see
the photographs on display at the Science 
Museum until 11th September.
* William Henry Fox Talbot: Dawn of the Photograph

is out on 2nd June (Scala, £27.95). See our feature on 

upcoming photography auctions on page 124. H
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20th-century studio

ceramics are a growing

collecting area, as

we examined in the

May issue of H&A.

Specialist auction

house Maak holds two

dedicated auctions

a year, and the next

sale has 200 lots

including these gems…

Lucie Rie is a collectable name in studio

ceramics and much is expected from this

small, footed bowl with white spotting,

c1970 (estimate £2,500 to £3,500).

The V&A owns three works by Scots-born

potter Jennifer Lee, who made this

small blue pot with amber flash in 1998 

(estimate £700 to £900). 

Bernard Leach was the founder of the

studio pottery movement in Britain. This

marmalade pot, c1960, was probably

sold at Heal’s or Liberty as part of a

breakfast set (estimate £400 to £600).

A SALE OF NOTE

POTTERY TO 

COLLECT

* Contemporary Ceramics sale at

Maak, 16th–19th May. 07903 049444; 

maaklondon.com

ANTIQUES AT AUCTION

Fox Talbot
Often called the father of modern photography, William

Henry Fox Talbot’s early work still has a fragile charm

NOTES ON AN ICON
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Charity reg no. 207994 (England & Wales), SC038731 (Scotland)  A759d

Get together  with friends and 

family between 20 and 29 June  

and raise money to help us support 

people living with a terminal illness  

across the UK.

For your free fundraising pack, visit 

mariecurie.org.uk/teaparty2  

or call 0800 716 146

Go on, throw a

Blooming Great
Tea Party!



Mixing Eastern pieces with English antiques helped Linda 

Dallison realise that she had an eye for the unusual

WHO After 12 years spent living in
Asia, Linda Dallison realised that she
had developed a unique collection
of Far Eastern and English antiques.
When she started marrying the two
together at home, friends and family
started to ask her to source pieces for
them and Splendid Ted was born.
WHERE The shop, a Grade II-listed
converted barn is in Seal, Kent. It is
named after the Dallisons’ beloved
wired-haired fox terrier Ted (kennel
name ‘Splendid Ted’). ‘He looks
exactly like the 1950s vintage dogs
on wheels so it seemed appropriate,’
Linda says.
WHAT Linda’s eye mostly draws her
to rustic English pieces and furniture
that has been loved and used. ‘I like
pieces with a good patina,’ she says.
‘There are some contemporary Asian 

finds but mostly the shop is like
a romantic peek into the past.’
FIND Quirky antique decoy ducks
sit alongside 1970s test tubes (from
£12), gilded mirrors and smaller retro
finds. ‘Locals like to pop in for gifts
so we keep a good range,’ says Linda.
‘Mostly, though, stock is led by client
demand and antique market trends.’
BUY Thanks to a penchant for
pieces ‘with visual impact as well
as a practical use’, there are a good
number of beautifully weathered
trunks in stock, priced from £50,
which make great storage chests.
There’s also a covetable set of
Florentine tables (£120) that Linda is
trying hard not to get attached to.
* Splendid Ted, 1 The Black Barn, High Street, 

Seal, Kent, TN15 0AL.

01732 667272; splendidted.com

TALKING SHOP

Splendid Ted

CLOCKWISE FROM

TOP LEFT Linda often

stocks French pieces such

as vintage signs; Splendid 

Ted is set in a Grade

II-listed barn conversion

near Sevenoaks; an early

20th-century hessian and

wood rocking horse; mid-

century glass including a

deep blue genie bottle

ANTIQUES AT AUCTION

SHINING

SPECIMEN
Charles Miller Maritime and Scientific

Models and Works of Art sale, 10th May

Dr Livingstone’s, I presume? Yes,

this travel washstand-cum-desk is

believed to have been used by Dr

Livingstone on his expeditions to

Africa from 1852–1856, and was

purchased in Capetown. Famously, 

he travelled light, but

not without the

means to write,

wash and shave

properly. This

piece carries a

high estimate for

brown furniture,

thanks to its

provenance

(est £3,000 to 

£5,000).

* 020 7806 5541;

25blytheroad.com

WHAT TO BUY

LIGHT UP
Maker Alice Moylan hand-embellishes

these zingy silk lampshades in her

Georgian cottage in Derbyshire. The

fabulous ‘Pink Ruche Tiffany’ costs £205. 

* 07811 801146; beauvamp.com
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Behind the brand

Over 90 years since it first

started, Ercol continues to

refresh its simple Shaker-

inspired aesthetic with new

design-led collaborations

Ercol

I
ronically perhaps, British
furniture brand Ercol enjoyed
its first flush of success, thanks
to the post-war austerity years.

Ercol’s founder Lucian Ercolani, an
Italian cabinetmaker with a passion 
for Shaker furniture, had taken
the bentwood frame of the classic
‘Windsor’ chair and worked out a
way to mass-produce it. Impressed 
by this efficiency, the Board of
Trade awarded Ercol a contract for
100,000 of these low-cost simplified
‘Windsors’ and soon the chairs were 
found in kitchens across Britain.
From 14 pre-made pieces, they could be
made at a rate of 2,000 per week.

The company had been founded
in 1920 when Ercolani moved from
London, where his Tuscan framemaker
father had brought the family in search
of work, to High Wycombe, the centre
of English furniture-making. He started
Ercol from scratch, inspired by the
Shaker furniture he had seen on a trip
to America, to make simple designs.

Thanks to the popularity of pared
back, Scandinavian style in the 1950s
and 1960s, Ercol became a bestselling
brand. Pieces such as the ‘Love Seat’,
and the ‘Butterfly’ and ‘Windsor’ chairs

are now icons. While original vintage
pieces are sought after (look out for the
silver and blue Ercol labels), Ercol still
has a factory in Princes Risborough,
just a few miles from its original base
in High Wycombe. It still produces its
‘Originals’ range of early designs by
Ercolani (fondly referred to as ‘The Old
Man’) as well as new collaborations
with the likes of Margaret Howell,
Paola Navone and a range launching
this year with British furniture designer
Matthew Hilton.
* The ‘Pero’ range by Matthew Hilton for Ercol is

out now. 01844 271800; ercol.com 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Ercol’s 1958 ‘Butterfly’

chair is one of its most popular; Lucian Ercolani

in discussion with two of his sons; Paola Navone’s

‘Nest’ sofa; Ercol released the ‘Flow’ chair by Tomoko

Azumi at the most recent London Design Week

A trio of books with

abundant inspiration 

for all those new

shoots appearing in

your garden

Historically, different flowers have been

attributed specific meanings. Discover

these in Meaningful Bouquets with ideas

for 25 displays, sigh-worthy photography 

and watercolour illustrations.

(Chronicle, £16.99, out now)

Selina Lake’s wistful vintage style uses

pretty English flowers and old botanical

prints. Botanical Style explores five

looks with easy-to-do tips. (Ryland

Peters & Small, £19.99, out 12th May)

After working in fashion magazines,

Willow Crossley set up a boutique styling

flowers and selling antiques. Inspire:

The Art of Living with Nature shows how

antiques can enjoy new life with a bloom

or two. (CICO Books, £16.99, out now)

BOOKSHELF

FLOWERY 

IDEAS

e are now icons While original vintage
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COMPETITION

Terms and conditions 1 Promoter: Immediate Media Company Bristol Ltd. 2 Entrants must be UK residents aged 18 years or older, excluding employees of promoter or employees (and their immediate

families) of the prize supplier or any other companies associated with the draw. 3 By entering, you agree to be bound by all the rules of the promotion. 4 Only one entry per person allowed. Bulk entries made

by third parties will not be permitted. 5 No responsibility accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent entries. 6 The prize is as stated. No cash alternative or alternative prize will be offered if unsuitable.  

7 Prize is non-refundable, non-transferable and not for resale. Prize subject to the supplier’s terms and conditions. 9 Closing date for entries is 11.59pm on 7th June 2016. 10 One winning entry will be

chosen at random from all eligible entries. 11 The winner will receive five nights’ bed and breakfast for two in the Boatshed at Ardanaiseig, two first-class return tickets on the Caledonian Sleeper to and

from Crianlarich, and taxis between Crianlarich and Ardanaiseig. The winner may choose his/her departure station although this must be one served by the Caledonian Sleeper. 12 Accommodation is subject

to availability. If the Boatshed is unavailable on the dates requested by the winner, then the winner may book one of the hotel’s other rooms (subject to availability) 13 The winner will be notified of the win

within 21 days of the closing date by phone or email. The winner must claim their prize within three days of notification. In the event that the winner does not claim their prize within three days, another winner

will be drawn at random. 14 The prize must be taken by 30th November 2016. 15 No other transport, drinks or meals are included. 16 The draw is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 17 For

details of the winner, send an SAE to: Competition Department, Homes & Antiques, Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN within two months of the closing

date. 18 Terms and conditions governed by English law. 19 Delivery of prize will be within a month of the winner being notified. 20 For full terms and conditions visit homesandantiques.com/competitionterms.

Immediate Media Company Limited (publisher of Homes & Antiques) may use your details to send you offers and promotions in accordance with our privacy policy. For details of how to unsubscribe, please 

see this policy at immediate.co.uk/privacy-policy.

This is your chance to enjoy a luxury five-night stay at Ardanaiseig, 

Scotland’s most wildly romantic hotel, set on the banks of a

beautiful loch. Plus, you’ll also receive first-class train travel

V
oted Best Country House Hotel

in the 2015–16 Scottish Hotel

Awards, this 16-bedroom hotel

in Argyll showcases antique furniture

and eclectic artwork. There are statues

reclining in the hedges in its 120 acres of

private landscaped grounds and reworked

oil paintings of Bianca Jagger and Lauren 

Bacall on the walls. Owner Bennie

Gray, whose other businesses include

antiques centres in London’s Mayfair and

Marylebone, has also turned it into one of

Scotland’s exclusive wedding venues and

dining destinations. Our winner and partner

will stay for five nights in Ardanaiseig’s

showpiece suite, the Boatshed, a two-

minute walk from the hotel on the loch’s

edge. Our prize includes two first-class

return tickets on the Caledonian Sleeper –

the overnight train service between London

and Scotland (for more information, go to

sleeper.scot). Leave in time for a nightcap

in the on-board bar and dine from a menu

created from the finest Scottish produce.

Enjoy a peaceful night’s sleep in your 

cosy cabin and wake

to breakfast in bed.

For more information

on Ardanaiseig or to

make a reservation call

01866 833337 or go

to ardanaiseig.com.

WIN A FIVE-NIGHT LUXURY
HOTEL BREAK IN SCOTLAND

ENTER NOW
To enter, simply answer 

the following question: 

On which spectacular loch 

is Ardanaiseig situated? 

A Loch Awe  B Loch Ness   

C Loch Tay

ENTER ONLINE 

homesandantiques.com

ENTER BY POST Send your 

answer, name, address and 

phone number to:

Homes & Antiques, 

Issue 282, Ardanaiseig 

Competition, PO Box 501, 

Leicester, LE94 0AA



1 HOTEL CALIFORNIA
Estimate: £80–£100

An artist’s studio sale is a rare find and one

that is well worth capitalising on if you see

it trailed at an auction house. Often artists

hang on to their most innovative pieces, so

you can make some eye-opening purchases.

Chiswick Auctions’ sale of work from the

studio of James Arnold Martin, a prolific

London-based painter and potter, was one

such example. Martin was underappreciated

during his lifetime, and this oil on board titled

The Hotel California, Tangiers demonstrates his

intriguing, refracted and colourful style well.

Hammer: £300

* 020 8992 4442; chiswickauctions.co.uk

2 FEELING AT HOME
Estimate: £800–£1,200

Bonhams’ Homes & Interiors sales are a first for

the auction house. They bring together pieces

from all eras of design so that buyers can mix

antiques with more contemporary items. Traffic

lights sat alongside Chinese-export chairs, and

Coca-Cola fridges were juxtaposed with copper

finials. At the more traditional end of the scale

were a pair of William Moorcroft ‘Moonlit Blue’ 

vases, which would add a wonderfully rich 

accent to any interior scheme.

Hammer: £3,125

* 020 7447 7447; bonhams.com

3 A SMALL SOIREE

Estimate: £120–£180

This colour lithographic postcard was designed 

by the Czech art nouveau artist Alphonse

Mucha. It was intended for an evening recital

in Paris and shows an ethereal woman playing

a lyre. Sold at Toovey’s recent postcard sale,

it’s a good example of how affordable art

nouveau pieces can be. For fans of the era,

if you haven’t yet discovered the museum

in Prague dedicated to Mucha’s life and

work, you’ll be in for a whimsical treat.

Hammer: £110

* 01903 891955; tooveys.com

AFTER THE AUCTION
Track the trends in the salesroom with our round-up of the latest prices

A SWAN AND DANCE
Estimate: £400–£600

Alicia Markova is often considered, alongside Margot Fonteyn, the most

astonishing dancer of her generation. She was the founder dancer of no less than

three companies and co-founded the English National Ballet. Her career began in

the 1920s when she was spotted by Sergei Diaghilev, owner of the Ballet Russes,

and she reached the height of her fame in the 1940s and 1950s. A tutu (pictured

here being worn by Markova), made in the 1950s for Swan Lake, played into many

romantic dreams of ballet at Fieldings’ recent sale. The vendor was given the

costume in 1959 while working in the Royal Opera House’s wardrobe department.

In cream satin and embellished with silver braid, sequins and tulle, it was quite

a gift, particularly as the inside waistband has Markova’s name marked in ink.

Hammer: £2,600

* 01384 444140; fieldingsauctioneers.co.uk

STAR
LOT
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4 CEREAL NUMBER
Estimate: £300–£360

The toy collector who spotted this Dinky toy had 

certainly ‘had their Weetabix’, as the cereal’s 

advertising slogan goes. In a sale at collectable 

toy specialist Vectis that saw some astounding 

prices, this was a standout. Though the base  

of the box wasn’t original, the rest was and in 

top condition, hence the estimate-busting price.

Hammer: £900

* 01642 750616; vectis.co.uk

5 EARLY BIRD
Estimate: £700–£1,000

Automatons such as this singing bird cage make 

interesting finds. It is thought that this gilded 

coop was made in the late 19th century by a 

family of renowned Parisian automaton makers 

called Bontems. Their pieces were famed for 

the realism of the birdsong they produced.

Hammer: £780

* 01279 817778; sworder.co.uk

6 GOOD SCENTS
Estimate: £100–£150

This surrealist 1940s scarf was a favourite 

at Bristol Auction Rooms’ Vintage Fashion & 

Textile auction, which featured in our February 

issue. Made of fine wool, the print is a riot  

of branches and vintage perfume bottles.

Hammer: £150 

* 0117 953 1603; bristolauctionrooms.co.uk

7 SMALL FORTUNE
Estimate: £1,200

It’s not big but this 18th-century Bow porcelain 

model raced away from its estimate. It is based 

on a watercolour by French rococo painter 

François Boucher and came from Linley Hall, 

one of Shropshire’s grandest homes.

Hammer: £11,000

* 01743 450700; hallsgb.com
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THE DIARY
K 1st Jewellery, McTear’s, Meiklewood Gate,  

31 Meiklewood Road, Glasgow.

0141 810 2880; mctears.co.uk

K 2nd Decorative Interiors including British 

& Continental Ceramics & Glass, Mallams,

Grosvenor Galleries, 26 Grosvenor St,

Cheltenham. 01242 235712; mallams.co.uk

K 7th Fine Art & Antiques, Canterbury

Auction Galleries, 40 Station Road

West, Canterbury, Kent. 01227 763337; 

thecanterburyauctiongalleries.com

K�7th & 8th Garden & Natural History,

Summers Place Auctions, The Walled Garden,

Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex. 

01403 331331; summersplaceauctions.com

K 8th Defining the Interior: English Furniture,

Silver, Ceramics, Works of Art & Sculpture,

Bonhams, 101 New Bond Street, London. 

020 7447 7447; bonhams.com

K 8th Select Jewellery & Watches, Lyon &

Turnbull, 33 Broughton Place, Edinburgh.

0131 557 8844; lyonandturnbull.com

K 9th Silver & Jewellery, Furniture & Works

of Art, Duke’s, Brewery Square, Dorchester,

Dorset. 01305 265 080; dukes-auctions.com

K 11th Modern & Contemporary Prints &

Photography, Roseberys, West Norwood,

London. 020 8761 2522; roseberys.co.uk

K 11th Fine Art, Antiques & Collectables,

Fieldings, Stourbridge, West Midlands.

01384 444140; fieldingsauctioneers.co.uk

K 15th & 16th The Fine Art Sale, Cheffins,

Clifton House, 1–2 Clifton Road, Cambridge.

01223 213343; cheffins.co.uk/fineart

K 15th & 16th Printed Books, Maps &

Documents, Dominic Winter, South Cerney,

Glos. 01285 860006; dominicwinter.co.uk

K 15th & 16th Maritime Sale, Bearnes

Hampton & Littlewood, Okehampton Street,

Exeter. 01392 413100; bhandl.co.uk

K 21st 20th Century Decorative Art & Design,

Sworders, Cambridge Road, Stansted

Mountfitchet, Essex. 01279 817778; 

sworder.co.uk

K�21st, 22nd & 23rd Antiques & Interiors,

Bellmans, Newpound, Wisborough Green,

W Sussex. 01403 700858; bellmans.co.uk

K 22nd Arts & Crafts, Woolley & Wallis,

51–61 Castle Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire.

01722 424500; woolleyandwallis.co.uk

K 22nd Jewellery, Christie’s South Kensington,

85 Old Brompton Rd, London.

020 7930 6074; christies.com

K 22nd Royalty, Antiques & Fine Art,

Reeman Dansie, Colchester, Essex.

01206 754754; reemandansie.com

K 24th Scientific Instruments, Cameras,

Tools & Natural History, Tennants,

Harmby Rd, Leyburn, North Yorkshire. 

01969 623780; tennants.co.uk

K�30th Antiques & Fine Art Sale with Silver,

Jewellery & Watches, Adam Partridge,

Withyfold Drive, Macclesfield, Cheshire.

01625 431788; adampartridge.co.uk

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS

JUNE

MUS T VISIT

This week-long, high-
end annual fair, renamed
The Art & Antiques Fair,
Olympia, brings together
160 top dealers selling
vetted art, furniture
and jewellery as well as
many other beautiful and
unusual pieces. There may
be some seriously pricey
items for sale but there
will also be offerings at
the more affordable end of
the spectrum. As well as
tours of the fair led by art
consultant Vanessa Curry,
there is also a programme
of talks, including one on
restoring historic buildings
by The Landmark Trust.

* 27th June–3rd July.

Olympia London, Hammersmith

Road, London, W14 8UX.

Opening times vary. £20 (£60

preview day on 27th June). 

020 7384 8146;

olympia-art-antiques.com

ABOVE Antique

furniture and

artworks are

arranged as room

sets, which can

be good places to

pause, at this smart

fair at Olympia
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ART & ANTIQUES FAIR, OLYMPIA

From RHS Chelsea to glittering glass, find cultural

treats aplenty this month, both indoors and out

A spread of roses
As the summer begins it seems well-

timed to visit a new exhibition celebrating

the English rose. The Bowes Museum’s

new show, prompted by its acquisition of

the Van Dyck portrait above, celebrates

the rich pageant of British beauties from

the 17th to 20th century.

* Until 25th September. Barnard Castle,

Newgate, County Durham, DL12 8NP.

01833 690606; thebowesmuseum.org.uk

CRAFT WORK
For those on the hunt for contemporary

pieces to mix with their antiques, take a trip

to Devon for The Contemporary Craft Festival.

This year, The Great Pottery Throw Down team 

will be there throwing pots; plus over 200

designer makers and a new Craft Cinema (on

a bus dating from 1967) showing vintage and

contemporary films about design.

* 10th–12th June. Mill Marsh Park, Bovey

Tracey, Devon, TQ13 9AL. 01626 830612;

craftsatboveytracey.co.uk

Olivia, Mrs 

Endymion Porter  

by Van Dyck

Embroidered cushions

by Hilda Living’s

Rebecca Williams
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Don’t miss
WADDESDON’S

EW OPENING
With the new opening

of the central Red

Drawing Room,

visitors can now

enter Waddesdon, as

19th century guests

would have done.

01296 653203;

waddesdon.org.uk

SOCIETY
PORTRAITS
The Royal

Society of

Portrait Painters

annual exhibition 

(until 20th

May) features

intriguing images of both famous faces and

depictions of everyday life, such as Melissa

Scott Miller’s, above. 020 7930 6844; therp.co.uk

Events to make a special trip to see

GARDEN FINDS
Sometimes the location of a fair makes 

it just as much of a treat to visit as the

pieces on sale. Art Antiques London will

set up in Kensington Gardens this month

with an array of antiques as elegant as

their surrounds. We have our eye on

this coffee pot from the 260-year-old

Nymphenburg factory and a unique

ceramic bird made by Picasso for an

edition of two bronze casts in 1950.

There’s also an acclaimed restaurant.

* 24th–30th June. Albert Memorial

West Lawn, Kensington Gardens, London.

020 7389 6555; artantiqueslondon.com

A SELLING EXHIBITION
OF ENGLISH CLOCKS
Howard Walwyn is a

leading expert in antique

English clocks so expect

some of the finest examples

of horology at his exhibition

from 14th to 23rd June on

London’s Kensington Church

Street. 020 7938 1100;

walwynantiqueclocks.com
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Dutch flourish
There are so many gloriously frothy blooms on show in

the National Gallery’s Dutch Flowers exhibition. It’s an

intriguing show that tracks the history of Dutch flower

painting from staid early attempts to the abundant

coverage that accompanied the Netherlands’ ‘Tulip

Mania’ in the 1630s, and many of the canvases

have never been on public display before.

* Until 7th May. Sir John Soane’s Museum, 13 Lincoln’s Inn Fields,

London, WC2A 3BP. 020 7405 2107; soane.org

Islington Family PortraitIslington Family Portrait

Flowers in a Vase  

by Paulus Theodorus 

van Brussel, 1792

Comings and growings
Two years ago the team behind the Affordable Art Fair started GROW London,

a gardening fair with a contemporary edge. Think terrariums, exotic trees,

succulents and sharp floral displays. This year sees even more lifestyle

exhibitors, from designers like Emily Burningham and Lorna Syson to the Raj

Tent Club, who sell and rent tents, canopies, throws and more using age-old

block-printing techniques in Rajasthan. * 24th–26th June. Lower Fairground Site,

East Heath Road, Hampstead, London, NW3 1TH. 020 8246 4846; growlondon.com

IN TIME
Maria Lassnig’s work

has never had a UK

retrospective before. 

Fascinated with

time’s passing, see

her bold portraits at

Tate Liverpool until

18th September.

* 0151 702 7400; 

tate.org.uk
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Weekly online auctions 
for special objects

Register for free Bids start at £1 Auctioneer supervision Secure payments

 “Brilliant! Simple to use and trustworthy”

www.catawiki.co.uk/antiques

Place your bids at:



I
’m always looking for that extra-
special piece – an antique that
has an edge. Over the years I’ve
learned that these aren’t always
the rarest pieces or the ones

that are worth the most money, but
somehow they just have something
exceptional about them. Learning
to spot them is an art and one that
takes years to hone. There can be two
identical chairs, made on the same day
by the same man, but one will be more
desirable than the other. It might come
down to a slight difference in shade,
a quirk in the way it’s made or the way
it commands attention when it’s placed
in a room. Any of these things might
give a piece an edge. These are the
pieces that often appeal to other people
too, and they fly out of the door when
I come across them.

I’ll never forget coming across a tiny,
very stylised robin at a stained-glass
dealer once. I took one look at it and
thought, ‘That’s a bit special.’ When
I got it back to work, I propped
it up against a window to admire
it. It had perfect proportions.
No single piece of lead was too long or
too short, everything was exactly right
in the design: the colours of the stained
glass, the way it was painted. You
could see the years of craftsmanship,
knowledge and skill in that little bird.

Later that day, a client we called
Gothic Gary (because he’d buy anything
we had in that was Gothic) turned up.
He spotted the robin instantly. ‘What’s
that?’ he asked me. ‘This? It’s just
come in,’ I told him. ‘I think it’s a bit
special.’ ‘Name your price,’ he replied
without hesitation. Now, this guy has
a very high-profile job. He drives an
Aston Martin and always rocks up
with a carrier bag full of cash. The

stained-glass dealer I’d bought the
bird from wasn’t sure what it was, 
so I put an ambitious price on it.
If Gothic Gary was willing to pay,
I would, of course, sell. To my
amazement he took my hand off.

When I went home that night,
something about the sale bugged me,
and I looked through all of my books
until I found the robin. I almost wished
I hadn’t. I discovered that it had

come from one of the houses that the
renowned English architect and Gothic
designer Augustus Pugin had owned.
Anything connected with Pugin is
incredibly rare and highly desirable,
and I’d let it slip through my hands.

There’s a saying in the antiques
business that you should never buy and
sell something on the same day, and it’s 
good advice. You need time to investigate 
anything you suspect is good and check
its provenance. I once bought a pair of
stools from Forde Abbey in Somerset,
which I was told were 19th-century
reproductions. I only discovered after
selling them quickly for a small profit
that they were 18th-century originals
worth a fortune. But I’ve always held on

to the fact that I knew these pieces were
good enough to buy in the first place.

I once found a beautiful pair of
19th-century West Country stick-back
armchairs in their original green paint.
The unique way they’d worn made them
that extra bit special and I fell in love
with them. We decided to put them
into our concession at Liberty with a
fitting price tag and they were, perhaps,
the most expensive stick-back chairs

in the world at the time. Every time I
handled them there was a bit of magic
and a small part of me wanted to put
them into the back of my car to take
home. But the same day we put them on
the shop floor, they sold. The guy who
bought them fell in love with them too.
He understood them and didn’t flinch at
the £6,500 price tag. They went to the
right buyer, at the right price. Through
the learning that follows the mistakes,
you have the knowledge to bring it all
together as a dealer and it all pays off,
just in time for you to start the search
for that extra-special piece once more. Q

See the pieces Drew currently has

for sale at drewpritchard.co.uk

DREW PRITCHARD

There’s a saying in the antiques trade that you should

never buy and sell something on the same day. It’s

something that Drew has learned the hard way, as he

reveals the stories behind the ones that got away…

NO REGRETS
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A client we called

Gothic Gary came

in. He spotted the

piece instantly.

‘Name your price,’

he said to me,

without hesitation

The stick-

back chairs 

that Drew fell 

in love with
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CARPETS I BLINDS I CURTAINS I SHUTTERS

TO BOOK YOUR FREE HOME APPOINTMENT

CALL 0800 587 6410 OR VISIT hillarys.co.uk

If you love made-to-measure, you’ll love what we do

As the made-to-measure experts, we’ve been helping people make their homes beautiful for over

40 years. With our unique in-home service we’ll come to you, so you can choose from a wide range

of samples in the comfort of your own home. We’ll even take care of the measuring and fitting too.



MIXED
MATERIALS

From cork and ceramic to brass and stone, this

season’s hot trend sees materials old and new

juxtaposed in surprising and beautiful ways

1960s red leather and brass

magazine rack by Carl Auböck,

£1,700, Sigmar. 020 7751 5801; 

sigmarlondon.com

OLD

Cork and pink

ceramic vase by

Bloomingville,

£47, Amara.

0800 587 7645;

amara.com

NEW

‘DKR-2’ chair by Herman

Miller for Eames, 1951,

£830, 1st Dibs. 1stdibs.com

OLD

‘Hoganas’ ceramic teapot

with wood stand, £85,

Scandi Living. 01428

608050; scandiliving.com

NEW

NEW

‘Buddy’ metal and

concrete desk

lamp, £125, Loaf.

0845 468 0698; 

loaf.com

‘Diamond’ jute and leather

rug, 152 x 244cm, £189,

West Elm. 0800 404 9780; 

westelm.co.uk

NEW

Marble and brass

pendant light, £185, Tom

Dixon. 020 3696 4950; 

tomdixon.net

NEW

Mid-century ‘Interplan’

mahogany and glass

sideboard by Robin Day

for Hille, £2,200, Béton

Brut. betonbrut.co.uk

OLD

Wood and bone

photo frame, £22,

House of Fraser.

0845 602 1073;

houseoffraser.co.uk

NEW

Brass and glass

tea light holders,

£25 for set of two,

Eclect Design.

020 8299 0261;

eclectdesign.com

NEW

‘Nomad’ knitted wool and

wood stool, £125, Around  

the House Furniture.

0800 246 5186;

aroundthehousefurniture.co.uk

NEW
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EARLY BOOKING

BONANZA 

Award-winning escorted holidays in our best ever

TRAVEL ADVENTURES
FROM JUST £799pp

23 BRAND NEW
HOLIDAYS FOR 2017

VIP DOOR-TO-DOOR
TRANSFERS INCLUDED†

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR
SOLO TRAVELLERS

SAVE UP TO £600 PER PERSON
Maximum discounts when you book early

REE 6-BOTTLE CASE OF WINE
r bookings made by 15 May 2016*

S
M

*Bookings made between 1 April and 15 May 2016. Applies only to holidays booked from
the Early Booking Bonanza brochure. †VIP Service not available on Scottish Isles or Sark.
Prices subject to availability at time of booking. Calls free from BT landlines, mobiles may vary.

Call today for your FREE brochure on 0800 988 5907 

quoting HA1 4FE or visit titantravel.co.uk

B
ook by 30 June 2016

£99
DEPOSIT

2 0 1 5  W I N N E R



PARADISE

FOUND
Exotic flowers, tropical fruits, colourful

birds and jungle butterflies define this

vibrant style, inspired by the Rio Olympics

‘Manila Green’ rug, 140 x 200cm, 

£409, Modern Rugs. 01388

663738; modern-rugs.co.uk

NEW

Case of exotic birds, c1860, £890, Spencer

Swaffer. 01903 882132; spencerswaffer.com

OLD

Ceramic parrot by Wilhelm Robra, c1914,

£795, Serhat Ahmet Antiques at Grays.

020 7629 7034; graysantiques.com

OLD

Matthew Williamson

plate, £16 for four,

Debenhams. 0844 800

8877; debenhams.com

NEW

Vintage tropical

bird jug, £6.50,

The OK Corral.

01983 568175;

theokcorral.co.uk

OLD

Large ‘Long Island’ sofa in ‘Capuchins

Boysenberry’, £2,259, Multiyork.

0845 303 7134; multiyork.co.uk

NEW

‘Parrot’ silk cushion cover by

Kristjana S Williams, £135, Amara.

0800 587 7645; amara.com

NEW

‘Pineapple’ light,

£1,545, Christoper

Wray. 020 7013 0180;

christopherwray.com

NEW

1970s palm tree table lamp, £1,150,

Fears and Kahn. 01949 851736; 

fearsandkahn.co.uk

OLD

19th-century gold

ground folding

screen, £5,800,

Windsor House

Antiques. 01832 274

595; windsorhouse

antiques.co.uk

OLD
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The UK’s largest stocks of
quality Rugs & large Rugs

PERSIAN | AFGHAN | CHINESE | INDIAN | PAKISTAN | MODERN | CONTEMPORARY

Tel: 0845 4 900 600

Stores located at:
Kaydon House, Kinmel Park, Bodelwyddan, Denbighshire, N Wales LL18 5TY • SAT NAV: LL18 5TZ
Ridings Park, Eastern Way, Hawks Green, Cannock, Staffordshire WS11 7FJ • SAT NAV: WS11 7FJ
FrithRugs, Lythgoes Lane (A49), Warrington WA2 7XE • SAT NAV: WA2 7XE
Open: Mon-Sat: 10.00-5.00, Sunday & Bank Holidays: 10.00 - 4.00
Closed: Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, Boxing Day and Easter Sunday

FrithRugs is a trademark of GH Frith
(Bodelwyddan) Ltd. 15/07



A descendant of the Chinese tea bowl, which
first arrived on British shores in the 17th

century, along with the tea to go in it, the teacup
and saucer remains the last word in teatime
elegance. Unlike the workaday, teabag-ready

mug, the teacup and saucer speaks of
a tea-drinking ritual that requires

paraphernalia and time enough
for a top-up, resulting in an

altogether more enjoyable and
refined tea-drinking
experience.
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Put the kettle on and browse our selection

of beautiful teacup and saucer designs, from

antique to contemporary

Russian silver gilt and enamel cup

and saucer, c1970, £1,150, AC Silver.

01912 402645; acsilver.co.uk

‘Oscillate Onyx’ teacup,

£35 and saucer, £20,

both Royal Crown

Derby. 01332 712833;

royalcrownderby.co.uk

‘Butterfly Bloom’

teacup and saucer,

£37, Wedgwood. 01782

282651; wedgwood.co.uk

Coffee cup and saucer by

Fornasetti, c1950, £1,590 for set of

six, Holly Johnson. 01260 253110;

hollyjohnsonantiques.com

OLD

OLD

‘1948’ cup

and saucer,

£48, Jonathan 

Adler. 020

7589 9563;

uk.jonathan

adler.com

‘Papilio’ cup and saucer, £16,

Harlequin. 0845 123 6815;

harlequin.uk.com

NEW

NEW

NEW

Floral cup and saucer

by Nordal, £13, Amara.

0800 587 7645;

amara.com

NEW

‘Halo’ teacup and

saucer, £19.75,

Denby. 01773

740899; denby.co.uk

NEW

Floral encrusted cup and saucer,

c1870, £395, K&M Antiques at Grays. 

020 7629 7034; graysantiques.com

Meissen teacup and saucer, c1880,

£1,100, Serhat Ahmet at Grays.

020 7493 9344; serhatahmet.com

OLD

OLD

NEW
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Maker: Michaela Gall

FE ATURE DOMINIQUE CORLET T PHOTOGR APHS K A SI A FISZER

t Michaela Gall’s painted ceramics unite her twin passions

ration and pay homage to the primitive pieces of the pastp y ration and pay homage to the primitive pieces of the past

I
t was through painting portraits on plates that
Michaela Gall first united her twin
loves of illustration and ceramics. This
fortunate discovery set her on course for the
work she produces today: beautiful collectable
ceramics decorated with her strikingly simple

and often humorous brushwork.
It was a portrait of Elizabeth I in her

360-degree ruff that first gave Michaela the idea.
‘It struck me that a round plate, where the ruff
took up the whole of the space behind the face
was the perfect place for a Tudor portrait,’ she
says. ‘I started off with Elizabeth, then did other
people such as Sir Walter Raleigh and the Earl
of Essex and before I knew it I had a whole
Elizabethan villains gallery!’

Commissions followed from the likes of
Westminster Abbey, which asked for plates
featuring people connected with the abbey,
including that other well-known Elizabethan
ruff-wearer William Shakespeare.

While she still enjoys painting portraits,
producing canvases too, Michaela’s talents do
not end there. Folk art is another of her creative
inspirations and she has produced many ceramics
decorated with images from nature and abstract
patterns that hark back to the earliest Islamic
designs. Her latest collection is a series of large
platters featuring wading birds commissioned by
The Shop Floor Project in Ulverston. 

WHAT’S YOUR BACKGROUND?

I did illustration at Chelsea College of Art, where
I spent most of my time painting. I also went on
an exchange from Chelsea to the Ecole des Beaux 
Arts in Paris, which lasted for a year.

I painted portraits and the style I preferred
was based on early portraits, I suppose you would
call them simple or primitive. I also got very into
icons. I liked their flat, slightly abstract character.
As a child I went to a convent school, where I was 
surrounded by religious imagery,
so I suppose some of that sank
in. I also spent some time in
Florence. The whole city is a living
artwork, with this legacy of great
Renaissance art. 

HOW DID YOU GET INTO CERAMICS?

I had always been attracted to
pottery but hadn’t really had
any practical experience of the
craft. Then when I moved to the
countryside in the late 1990s,
I took some classes with a local
potter and got completely hooked.
I did it as a sideline to start with.
I played around and enjoyed it.
When you start working with
a material you haven’t been trained
in, there’s a lot of freedom. The

Artis

of pottery and illustof pottery and illust

MARKS

BELOW After the first

firing, Michaela applies a

majolica glaze to the plate

that dries to a chalky white

finish. She then paints the

image in oxides
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FACING PAGE Two of

Michaela’s hand-painted

bird platters from her current

collection, one featuring a heron

and the other a golden oriole and

chick THIS IMAGE Michaela

with a watercolour of a wading

bird and her sketchbook in the

garden of her house outside her

studio, a former stable

H&A JOURNAL: One to watch



potting actually became full-time six or seven
years ago. I made some work for a charity show 
that sold out, so I thought ‘great!’

TELL US ABOUT THE WADING BIRD PLATTERS

Big plates provide a fantastic space for imagery.
I’m attracted to waders, to how elegant and aloof
they are. My designs are based on drawings from
my sketchbooks. I live in Kent surrounded by
fields and woods. There’s a reservoir just up the
road. When I go for a walk and I see a bird I try
to imprint the image on my mind, then I draw it
when I get home. I try to hang on to that feeling
of having seen a heron in flight or whatever it was 
and what I draw is a fusion of that feeling and
what it really looks like.

TALK US THROUGH YOUR MAKING PROCESS

The studio is the stable in the garden. It’s very cold 
and there’s no heating. I keep warm by wearing
a lot of clothes and turning the music up! During 
January I try to do other things like painting and
sketching. You can’t work with clay if it’s frozen.

The plates are made from a mould, then I turn
them on the wheel to trim and smooth the edges.
The first firing gives you the bisque. I put on
a majolica glaze, then I plan the design on the
plate and paint it with oxides and tints. At this 

stage you can’t tell exactly how the image will
come out. The colours reveal themselves after 
the firing. You have to massively adjust your
expectations, but  
I like that unpredictable element; that it’s not
all within my control.

WHERE DOES YOUR INSPIRATION COME FROM?

I’m inspired by really old stuff. I’ve still got
a sketchbook from when I went to the Greek 
islands of Samos and Patmos years ago. In the 
archaeological museum I found these small crude
terracotta figures with huge eyebrows and beards
and knobbly faces. I love all that stuff and early
Englishware. Picasso was a brilliant ceramicist. He
completely got the impact and immediacy that the
early stuff has. That’s what I want to convey.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR WORK?

My work has folk and Islamic references. It harks
back to early ceramic traditions and portraiture.
Folk ceramics have a long tradition of being a bit
ironic and playful, maybe even a bit subversive.

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR THE FUTURE?

I am working on some lamp bases. I am also
talking to a shop about a collection of plates 
featuring adventurers. I have always planned to
do a whole dinner service: cutlery, plates, bowls,
serving dishes – even the tablecloth. Q

TOP

Michaela

uses a safety pin

to scratch marks

into the illustration

on the back of one

of her plates. FAR

LEFT Long and

short-necked bird

vessels from an

earlier collection

LEFT Michaela

prepares the glaze

WIN A MICHAELA

GALL PRINT

For a chance to win a limited edition print of one

of Michaela’s portraits, send your name and

contact details on a postcard marked ‘Michaela

Gall’ to the address on page 161 or enter online

at homesandantiques.com/win-michaela-gall.

Portrait shown is of Virginia Woolf and to see

Michaela’s entire ‘Painted Faces’ range

go to The Shop Floor Project, bit.ly/1XxgPyA

* Prices start at £35 for a breakfast cup or small bowl

(07940 926649; michaelagall.com). Michaela’s bird

collection is available from The Shop Floor Project

from £255 (01229 584537; theshopfloorproject.com).

CLICK
HERE
To see our 

film of Michaela 

at work
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Available from

Save when you subscribe

TO THE DIGITAL EDITION



Enjoy our premium app experience

now available from

The new look Homes &Antiques is the monthly interiors must-have for

people who love great design and beautiful objects from every era. Now

packed with more pages of inspiring homes, new ways to display your

finds, the fascinating stories behind antiques and the month’s best fairs

and auctions, all wrapped up in a fresh design, you won’t want to miss it.



W. Moorcroft Limited
Sandbach Road, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent

Staffordshire ST6 2DQ
www.moorcroft.com

The Moorcroft Heritage Visitor Centre & Museum’s
Discovery Day with celebrity Eric Knowles is something

not to be missed. Not only will you have an opportunity to
meet a Moorcroft designer but you will also be able to
create your own heirloom at Moorcroft as you are assisted
with painting a special coaster. Since 1897, each piece
of Moorcroft is made entirely by hand in Staffordshire,
England, using liquid clay slip applied by hand to create
B SBJTFE EFTJHO PVUMJOF CFGPSF CFJOH JOmMMFE CZ BO BSUJTU
XJUI NFUBMMJD PYJEF QBJOUT BOE VOJRVFMZ mSFE UXJDF BGUFS
CFJOH EJQQFE JO WJUSJmFE HMBTT� $SBGU TLJMMT BU .PPSDSPGU
have been handed down from generation to generation
BOE UFDIOJRVFT MJLF UVSOJOH PO B MBUIF BNPOH PUIFST UBLF
many years to acquire. After a warm welcome on arrival,
television antiques expert, Eric Knowles, a Director of
.PPSDSPGU QPUUFSZ XJMM HJWF B NPSOJOH MFDUVSF JOmMMFE XJUI
his own unique brand of humour, on Moorcroft’s place
within the Applied Arts. As well as learning about Moorcroft
through Eric’s lecture, a guided factory tour (lasting one-
hour) and through your own hands, you will be treated
to a 2 course lunch with wine in a Moorcroft marquee.

You will also be given a £50 Moorcroft
voucher to spend in our Heritage Visitor
Centre shop on Discovery Day. Your
handpainted coaster will be sent to your
IPNF BGUFS JU IBT CFFO mSFE JO UIF.PPSDSPGU
LJMO� 5IJT NFNPSBCMF EBZ DPTUT £150 pe
person and spaces are strictly limited. Con
enquiries@moorcroft.com or telephone
friendly staff on 01782 820500 whilst places last! A free
one-years membership of the Moorcroft Club will also be
offered to attendees.

Create your very own heirloom!

You are warmly invited to a
Discovery Day at

Moorcroft Art Pottery
on Sunday 29th May

10am to 4.30pm
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Whether you live in a bijoux flat in the city, cosy rural hideaway or Italian farmhouse, there’s 

plenty to inspire in this month’s interiors showcase. Plus, we turn the spotlight on antique maps

LIFESTYLE
H&A

HOME OF THE MONTH

A WORD OF warning before you 
read our feature on Paola Angoletta’s 
Italian home – it’ll have you hankering 
to hop on a plane in search of Venetian 
artwork, toleware accessories and, 
naturally, a rose-covered pink-hued 
house. Thankfully, our Style Spy page 
will help you recreate the look, wherever 
your home is �TURN TO PAGE 82

46   Pictures of
the past 

Maps are currently enjoying 

more than a moment and, as 

our feature illustrates, it’s easy 

to see why…

56The collector’s
cabinet 

There’s nothing minimal about 

Bill Broadbent’s London pad, 

ZKLFK�LV�ƓOOHG�ZLWK�LQWULJXLQJ�

art and antiques 

64A life eclectic
Mid-century furniture 

and pops of bold colour might 

not be the obvious way to 

decorate a 16th-century barn, 

but that’s exactly what we love 

about this idyllic home

72Bohemian
rhapsody 

Those who have fallen for the 

trend for indoor plants will be 

inspired by Sera Hersham-

Loftus’s quirky apartment

92Chatsworth
unveiled 

Discover Chatsworth’s 

collections, which are vast and 

ever-so-slightly mind-blowing



Pictures of 

The world of antique map collecting is a

fascinating realm of politics, curiosities 

and monsters. As ELLIE TENNANT 

discovers, maps tell us so much more  

than just how to get around

PHOTOGR APHS K AT YA DE GRUNWA LD   

S T Y LING A LI BR A DSH AW 

THE PAST



Maps create 

such nostalgia 

in our minds and 

hearts that it’s not 

surprising they have 

become such a 

recurring theme  

in interior design

H&A LIFESTYLE: Antiques
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n London’s Cecil Court,
home to a cluster of
antiquarian booksellers,
map shop Bryars &
Bryars is a hub of activity.
A collector called Tom
is leafing through his

portfolio case with excitement, admiring 
his latest purchases. ‘I like the thrill
of the chase,’ he explains, sliding an
ornate title page from a 1600s atlas by
Dutch cartographer Blaeu back into its
protective folder. ‘One map leads you on
to another. Maps are part of our heritage
and I’m just their temporary custodian.’

He is not alone in his enthusiasm.
The London Map Fair, held at the Royal
Geographical Society headquarters in
June, is now Europe’s largest antique
map fair, attracting 40 specialist dealers
and hundreds of visitors who can buy
maps for as little as £10 or as much as
£100,000. Meanwhile, high street shops
are awash with maps and map-print
accessories. John Lewis reports that this
season, sales of decorative wall maps
are up 200 per cent and the on-trend
‘Scratch map’ – an interactive art map
that lets you scratch off countries you’ve 
visited – is now a best seller.

Classical influences

The distant origins of all these maps can
be found in 15th-century Italy. ‘The very
first printed map was made in Bologna
in 1477, using copper engraved plates,’
reveals Philip Curtis, Director at The
Map House in Knightsbridge. ‘It wasn’t
showing contemporary knowledge – it
was recovering ancient knowledge that
was known to the Greeks and Romans.’

These early maps are copies of
Claudius Ptolemy’s work, an astronomer
and mathematician from Alexandria
who plotted the coordinates for all the
places known to the Romans in 150AD.
‘His work survived the fall of the Roman
Empire and the Dark Ages but Ptolemaic
maps don’t feature America and he
thought the world was a third smaller 
than it actually is, so they’re not
particularly accurate,’ adds Philip.

Both copperplate engraving and
woodblocks were used at this time. 

Woodblocks were cheaper and as a result
became more popular for a short time,
but copperplate engraving allowed map
makers to include much finer details so it
soon became the method of choice.

Many early maps illustrate monsters
one might meet if one strayed too far.
‘I have a Ptolomaic map in stock from
Heinrich Schedel’s Nuremberg Chronicle
for £14,000, printed using woodblocks
in 1493, which shows a man with six
arms and another with a long neck
and a beak like a bird – the element of
fascination tinged with fear is conveyed,’
says expert dealer Jonathan Potter.

‘Map-making follows the money’,
explains Tim Bryars of Bryars & Bryars. 
‘In the mid 16th century, Venice was
leading the way, but by the late 16th
century the focus shifted to Antwerp
and Amsterdam – the leading ports
in Europe – where people had a
lot of money and there was a lot of
cartographic information from a new

Collecting globes
Globes were first printed in the 1470s,

but the survival rate of early examples

is low. ‘They are always in the open,

turned and touched,’ explains Tim

Bryars. Restoration is possible but you

need ‘deep pockets’ to start collecting. 

‘A Blaeu globe would cost high six

figures,’ says Tim. Philip Curtis, of The

Map House, says globes are ‘highly

sought-after’. ‘They’re so fragile that few

survive from the 1600s. In the Georgian

period, the British became great globe-

makers (John Cary for example) and it

was fashionable to display globes in

grand libraries. Dropping out of fashion

in the 1800s, they were made in large

quantities in the 1900s for educational

purposes.’ The Map House has a 21in-

diameter floor-standing globe by John

Cary (c1800) for £160,000. They also

have an educational George Philip

& Son example (c1934) for £245.
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THIS PAGE Play with scale on a

dividing wall and add height with a

family of globes along a high shelf for

impact. Or cluster smaller and less rare

pieces on a coffee table for a tactile

display FACING PAGE Serve summer

drinks from a plain wood bar with a

vintage stemmed globe, boat-themed

glassware and map-printed napkins

H&A LIFESTYLE: Antiques



Maps can add

a wealth of

patterns, design

and decoration to

an interior. Offer

up a casual wall

covering aficiwith

loosely layered

maps and sea 

charts



merchant class who were looking for new 
ways to display their wealth. Holland
became a centre for map-making.’

Leading cartographers emerged
such as Flemish geographer Gerardus
Mercator, best known for his 1569
Mercator Projection – an innovative
method of showing a spherical world
map on a flat piece of paper. ‘Along the
equator everything is correct with slight
distortion towards the two poles,’ says
Stephen Luck, Director at Tooley Adams
& Co. ‘Before this, the world was shown
in an oval or heart shaped projection
but Mercator’s map was less distorted
and still in use today.’ Another notable
Flemish cartographer of this era was
Abraham Ortelius, who created the first
ever atlas, his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum 
(Theatre Of The World) in 1570.
Complete atlases with original hand
colouring fetch huge sums today: New
York dealer Donald Heald currently has
one in stock for $250,000 (£175,000).

The golden age

‘Mercator and Ortelius ushered in the
17th-century Dutch Golden Age, when
Dutch cartographers produced some
of the most beautiful maps ever created,
featuring ornate cartouches, galleons
and sea monsters’, says Philip Curtis.
Makers such as Willem Blaeu and his
son Joan dominated the scene, creating
finely engraved hand-coloured maps
on high quality paper.

The importance of the Blaeu ‘brand’
is demonstrated by a grand Italian
forgery in stock at The Map House for
just under £1m. ‘It was made by Venice
engraver Scolari who worked in the
1670s, producing forgeries for an Italian
market,’ reveals Philip Curtis. ‘He has
misspelt terrarum, missing out an ‘R’
and changing an ‘O’ into a ‘U’ rather
clumsily. Although the figures around the
map look important, they’re just pages
cut and pasted from a costume book.’

‘The exciting thing about maps is
that very few were made to help people
find their way about,’ says Tim Bryars.
‘There’s nearly always another agenda,
about trade, politics, warfare. Somebody
is trying to persuade you of something.’

Nowhere is this more apparent than
in the 17th-century Dutch maps, which
often feature vast fleets of galleons – all
displaying the Dutch ensign – impossibly
occupying every available inch of ocean.
‘Often, the Dutch would deliberately
map their precious spice islands a few
hundred miles out, so others wouldn’t
be able to find them,’ says dealer Stephen 
Luck of Tooley Adams & Co.

As well as deliberate ‘mistakes’
such as this, many early maps feature
intriguing cartographic errors. ‘For 140
years, California was incorrectly mapped

as an island,’ explains Stephen Luck.
A seaman claimed it was separated from
the mainland and it appeared as an
island in 1622 and was mapped as such 
until the mid-1700s.

England in the spotlight

In the 1570s, Christopher Saxton
managed to complete a full geographical
survey of England in just seven years.
‘It was an incredible achievement,’ says
Stephen Luck. ‘He just had a plane table
and a theodolite, yet somehow did a
good job.’ His work wasn’t without
error, however; one Wiltshire village was
labelled as ‘Query’ – presumably because
he meant to go back and ask what it was
called – but somehow ‘Query’ ended up
on the final maps. There wasn’t another 
survey done until 1750, so Saxton’s 

Dutch cartographers

produced some of the

most beautiful maps 

ever created 

ABOVE Distressed vintage furniture and an old ship’s locker sit wonderfully with a mid-century map made in Holland, 

for a travel writer’s retreat at home. Add a string of antique maritime signal flags for a splash of authentic colour 
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THIS PAGE Take inspiration from your

globetrotting adventures: frame an old

school chart to keep it preserved and

remind you of your travels. Add a map

decoupaged chest of drawers, drape the

bed with sheer linen and add extra storage

with a set of upcycled vintage suitcases

FACING PAGE A map such as this

Flemish cartographic design is a

wonderful starting point for a room colour

scheme featuring leafy greens, anemone

pinks and summery sunflower yellows



map formed the basis for many other
influential works such as John Speed’s
atlas of 1627.

‘In the 18th century, English map-
making came into its own as Britain’s
fortunes were on the up,’ explains Tim
Bryars. ‘As our maps improved, so did
our techniques. Copper engraving was
used until 1820 or 1830, then there was
a brief period from the 1830s to the
1850s of steel engraving – steel is more
durable and you can get even finer lines.
As the century progressed, you see more
lithographed maps and, by the 1880s,
most were lithographed.’

By the 19th century, maps – which
had been the preserve of the cultural elite
until this time – became mass-produced.
‘Charitable, educational organisations
such as The Society for The Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge tried to spread map-
mindedness at this time,’ points out Tim
Bryars. ‘The 1870 Elementary Education
Act meant that geography was taught
in schools and maps were becoming 

cheaper and cheaper. A mass-produced
school atlas would cost about six pence.’

Today, it is the beautiful school wall
maps that are highly sought after by
interiors aficionados, although they are
rare. Online store In the Woodshed has
a good selection of vintage school maps,
predominantly by British map makers
such as George Philip & Son (operating
today as part of Octopus Publishing).

‘Most American and Continental
school wall maps are found in ‘roll up’
format, printed on one large sheet,’ says
dealer Jane Davies. ‘Maps sourced from
British schools are often smaller, printed 
in large cloth-backed sections with 

brass eyelets at the corners for hanging,
allowing them to be folded up for
storage. However, we have some unusual
British roll-up George Philip & Son maps
on batons for £85 each at the moment.’

Perhaps the most surprising aspect
of map collecting is that prices depend
on demand and rarity rather than age.
‘A first edition of Harry Beck’s London
Underground map poster – printed
700,000 times and given away for free in
January 1933 – can cost several thousand
pounds now because so few survive
and they are so sought-after,’ says Tim
Bryars. ‘The Library of Congress spent
$10m on Martin Waldseemüller’s 1507
world map, which was the first to name
America. Yet a small 400-year-old map 
can be just fifty quid.’

It’s clear that most maps aren’t
really about geography. ‘Interpreting a
map is similar to looking at a work of
literature,’ Tim concludes. ‘They are
visual, but they are texts to be read like 
any other. That’s the appeal.’ Q

Today, it is the beautiful

school maps that are

highly sought after by

interiors’ aficionados

Cartographical
CURIOSITIES
Weird and wonderful maps are always

popular with buyers. ‘I have an interest

in quirky maps,’ says Philip Curtis of The

Map House. ‘I have a charming map of

South America with an inset of Pepys

Island – named after Samuel Pepys when 

he was secretary to the Navy. Some

officer in the Navy no doubt got a nice

commission and a new ship out of it, but

the island doesn’t exist – he just made it

up to curry favour.’ Tim Bryars of Bryars

& Bryars says, ‘I’ve got jigsaw maps from

the 1780s, and an 1880 Gifford’s flexible

Pocket Map, which is printed on linen

and designed to be folded up in your

pocket.’ Stephen Luck of Tooley Adams

& Co. has a rare 1987 map in stock

called The World According to Ronald

Reagan for £600 with humorous country

labels such as: ‘Environmental freaks

and quiche eaters’ and ‘Drug pushers’.

Jonathan Potter has a magnificent 1920s

Anciente Mappe of Fairyland for £2,600

and a rare Map of Matrimony from 1830

for £450, featuring ‘Mountains of Delay

Inhabited by Lawyers’. Another unusual

example is at the Imperial War Museum,

London. ‘Countess Mountbatten had a

lingerie set made for her out of a silk

escape map of Italy given to her by

her RAF boyfriend during the Second

World War,’ says Tim Bryars. ‘Maps get

repurposed for just about everything.’
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Find out more
WHERE TO SEE

K The British Library, 96 Euston

Road, London, NW1 2DB. 0330

333 1144; bl.uk. The library also

hosts the exhibition 20th Century

Through Maps from 4th November  

to 1st March

K The Royal Geographical Society,  

1 Kensington Gore, London,

SW7 2AR. 020 7591 3000;

rgs.org. The society also hosts

The London Map Fair from  

4th to 5th June

WHERE TO BUY

K Bryars & Bryars, 7 Cecil Court,

London, WC2N 4EZ. 020 7836 1910; 

bryarsandbryars.co.uk

K In The Woodshed. 01373 452989; 

inthewoodshed.co.uk

K Jonathan Potter Ltd, 5 Margaret’s 

Buildings, Bath, BA1 2LP.

01225 300573; jpmaps.co.uk

K The Map House, 54 Beauchamp

Place, Knightsbridge, London,

SW3 1NY. 020 7589 4325; 

themaphouse.com

K Michael Jennings Antique Maps

and Prints. +33 493 65 72 52; 

maphouse.co.uk

K Tooley Adams & Co.

01491 838298; tooleys.co.uk

WHAT TO READ

K A History of the 20th Century

in 100 Maps by Tim Bryars and

Tom Harper (The British Library 

Publishing Division, 2014)

K Geography of Claudius Ptolemy

by Claudius Ptolemy, with Joseph

Fischer and Edward Luther Stevenson 

(Cosimo Classics, 2011)

K London Underground Maps by Claire 

Dobbin (Lund Humphries, 2012)

K Magnificent Maps: Power, Propaganda 

and Art by Peter Barber and Tom 

Harper (The British Library

Publishing Division, 2010)

K Ortelius Atlas Maps – An Illustrated 

Guide by M Van den Broecke

(Hes & De Graaf publishers, 2011)

K Sea Monsters on Medieval and

Renaissance Maps by Chet van

Duzer (The British Library Publishing 

Division, 2014)

K The World of Gerard Mercator:

The Mapmaker Who Revolutionised 

Geography by Andrew Taylor

(Harper Perennial, 2005)

1
Replogle illuminating globe 1948, £695; Gall &

Inglis folding map of London map, £300, both The

Map House. Vintage folding table, £175, Scaramanga. 

Compass from a draughtsmen set, £55, Junktion

Antiques. Green globular Wedgwood vase c1970, £175,

Robinson Antiques at Alfies Antiques Market. Top right:

Mdina teardrop paperweight, £10; bottom right: small

coloured Italian vase c1950 £7; both All The Pretty

Things. You Are Here cartography notebook, £14.95; 

linen notebook, £14.95, both Wild & Wolf

2
German terrestrial globe 1925, £350, Luke Honey.

Ship tumblers, £5.99 each, Soozy Lemon. 1950s

jug, £14.99, Viva Viva Vintage. Swirl glass, £18 for

six, The Vintage Coup. Cocktail shaker, £24.95, Wild

& Wolf. Personalised napkins, £44.95 for four, The

Letter Room. Tumblers (just seen on left), £5.99,  

Viva Viva Vintage

3
Mural wallpaper Vintage Maps collection, from

£60 per sqm, Surface View. ‘Edward’ sofa,

£1,866.75, Darlings of Chelsea. On sofa: (from left to

right) Geometric throw, £60, Scaramanga. Twist print

cushion, £45; chevron silk cushion, £60; textured

cotton lime throw, £80, all Nitin Goyal. Fire cushion,

£66, Zuzunuga. Kite silk cushion, £60; small chevron

print silk cushion, £60; throw as before in blush, all

Nitin Goyal. Truck coffee table, £1,200, Elemental.

On coffee table: Philips & Son globe, 1966, £190;

Torica globe, £950, The Map House. The Paramount

Geographic Ltd globe c1965, £390, Luke Honey. Ship

in bottle, £70, David Bond. 1950s jug, £14.99; 1950s

tumblers, £5.99 each, all Viva Viva Vintage. New World

atlas, stylist’s own. ‘Peggy’ armchair in dusty rose

velvet, £570, sofa.com. Cushion on chair; ‘Rubik’ silk 

print, £45, both Nitin Goyal. Globes book, £30, British

Library. Notebooks from £8.50 each, Scaramanga.

Next to chair: John Cary globe c1810, £9,500, The Map

House. Map chest, £680, Andrew Bewick Antiques.

On map chest; Philips globe, £595, Travers Antiques

at Alfies Antiques Market. Oxtant (just seen on map

chest), £500, David Bond Antiques. Type 1228 floor

lamp, £230, Anglepoise. Large framed travel poster by

Umberto di Lazzaro 1931, £18,000, The Map House.

On shelf from left: Hammond celestial globe c1950,

£1,200, The Map House. Geographia globe 1963,

£350, Luke Honey. Replogle illuminating globe 1948;

German terrestrial globe, as before. Geographia globe

1961, £490, Luke Honey. Weber Costello Inc globe

1955, £1,450; Philip & Son globe 1967, £425,  

both The Map House

4
1950s maps of Europe, Great Britain, North

America & Mexico, from £240 each, all Retro

Maps. Sea charts, £5 each, David Bond. ‘Bluebell’

daybed in Sunshine pure velvet, £1,000, sofa.com.

On daybed: Pink raw silk cushion, £51, Oka. Hat, £48,

sunglasses, £48, both Anthropologie. ‘Urban Collective’

green throw, £129, Lexington. Yellow kantha blanket,

£70, Scaramanga. Library steps, £90, Gear Antiques.

On steps: Fan, £65, Junktion Antiques. Tumbler, £29,

English Antique Glass. Fabric throw used as rug, £480,

Oka. At door: artificial bamboo plant, £79; fern plant,

£59; camellia bowl, £59, all Bloom. Outside: Tolix 

chair, £50, The French House

5
Dutch map of Great Britain, 1950s, £140, Retro

Maps. Vintage folding table, £175, Scaramanga.

On desk from left: paperweight, £45; amber tumbler,

£29, both English Antique Glass. Pencils, stylist’s own. 

STYLIST’S NOTEBOOK

1
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Octant, (with box under phone), £500, David Bond.

Trimphone, £34.95, Wild & Wolf. Ship in a bottle, £70;

binnacle lantern, £150, both David Bond. Malachite

vase, £148, Jonathan Adler. Cara dahlia flower stems,

£14 each, Bloom. Notebooks from £14.95 each, Wild

& Wolf. Typewriter, £145, Lassco. Enamel mug, £7.95,

Wild & Wolf. Adventure card, £3.50, Katie Leamon.

Type 1228 lamp, £160, Anglepoise. Oak wood letters, 

£45 each, The French House. Holbro telescopic

measure, £234, Retrouvious. Ship’s locker c1900,

£650, Alfie’s Antiques. Hammond celestial globe

c1950, £1,200; Philips & Son globe, 1966, £190, The

Map House. Retro swivel chair 1950s, £280, Lassco.

On chair: ‘Sicily’ cushion, £120, Home Front Vintage.

Bundle of sea charts, £80 for 20, David Bond. Flag 

decoration, £49, Lexington

6
Framed mid-century school map, £150, The

French House. ‘Tuvalu’ king bed with mattress, 

£2,590; ‘Orisa’ throw, £225, both Oka.  

On bed: ‘Urban Collective’ duvet cover light grey,

£149; grey and white pillow cases, £37, all Lexington.

Lime cotton throw, as before. Cushions, £30 each,

The British Library. Lightweight sheer drapes, £35

per m, marble, Sanderson. Hat, £38, Anthropologie.

Drawers, £995, Bryonie Porter. On drawers: Replogle

illuminating globe; Geographia globe, as before.

Turquoise and yellow decanters, from £148 each,

Jonathan Adler. Green globular Wedgwood vase

c1970, £175, Robinson Antiques at Alfies Antiques

Market. Bow tie, £60, Home Front Vintage. Window

panel in ‘Gossamer’, £100 per m, jasper white,

Mark Alexander. Honeycomb rug, £950, Amy Kent.

Next to bed: Cavanagh suitcase, £70, Junktion

Antiques. Weber Costello Inc globe as before.

Map binoculars, £40, Madebyhandonline.

Vintage upcycled suitcases, £175 each, U Old

Bag. Vanity Case, £60, Junktion Antiques. Map

gift bag, £2.95, The Letter Room. Bamboo plant,  

£79, Bloom

7
Drawers, £995, Bryonie Porter. Abraham Ortelius

Prussian map 1598, £725; Gall & Inglis folding

map of London 1890, £300; black boxed folding map

(just seen on right), from a selection, Philip & Son

globe 1967, £425, all The Map House. St Lambert

vase 1950s, £275, Louise Verber at Alfies Antiques.

Small rose Wedgwood vase c1970, £175, Robinson

Antiques at Alfies Antiques. Amber carafe used as

vase, £59, Antique English Glass. Binoculars, £40,

Junktion Antiques. Bone whale, £200, David Bond

Antiques. Map SLR camera by Jennifer Collier, £140,

Madebyhandonline. Mdina seahorse paperweight,

as before. Brass magnifier, £25, The British Library. 

Luggage label, £3.50, Scaramanga

2

5

3

6

4

7
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The Collector’s  

Bill Broadbent’s London flat is testament to the adage  

‘sma eauti e cleverly designed interior‘ b ’ Th l l d d

has an air of grandeur and is filled with curios

FE ATUREFE ATURE PETE R YORKPETE R YORK PHOTOGR APHSPHOTOGR APHS ANDRE A S VON E INSIE DE LANDRE A S VON E INSIE DE L

A 1920s chandelier steals the show in

the main living area of Bill’s London

home. The cabinets contain clocks,

antique globes and models of ship’s

hulls. Between them is an American

Confederate mirror from the 1830s. To

the left is an 18th-century bracket clock

and a 19th-century skeleton clock.

In front of the window is a Wimshurst

machine (a 19th-century electrostatic

generator), which was bought from an

antiques market near Kings Road
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A large Victorian

toy horse, originally

on wheels, makes

an eye-catching

sculpture in the living

room. A mezzanine

bedroom is above

e

n



ill Broadbent is ‘terrified’ of

minimalism. His London flat – one of

the smartest, grandest one-roomers in

the city – is testimony to that. It’s filled to its 14ft 6in-

high ceiling with interesting and beautiful objects.

Bill started collecting in his late teens. His

grandfather lived in an elegant house in Richmond

with an inspirational collection of antiques, such

as 17th-century Thomas Tompion clocks – the type

of pieces that collectors have always fought over. His

grandfather had also bought the Prospect of Whitby,

London’s oldest riverside pub, as a distraction. It

became a focus for moves across for the river for

post-Second World War actors, artists and writers,  

a sort of precursor of Shoreditch.

Bill was born in the pub and he saw a new taste

developing there for Victorian pieces that artists

saw before West End dealers, and for salvage pieces

bought from demolishers before the smart salvage

trade got going. ‘Interesting things were so much

more affordable then, you weren’t competing with  

the whole world,’ says Bill.

His first job was working for the menswear retailer

John Michael Ingram, where he learned that design

really matters. It’s a principle he applied throughout

his working life as a developer of both homes and

hotels (he and his partners expanded the boutique

Hotel du Vin into a larger chain). Bill was a ‘suit’, not

a professional designer, but nonetheless in his many

Profile
T H E OW N ER

Bill Broadbent is an entrepreneur,

art collector and hotelier, who

helped develop Hotel du Vin. 

T H E PROPERT Y

The one-bedroom apartment

is located in South Kensington,

London. A square entrance hall

leads to the kitchen on one side

and the living room, which also

has an open-plan dining area,

on the other. Overlooking the

sitting room is a mezzanine

bedroom, with the bathroom 

tucked underneath.

ABOVE On the large Gothic oak table, which was originally used in a convent, stands

a tall Victorian mantel mirror. Behind the drinks tray is an early 20th-century German

mechanical decoy owl. The claw was carved by the sculptor Nick Johnson. It is set

between two 19th-century Savory & Moore wooden containers BOTTOM LEFT

Bill found this collection of rare 19th and early 20th-century papier-mâché puppets  

at a dealer in Lewes, where they’d been kept in a shoe box
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collaborations he was often the one with the big idea.

He knew interesting furniture, fittings and accessories 

could add character and interest to a location.

Dramatic light

Three years ago – by then an empty nester – he sold his

Chelsea family home and settled into a country house

he already owned in West Sussex and a new South

Kensington pied-à-terre. This pad is essentially one

huge studio room with a bathroom ‘pod’ at the back

and a mezzanine bedroom above it. Behind is a large

faux-marble entrance hall with a small kitchen beyond.

The living room was previously an artist’s studio and

a large sloping window provides dramatic light. The

size and height of the room mean it can house large

items – the Gothic Victorian console (bought from  

a deconsecrated convent) is a case in point.

The ceiling height also enables a striking close-hang  

of pictures of very different types and sizes. And it

allows tall pieces on tables – Victorian toy horses, 

large Gothic lamps – to look settled and right.

More than 40 years of collecting in London and

Sussex (and anywhere else he goes, from Italy to

China) has given Bill an extensive range of pictures 

Little
black book
Christie’s, 85 Old Brompton

Road, London, SW7 3LD. 020

7930 6074; christies.com

Bill’s anatomical Victorian

teaching aid was bought  

at Christie’s. 

Cliffe Antiques Centre,

47 Cliffe High St, Lewes,

BN7 2AN. 01273 473266;

cliffeantiquescentre.co.uk

‘It stocks everything from

Victorian upholstered

furniture to 1920s silk 

screens,’ says Bill.

Gorringes, 15 North Street,

Lewes, BN7 2PE. 01273

472503; gorringes.co.uk

‘This auction house is the

Sotheby’s of the south,’

says Bill, who can often

be found bidding here.

TOP The empty square hall – faux marbled

and with a rusticated ceiling by the painter

Phyllis Dupuy – contains a Venetian gilded 

armchair that dates from 1760 and a

domed trunk. The figure on the wall is an

early 17th-century religious piece bought

in a market in Venice ABOVE On the door

to the bathroom beneath the mezzanine

hangs a striking Duncan Grant oil painting

of a sailor. The head on the washbasin is a

French papier-mâché wig stand, which Bill 

bought at auction
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and objects to draw on. His experience of working

with skilled designers and artisans on his commercial

projects means he knows how to get things done – and

done first time. Indeed, you’d guess he’d been here a 

decade or more because nothing looks new.

Behind the clever faux marbling in the square

entrance space (which also features a rusticated indigo 

and gold ceiling by painter and ceramicist Phyllis

Dupuy) is a mass of storage. But there’s not much

else there – an 18th-century armchair, a Murano

standard lamp and a domed trunk – and it sets you up

for something big and surprising. You enter the main

room from under the mezzanine, which has a lowish

ceiling and, on a door to the left, a haunting portrait

of a sailor by Bloomsbury Group member Duncan

Grant. And then you’re out into a bright, full-height

room with a lot to look at: classical bracket clocks,

gilded overdoors and column capitals, and pictures

that prompt you to ask, ‘Is that what I think it is?’

Many of the pieces here have an intrepid collector

backstory. The expressive picture of a dark-haired 

woman set high in the corner is by

Lucien Freud’s daughter Annabel,

and was both executed and bought

at a party in a haute Putney kitchen

30 years ago. The Chinese warrior 

figure is a real terracotta Han

dynasty piece. Bill spotted it after

it had been carelessly exhumed at

a building site in China, where it

would have been returned to landfill

if he hadn’t rescued it and obtained 

an export licence.

Surprisingly, Bill didn’t begin to

collect pictures until his forties. He’s

made up for lost time by bringing

together a confident and varied

mix. His tastes change, too: he has

several paintings by a fashionable

interwar artist he’s become bored

with. H&A lists for him the things

we’re hoping he’ll suddenly tire of

and sell to us – but no dice… Q

Many pieces have an intrepid

backstory. One picture is by

Lucien Freud’s daughter and was 

bought at a party in Putney

ABOVE In the kitchen window is a Damien Hirst-like bisected cow – a late 19th-

century teaching aid for veterinary students BELOW In the bedroom, an oil by

post-impressionist painter Paul Maze hangs above a mahogany George III serpentine

chest. To its side is an early Victorian ‘gentleman’s necessary’ with circular mirror
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A selection of curiosities welcomes

visitors into the living room. The

Victorian chemists’ jars and cabinet

were bought together from a dealer.

The Victorian medical teaching aid

showing the internal organs was 

bought at Christie’s



BELOW RIGHT

19th-century

Staffordshire Pottery

blue honey jar, £1,750,

The Antique Dispensary

BELOW 19th-century 

mahogany campaign

apothecary box,

£380, Lorfords

LEFT From a collection

of 48 19th-century 

apothecary jars,

£3,495, Debenham

Antiques BELOW One

of four black glass

bottles, £600 the set,

The Antique Dispensary

Collecting
ANTIQUE APOTHECARY JARS

I
magine the scene. It’s Victorian

England and your prescription is

being dispensed at a pharmacy.

Bottles and jars containing a plethora

of curious ingredients, ranging from Irish

moss and leeches to elderflower water

and opium, line the walls as the chemist

measures out syrups and herbs to make

a remedy. Fast forward a century or

so to the 1980s and these pharmacies

were modernised, their contents cleared

and dispersed. As so many apothecary

jars came to the market at this time,

a veritable collecting field began that 

is booming today, as decorators and

collectors covet these containers for their

decorative and quirky qualities. Prices

for apothecary jars range from a few

pounds at markets to several thousands

from specialist dealers and auctions.

Value is affected by age, condition, rarity

and popularity. ‘Leech jars are very

expensive and highly desirable,’ says

dealer Laurence Cooper of The Antique

Dispensary. ‘And poison bottles have

their own collector base.’ Most vessels, 

which can be made from materials

including glass, creamware, pottery

and stoneware, date from the 18th to

20th centuries, the heyday of mass

production, which saw potteries turn

the demand for such receptacles

into a large manufacturing line,

predominantly Staffordshire

but also Wedgwood and Spode.

Staffordshire in particular

produced sets of three pottery jars

with gilt labels for druggists

that were used for leeches,

honey and tamarind, which

can sell for about £2,000. Some

of the most expensive jars are

either English or Dutch delftware or

Italian maiolica – a 16th-century Castelli

maiolica apothecary jar sold for £73,250

at Sotheby’s in 2012 – while the cases

and cabinets that held them command

quite a sum too.

Bill Broadbent has amassed many collections in his London flat. And he is not alone in his

fascination for apothecary antiques, as they are popular with collectors and decorators alike

English handblown crystal

apothecary jars, 1840, with

original painted labels and

tole lids. £180 each, Spencer 

Swaffer Antiques

Pair of large Engish

blue bottles with gilt

labels, c1840–50.

Rough pontils to

both bottles. £200

for both, The Antique

Dispensary

Two late 19th-century English stoneware chemist 

jars, £120 for the pair, Drew Pritchard
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Profile
T H E OW N ERS Bartek Ostojski 

and Andrew Fowkes, owners of 

lifestyle and Scandinavian/industrial 

interiors shop Arbol House, live here 

with their Bavarian mountain hound, 

Hala (01244 329643; ovohome.com). 

T H E PROPERT Y  This 15th-

century barn conversion is located on 

the outskirts of Chester. It has two 

bedrooms, two bathrooms, a sitting 

room, a kitchen and a dining room.

Bartek Ostojski 

and Andrew Fowkes 

take some time out 

with their Bavarian 

mountain hound 

Hala. They sit on 

an old Chesterfield 

bought from Old 

Mill Antiques 

in Failsworth, 

Manchester
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Bartek Ostojski and

Andrew Fowkes’s 15th-

century barn is filled

with an unexpected –

yet inspired – collection

of mid-century furniture

and accessories fusing

Spanish, Scandinavian

and British influences

FE ATURE SIAN WILLIAMS

PHOTOGR APHS BRE NT DA RBY

The back of the barn reveals some of the 

more modern elements of the house, such 

as the huge glass window on the first floor 

and the large industrial grey doors. The mid-

century reproduction Panton chairs, bought 

from Vertigo Interiors, and the wooden table 

from Ikea make a striking contrast with the 

quintessentially English countryside

A life
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t was a stint travelling in Europe and 

living in Barcelona that inspired Bartek 

Ostojski and Andrew Fowkes to begin 

collecting mid-century furniture and 

accessories. ‘We’ve always appreciated 

craftsmanship and quality, and you find 

a better quality of finish in older pieces,’ 

says Bartek. ‘But it was while we were 

living in Barcelona for four years that our 

eyes were opened to mid-century design. 

Pieces from that era were especially 

prominent in the local markets and that 

influence has played a massive part in 

how we decorate our home now.’ While 

living there, Bartek and Andrew would 

head out once a week in the early hours to 

an antiques fair in Barcelona or Madrid. 

They would end the day with a van full of 

fantastic finds – from 1950s movie posters 

to 1970s lamps – for their medieval attic 

apartment in Barcelona’s old town. ‘The 

most memorable piece we bought was a 

1930s rosewood sideboard, bought for 

around €64 (£51). We wheeled it on  

a trolley for the five-kilometre journey  

home as it was too big to fit into our van,’ 

says Bartek. Many of these Spanish buys 

were brought back with them to England 

after Bartek and Andrew decided to set  

up their own interiors shop in Chester.

Home now is far removed from the 

bustle of central Barcelona: a converted 

15th-century barn in the British 

countryside. ‘The interior almost hugs

ABOVE LEFT The antique 

Chesterfield works well with  

the 1920s Moroccan pouffe  

that Bartek and Andrew found 

in a small shop in Kraków. The 

yellow 1950s glass jug was 

bought from the Els Encants 

Vells flea market in Barcelona 

ABOVE Andrew fell in love with 

red glassware while in Poland 

for work. The collection has 

snowballed over the years and 

includes pieces dating from the 

1920s through to contemporary 

pieces. The collection is 

displayed in their living room
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ABOVE The incredible beams and 

exposed thatched roof dominate the living 

room, so Bartek and Andrew have added 

a streamlined sofa to add a calmness. 

The striped carpet is by Axminster. The 

side tables are made from cased silver 

tree trunks and designed by Malafor in 

Poland. Their coffee table is an upcycled 

piece, made from original reclaimed wood 

from fishing boats. On the coffee table 

is a red 20th-century Whitefriars bobble 

glass vase and a 1920s tea set designed 

by Stabler LEFT The vibrant picture of 

the boxer above the Chesterfield was 

painted by Bartek and Andrew’s favourite 

painter, Zbigniew Sikora. It was bought via 

an online Polish art auction. Next to it is 

an industrial medical cabinet, displaying 

collections of glassware, including a 1930s 

jug and beaker set bought at a car boot 

sale RIGHT Hanging on the wall in the 

kitchen is a quirky portrait of a dog by 

Thierry Poncelet
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ABOVE A mango wood

and steel industrial cabinet

from Ovo Home sits snugly

against the wall in the

guest bedroom RIGHT

Tucked in the eaves next

to the bedroom is a tiny

shower room. The small

slate splashback, made

from Lancashire slate,

complements the exposed

beams. The bamboo towel

ladder is from House Doctor

you, it’s so cosy, while the views across

to the Welsh hills and Cheshire Plain are

breathtaking, especially on clear summer

days,’ says Bartek. Despite its neat, bijou

appearance from the outside, inside is a

kitchen-diner, two living areas and two

bedrooms and bathrooms. ‘It’s a deceptive 

house – like a Tardis’, says Andrew.

Its size isn’t the only unexpected

aspect of the barn. Rather than sourcing 

furniture in keeping with the barn’s

age, Bartek and Andrew chose to

stay true to their love of mid-century

and now the exposed thatched roof

contrasts beautifully with 1970s style

lighting, a 1950s Eames ‘Lounge’ chair 

and industrial-style pieces. Bartek

remembers the pristine condition that

the previous owners had left it in when

they first arrived – the neutral walls

and characterful architecture providing

the perfect blank canvas. In some areas

they’ve had to choose carefully what’s

been placed where, especially in this

living room with its stunning talking  

point of a thatched roof.

Big pieces of furniture have been

kept simple and pared-down in look and

colour so as not to clash with the beams

and thatching while the combination of

mid-century, industrial and new designer

pieces (such as the silver-cased tree trunk

side tables by Polish designer Malafor)

add personality. A favourite collection is

the Polish red glass that Andrew has been

collecting for seven years, which includes

pieces that date from the 1920s to today.

‘The collection started when I used to visit 

factories in Poland and Italy sourcing

Big pieces of furniture

have been kept simple

and pared-down in look 

and colour, so as not

to clash with the beams 

and thatching
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The guest bedroom is

decorated simply with a

modern utilitarian style

bed designed by Conran

for Marks & Spencer

and an iconic late 1960s

white ‘Componibili’ table

designed by Anna Castelli 

Ferrieri, bought from

Vertigo Interiors. On top

sits a metal brass-finished

Leitmotiv ‘Barefoot’ table 

lamp from eBay

Little
black book
El Rastro market, Madrid.

madrid-guide-spain.com/ 

el-rastro.html

‘This open-air flea market

sprawls through Calle de

la Ribera de Curtidores

and an amazing maze of

side streets, every Sunday

morning from 8am to

2.30pm. You can pick

up the most unusual

antique and modernist

pieces,’ says Andrew.

Encants Vells flea market,

Barcelona. encantsbcn.com/en

‘This flea market is one of

the oldest in Europe, open

Mondays, Wednesdays,

Fridays and Saturdays,

9am to 8pm, with public

auctions Monday to Friday,

from 7.15am to 8.30am.

It’s an amazing place with

antique and junk-shop

finds, as well as new clothes

and electricals. Our best

buy was a 1930s rosewood

sideboard with a mirror-

lined cocktail cabinet.’

Miejsce, Miodowa 4, Krakow, 

Poland. miejsce.sklep.pl

‘This fabulous store in the

centre of Kraków is filled

with original and upcycled

mid-century pieces as well

as incredible Polish glass

from the 60s and 70s.

We bought a lovely mid-

century bedside cabinet

with metal legs the last  

time we were there’.

Old Mill Antiques,

8 Wrigley Head, Failsworth,

Manchester. 0161 684 7440; 

oldmillantiquesltd

failsworth.co.uk

‘This is a brilliant place

to find original industrial

pieces and furniture ripe

for upcycling. We picked

up some 1960s school

benches and a gym horse

here recently. Some of

the stalls are stacked  

to the ceiling.’
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glass for the high street chain stores

that I used to work for as a buyer’, says

Andrew. ‘It was a fascinating process

watching the glass being made, so

theatrical. Red glass has always been

the most difficult to produce due to the

volatile nature of the minerals used in  

its production.’

Downstairs the white walls in the

kitchen-diner are covered with colourful 

figurative artwork, including quirky

portraits and photographs – another

of Bartek and Andrew’s passions. ‘We

especially love Polish artists, our current 

favourite is Zbigniew Sikora,’ says

Andrew. ‘The house is a combination

of both of our influences, built around

where we’ve been brought up, travelled, 

worked and lived,’ says Bartek.

Owning an interiors shop means

that they are both always looking for

the next best thing, whether it’s old

or new – and the house is, enviably,

their ever-evolving testing ground. Q

ABOVE The orange

and white reproduction

Panton-style chairs and

the slatted white table

add a splash of colour and

modernism to their rural

back garden. A large bunch

of cow parsley is set in a

vase bought from a Polish

glass factory in Kraków

ABOVE RIGHT Bartek

and Andrew’s home is set

in the heart of the Cheshire

countryside. The facade

has been sympathetically

brought back to its original

state using materials as

locally sourced as possible

RIGHT Andrew and Bartek

take a stroll across the

gently undulating fields

that back onto their

house with their Bavarian

mountain hound Hala

The house is a combination 

of our influences… where

we’ve been brought up,

travelled, worked and lived
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Style spy
Mid-century colour

Team industrial pieces with bold 1960s

glassware, chairs and quirky accessories

RIGHT This exposed filament bulb

will inject an industrial edge into your

interior. Cage pendant light in black

by Mullan Juba, £62, Made to Last 

ABOVE The Panton chair is an iconic piece of

1960s design and, as it’s made from plastic, can

double up as outdoor seating. £208, The Conran

Shop BELOW LEFT Contrast the colours and

patterns of your throws and cushions for a more

organic look. Small navy throw in herringbone

pattern, £30, Atlantic Blankets BELOW RIGHT

Flamingo cushion, £60, Graham & Green

ABOVE A rustic coffee table adds

texture in Bartek and Andrew’s living

room. This ‘Claptrap’ coffee table

costs £345 from Loaf LEFT Copper

is still the design set’s metal of

choice. These hammered copper

Pols Potten copper trays cost £162 

for a set of three from Amara

LEFT From left: Kick-start your own glass collection with

these beauties: 1968 ‘Kleopatra’ jug by Tamara Aladin,

£88; 1962 Erik Hoglund glass for Boda, £175; 1968

‘Piirionki’ vase by Helena Tynell for Riihimaki, £125,

all stocked by Andy McConnell at Glass Etc

ABOVE This chap would set a playful tone in any room.

The Ceremonial Dress by Thierry Poncelet print comes 

unframed from £44.95 at King & McGaw

LEFT Anna Castelli

Ferrieri’s classic cabinet

costs just £100 from

John Lewis. The Italian

designer created the

‘Componibili’ in 1969

ABOVE Ladders make striking

hanging rails for towels in 

bathrooms. This ‘Hambledon’

raw oak towel ladder costs

£90 from Garden Trading

BELOW This bank of apothecary

drawers dates from the 1900s.

You’ll find it at Original House,

which sells vintage industrial

pieces, for £2,800
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Bohemian

Sera Hersham-Loftus has transformed a London apartment into

a fantastical, free-spirited space reminiscent of a bygone age

FE ATURE AND PHOTOGR APHS M ICH A E L PAU L

A 1970s wicker chair from Planet 

Bazaar in London is the focal 

point in Sera’s studio. The 18th-

century fireplace (just seen) was 

bought from Alex Zdankowicz 

in London, while the Indian cart 

table in front of the sofa was 

found at a Paris flea market. The 

wall panelling is from an 18th-

century house in Amsterdam

RHAPSODY
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Profile
T H E OW N ER Interior decorator and homeware designer 

Sera Hersham-Loftus lives here (seraoflondon.com). 

T H E PROPERT Y The apartment is located near

Little Venice in London and is situated in an early-Victorian

terrace. It has two living rooms, a kitchen-diner, one bedroom,  

a dressing room and two bathrooms.

Twisted vines, palms and

ferns surround designer Sera

Hersham-Loftus as she works at

her desk in her sun-filled garden 

room/studio. The rug in the

foreground is an Indian prayer

mat, bought from Liza Bruce
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andolph Avenue, near Little 

Venice in London, has had  

its share of notoriety. In the  

latter part of the 19th century it was rumoured that a  

certain aristocrat kept his mistresses there to entertain his  

well-heeled friends. The term ‘randy’ is said to originate  

from these encounters. ‘My flat, once two smaller flats,

was supposedly graced by these ladies of questionable

virtue. I feel it gives it a certain cachet,’ says artist and

interior designer Sera Hersham-Loftus. Today, the risqué

rumours no longer remain: ironically, it has become  

one of London’s most sought-after residential areas. Yet  

a boudoir ambience still prevails at Little Venice Rooms, 

as Sera calls her elegant interconnecting enfilade.

In this free-flowing space there are no doors, just 

diaphanous antique fabrics dividing the rooms, which 

have been transformed into a studio and lodgings.

Walking through them, it’s as though you have stumbled

upon a movie set or an avant-garde artist’s home,

untouched since the 1930s. ‘It’s essentially a homage L
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to my late father,’ says Sera. ‘He taught me a deep

appreciation of art and culture.’ He was once one of

London’s leading art dealers and, on a weekly basis, Sera

was taken to the art auctions at Sotheby’s and Christie’s

to witness him buying works for clients. ‘I had the

privilege of growing up with paintings by Lowry, David

Hockney, Howard Hodgkin and other greats dotted

around our home, which had a deep influence on me. On

Saturdays my father would take me window shopping

around the galleries in Mayfair so, from a very early

It’s as though you’ve stumbled upon an avant-

garde artist’s home, untouched since the 1930s

FAR LEFT Sera found one of the glossy 1950s kitchen cabinets in Paris and had

matching sections made to match it. The blown-glass candleholders are from Absolute

Flowers, while the 1950s hanging lamp is made of parchment and was bought from

Stephen Sprake. The leather-backed dining chairs are new and were made by Nivaldo

de Lima ABOVE In the main living space, plants and lamps, designed by Sera, frame

the 1970s sofa by the interior decorator Bill Bonetti, which belonged to Sera’s father.

The two paintings are by unknown Russian artists and date from the 1930s
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ABOVE Sera made the fire surround out

of shells and peach and plum stones with

the help of her children. The overmantel

mirror dates from 1929 and is adorned

with black-and-white family portraits,

postcards and mementos. The painting

on the back wall is by an unknown

Russian artist LEFT In her dressing

room, Sera has used distressed vintage

French shutters as wardrobe doors. A

1950s satin corset hangs in the window,

while a Victorian piano shawl is slung

over a 1930s ladies’ chair. This room

leads into the shower room (just seen),

where a 1930s dressing screen acts as a

shower panel, and a large reclaimed sink

is adorned with Victorian lace curtains.

The floor tiles are by Alex Zdankowicz

FACING PAGE A large disco ball

hangs in the centre of the main living

room – a throwback to Sera’s previous

home, which had a rock ’n’ roll vibe.

In the background, an antique Italian

olive oil jar sits next to a large kentia

palm. The painting of an old man is

by an unknown Russian artist and

belonged to Sera’s father. The 1970s

‘Peacock’ chair is from Planet Bazaar

in London. For similar antique decanters 

and barware, try Grays

Little
black book
Alfies Antique Market, 13–25

Church Street, Marylebone, 

London, NW8 8DT.

020 7723 6066;

alfiesantiques.com

‘This indoor market has an

array of fabulous lighting

from the 1950s and furniture

from all decades, as well

as paintings and clothing,’ 

says Sera.

Barnett Lawson Trimmings,

16–17 Little Portland Street, 

London, W1W 8NE.

020 7636 8591;

bltrimmings.com

‘This shop sells the very

best ribbons, upholstery

trimmings, organza roses  

and feathers.’

Portobello Market, Portobello 

Road, London, W10 5TA.  

020 7727 7684;

portobelloroad.co.uk

‘The Friday market has the

best antique fabrics, clothes

and quirky furniture. It

tends to be quieter than

the Saturday market, too.’
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age, I developed an eye for art.’ Sera’s father was one

of the first art dealers to go to Russia to buy unknown 

artists’ work to promote in London, and today her

rooms are hung with an eclectic mix of Soviet art.

Her tribute to his memory not only centres on the

serious art she inherited but on an elegant bohemian

style of living and the aesthetic of faded grandeur. Her

distinctive look mixes vintage pieces with oriental bric-a-

brac, often fringed with leafy indoor plants, while worn,

lacy antique fabrics are draped over the chairs and sofas. 

‘My love of antiques grew from being a rebellious

teenager,’ says Sera. ‘I used to be a punk and would buy 

antique clothes to wear with my bondage trousers. I

then discovered antique fabrics, which I began to make

cushions and lampshades with. From there, I discovered

antique furniture. I especially love decorative Victorian

pieces, such as huge mirrors with relief such as fruits.’

Original character

It’s a stark contrast to what Sera encountered when

she bought the apartment last year. ‘It had been given

a characterless 1970s refurb so my first task was to

give it back its original character,’ she says. All the

cornices, ceiling roses and skirtings were reinstated,

and Sera bought extra-wide, antique floorboards from

a house in Amsterdam. The pièce de résistance is in her

studio, where Sera has installed 18th-century panelling, 

which ‘feels as though it has always belonged here’.

Interiors have always been a big part of Sera’s

life. ‘As a child I would spend hours in my room

changing the furniture around, sleeping on one side

of the room one night and the other the next, and

experimenting with lights by draping fringed scarves

on the lampshades.’ Today, she remains a free spirit.

You will find her dressed in a vintage number gliding

through her studio designing her exotic lampshades

or working on a new project surrounded by her art,

books, plants, antique textiles and glamorous furniture.

‘I use antiques in a totally non-precious way. So you 

could say my look is bohemian.’ Q

Sera’s distinctive look mixes vintage

pieces with bric-a-brac, leafy indoor 

plants and lacy antique fabrics

TOP The walls of Sera’s bedroom are covered in a vintage Chinese wallpaper.

Beside the bed is a 1970s floor-standing palm tree lamp by Curtis Jeré ABOVE 

Sera’s art deco dressing table was bought at a Paris flea market. Both the

overmantel and the lavatory are Victorian – the loo is original to the apartment
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On the chimney breast – which

Sera stripped back to its raw

brick and coated with a rough

whitewash finish – a painting by

Rothko is grouped with works

by various Russian artists. The

bookshelves either side are filled

with Christie’s and Bonhams

art auction catalogues dating

back to Sera’s childhood.

A 1950s shell light made

of resin sits on the floor
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Antiques expert JUDITH MILLER talks us through Sera Hersham-Loftus’s glamorous dining room

A VIEW ON A ROOM

SERA’S HOME

PEACOCK CHAIR

Originating in East Asia as aristocratic seating, the

rattan-woven ‘Peacock’ chair made its way to the West

via 19th-century trade routes, and was initially popular

here in the conservatory and garden. During the 1960s

and 1970s, it came into its own as the ‘boho-glam’

photoshoot prop of choice for the likes of Bardot and

Stevie Nicks, and retailed in cool boutiques like Biba.

The ‘Peacock’ is currently enjoying a serious revival.

19th-CENTURY MIRROR

In a fusion of urban and rustic, of formal

and vernacular, a 19th-century classical

Revival mirror hangs above the hearth

on the exposed brickwork of the chimney 

breast. Echoed in the wall panelling 

to its left, and in the cornice of the

ceiling above, the white-on-putty plaster

mouldings are derived from the classical

Greco-Roman vocabulary of ornament.

Aside from the ‘egg and dart’ cornice

above, all the mouldings are essentially 

foliate motifs (most notably acanthus)

selectively embellished with flowers and

grapes and presented in various classical

configurations, including swags, festoons, 

plumes, strings and scrolls.

CORSET LAMPSHADE

The lampstand is 21st century, but in

many respects its lampshade is a witty

post-modern acknowledgement of Victorian

style passementerie – the tassels, fringing,

braids, tapes, ribbons, and other trimmings

that proliferated on furnishings in numerous

19th-century interiors. Of course, they were 

also employed in couture, and to risqué

effect in particular on Victorian corsetry

– a tight waisted, flaring form here wittily

re-configured by Sera of London as a

‘Bustier’ lampshade. When illuminated,

its peach tones embellished with floral

motifs in black also recall the iconic

stained glass lampshades first produced  

by Tiffany & Co in the 1890s.

About Judith
JUDITH M ILLER is a leading 
antiques expert. She is one of 
the BBC’s Antiques Roadshow 
experts and has written more 
than 100 books covering antiques, 

collectables and interior design. Here, we ask her to 
choose her favourite room from the houses featured 
in the issue and explain what makes it so interesting. 
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LACE PELMET

The proliferation of lace in interiors during the 19th century can be largely attributed to the mechanisation of

much of its production from the late 18th century onward, making it not only available in far greater quantities

than traditional hand-made ‘needle’ or ‘bobbin’ lace, but also rendered it much more affordable. Although

extensively employed as bed and table covers, it was as bed, window or, as here, alcove hangings that its

openwork composition could be exploited to diffuse sunlight and provide a degree of privacy. The most

popular Victorian patterns were floral and/or foliate and, as here, often augmented with elaborate fringing.

1930s SIDE CHAIR

Although this example was made in the

1930s, and many were reproduced earlier

during the 19th-century, the upholstered

side chair is of a style that can be traced

to 18th-century France and the reign of

Louis XV (1715–74). While there have

been numerous subtle variations on

this perennially popular form of chaise –

traditionally placed around the sides of a

salon and drawn forward when necessary

– its core characteristics are an upholstered

shield, or cartouche-shaped back, an

upholstered, armless seat, with curved

or serpentine front, and perhaps most

distinguishing of all, cabriole front legs,

and cabriole or outwardly curved back legs.

OLIVE OIL JAR

Perhaps even more instantly

evocative of rural style than

exposed brickwork and bare

oak flooring and furniture,

is terracotta pottery.

Together with basketry, it’s

one of mankind’s oldest

accomplishments, dating

back to the Neolithic period,

some 10,000-12,000 years

ago and, as such, a yardstick

of the earliest settled

(as opposed to nomadic)

civilizations. This particular

pot, which is Italian and

originally made to store olive

oil, isn’t quite as old as that.

However, found by its owners

in a salvage yard in Florence,

it has survived some 300

years thus far.

DINING TABLE

Standing on the room’s original mid 19th-century oak floor boards

is a large oak refectory table, which dates to the turn of the 20th

century. It’s of traditional pegged mortise-and-tenon construction

with a plank top resting above a twin-drawer frieze, supported by

four square-section corner posts unified by an H-stretcher. Like

the exposed brickwork of the chimney breast and the bare boards,

it introduces a further note of rusticity to this urban interior.
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The ultimate
HEIRLOOM

Paola Angoletta 

fell in love with this 

18th-century Italian country 

house during childhood trips to visit 

her grandparents. Two years ago, the house 

was passed on to her and she has breathed new  

life into it, while ensuring that its character remains

FE ATURE AND PHOTOGR APHS  

S TE FA NO SC ATA



Profile
T H E OW N ER Paola Angoletta is an 

interior decorator (paolaangoletta.com). 

T H E PROPERT Y Paola’s home is  

in an 18th-century hamlet near Belluno  

in northern Italy, surrounded by woods  

and mountains. It’s a typical local villa  

over three floors with four bedrooms,  

a kitchen-diner, living room and library.

FACING PAGE Interior decorator Paola Angoletta’s home in the Veneto 

mountains THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Rambling roses cover the

exterior villa wall; Paola collects flowers to decorate her home’s interior; above

the fireplace in the living room hangs a portrait of Paola’s maternal great-

grandmother. The antique tin flowers either side originate from a local church

L
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The Flemish painting in the

dining room (which is located 

in the oldest area of the

house) dates from the 1600s

and represents St Jerome.

An antique kilim rug is used

as a tablecloth. The Venetian

chandelier is a vintage toleware 

piece and dates from the

18th century. Find similar

from Petersham Nurseries

or from Stowaway via eBay



here’s something undoubtedly

magical about our childhood homes

– and, no matter what form they

take, humble and cosy or grand and

stately – their memories will always

stay with us. For most of us, this is exactly where

our first homes stay: tucked in a charming corner

of our minds. But, for Paola Angoletta, the house

in which she spent every summer of her childhood

is now hers. ‘It belonged to my grandparents and

every summer, from May, my immediate family

and I would move here,’ she explains. ‘There

are many fireplaces but no central heating so in

October, after we had picked the fruits from the

trees, we would leave. The house was simple but

its many rooms were filled with people: aunts and

grandchildren. We were always outside – it was  

a real country lifestyle.’

Two years ago, Paola acquired the house from

her mother and, being an interior decorator, was

well placed to refurbish it. What guided her was

her respect for its history. She kept the structure  

as it was – maintaining its maze of rooms,

arranged over staggered levels, remade the roof,

added some bathrooms and designed a modern,  

THIS IMAGE The walls of the

rustic kitchen are hung with Paola’s

collections of copper kitchenware and

blue and white plates. For a similar

light, try Howe’s ‘Crinkled Opaline

Glass Coolie’ pendant light, c1900

BELOW A group of antique pottery

from southern Italy is displayed in

the house’s original kitchen sink. The

18th-century chair is Venetian
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Flowers from the garden

complement the toleware flowers on the wall of the living room;

the upholstery of the chairs in the living room is from Braquenié 

via Pierre Frey. The Madonna painting is 16th-century and

is Venetian. Find a similar lamp from The Vintage Trader;

the living room doors open up on to a balcony; the terracotta 

floors in the living room are original to the house
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Paola painted the entrance

hall with a fresco, inspired by

a Marià Fortuny drawing. The

sofa is 18th-century Venetian,

while the painting is from

the Venetian school and is

16th-century. The painted tin

chandelier is 17th-century

Some of the antique furniture belongs

to the house, while the rest was bought at 

the various flea markets in Veneto

or during my journeys in the east
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functional kitchen. Today, the period features

are complemented with antique and vintage

furniture. ‘I inherited my passion for antiques

from my mother,’ says Paola. ‘Some of the antique

furniture belongs to the house, while the rest was

bought at the various flea markets in Veneto or

during my journeys in the east. I’m not obsessed

by one specific style or epoch – I buy carpets and 

objects in the flea markets or during overseas

jaunts and combine them with family artwork

and pieces of 18th-century furniture. The most 

important aspect for me is that it all comes 

together as a whole,’ she explains.

It’s on the ceilings and walls that Paola

dedicated most of her energy. She did extensive

research to recover the original wall treatments

– from faux-marble to frescos, all with a vintage 

feel (a Fortuny drawing inspired the frescos 

I’m not obsessed by one specific 

style or epoch. The most

important aspect is that it all 

comes together as a whole

THIS IMAGE On the

staircase wall hangs an

Afghan suzani ceremony

dress. The portrait in

the hallway is of Paola’s

great-grandfather and

dates from 1880 BELOW

A simple antique bench

in front of one of the

house’s original frescos  

in Paola’s bedroom
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Paola’s bed is à

la polonaise (or

Polish). It dates

from the 1700s

but has been

upholstered in

a contemporary

Braquenie

fabric. The walls

are painted

to resemble

panelling 
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in the entrance hall). Even the colour of the walls are

the result of a specific study. Paola combined warm

and cold shades; light blue, Indian red and sienna. She

experimented with new techniques, too – using lime

wash paint with overlapped colour shades. ‘Lime wash

is an ancient finish, its quite difficult to control but it

creates timeless results – never dull but vibrant and 

changeable like antique velvet,’ she says.

The dreamy exterior was reimagined, too. ‘I loved 

the idea of recreating a secret garden, hidden and

protected by box hedges organised with paths edged 

by dry stone walls. I chose cold weather resistant

plants with particular preference for flowers like 

hydrangea, lavender and climbing roses.’

The size of the house makes it ideal for hosting

family gatherings, just as it always has. This, says

Paola, is one of her favourite aspects about living

here, as well as the memories that are attached to

it. ‘It’s a place with soul and it speaks of me and

my life. Every detail is linked to a specific moment

and when I walk through the rooms these memories 

come flooding back.’ Q

Little
black book
Antichità Marciana, San Marco 

1864, campo San Fantin,

Venice. antichitamarciana.it

‘You can find beautiful

objects and oriental art at

this antiques shop, close

to St Mark’s Square in

Venice,’ says Paola.

Asolo Kilim Antiquariato di

Damiano Pellizzari, Via Marconi, 

132, 31011 Asolo, Italy

‘This shop is really amazing

and inspiring. I always find

unique pieces from all over

the world here – I recently

bought an amazing oriental 

carpet here.’

Mercatino dell’antiquariato,

Piazza Paolo Camerini 1, 35016

Piazzola sul Brenta, Italy.

comune.piazzola.pd.it/

mercatino-dellantiquariato

‘On the second Sunday of

every month this wonderful

market is held in Piazzola 

sul Brenta in Asolo. I

always love to visit because

you can find local art and

special pieces from all over

in the world, from Tibet

to Afghanistan. There are

hundreds of stalls. The

setting is beautiful, too

– it’s located in the square

outside the Villa Contarini.’

The bathroom, with tiled floors and an antique

tub, was designed and painted by Paola. The

miniatures on the walls are Indian and were 

bought during travels abroad
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Mix pastel hues with patterns, toleware and antique coral

RIGHT We love how

Paola has used plates on

the walls of her kitchen.

The Vivero Canape plate

is £8 from Anthropologie

LEFT Paola is a big fan of

Pierre Frey designs, using

them around her home to

upholster chairs and beds.

The Pierre Frey Braquenié

fabric ‘Les Muses et le

Lion’ toile de Jouy in rouge

celadon is £156 per m

LEFT This portrait of a lady

wearing a green dress and red

wrap is attributed to Francis

Hayman RA and costs £3,200

from Cider House Galleries

BELOW Copy Paola with this

coral, c1840, in its original

silver gilt wooden vase, £690

from Spencer Swaffer Antiques

LEFT Paola has quite a few pieces

of antique toleware, especially

flowers, including a beautiful

chandelier. A pair of 19th-century

toleware plants are £195, Lorfords

RIGHT Eastern rugs

and textiles feature

strongly in Paola’s home.

This ‘Mantralaya’ rug

costs £2,845 from Oka

Style spy
Italian chic

tiful pastel

int by Eartborn

ner Paint

BELOW The kitchen lar

to this adjustable ligh te

‘Hay’ coolie shade, £ er

ABOVE Antique benches are positioned

in hallways and bedrooms for comfort and

to add a striking look to a space. This early 

19th-century Danish pine wood bench 

costs £1,850 from Brownrigg 

This late 19th-century

oval French tole galleried

tray costs £225 from

Fontaine
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Visiting
Chatsworth
ADDRESS Chatsworth,

Bakewell, Derbyshire,

DE45 1PP. 01246 565300; 

chatsworth.org

VISITING TIMES Chatsworth

is open daily. Until 28th May,

the house is open 11am–5pm;

from 28th May onwards it’s

open 10.30am–5pm. Last

entry is 4pm. The house

is currently undergoing

restoration so there is

scaffolding on the east facade

ENTRY PRICE £20 for house 

and garden

As one of Britain’s most important houses reopens for the year, KATIE HALLETT 

takes a first look at two rare 17th-century tapestries newly hung amid the

family’s collection of antiques, ancient sculptures and contemporary art

PHOTOGR APHS SIMON UP TON

Chatsworth

UNVEILED
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FACING PAGE The magnificent Chatsworth House in the Derbyshire 

countryside THIS PAGE The Painted Hall was designed by the 1st Duke of 

Devonshire as a reception room but in the 1820s the 6th Duke turned it into 

an opulent entrance hall with a black-and-white marble floor. The painted 

ceiling and wall, which give the room its name, were created from 1687–94 

by Louis Laguerre. They depict scenes from the life of Julius Caesar
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The 6th Duke 

created this 

library from 

the 1st Duke’s 

Long Gallery, 

commissioning 

this Axminster 

carpet in 1830. 

Among the 

40,000 books 

is a collection 

of pre-printing 

press books 

made by monks

It’s easy to take the splendour of Britain’s historic houses  

for granted but the tiniest details are expertly cared for by  

many pairs of keen eyes and steady hands



welve people spent two solid 

weeks cleaning every single 

tome in Chatsworth House’s 

library. Which is why, when we 

visit the house on a crisp February day, head 

housekeeper Janet Bitton isn’t best pleased that 

a recent soot fall from a chimney filled the 

magnificent room with dust. ‘It was a heart-

sinking moment but these things happen,’ 

she says. Needless to say, Janet’s team spent a 

further two weeks going over each book again. 

It’s easy to take the splendour of Britain’s 

historic houses for granted but the tiniest 

details are expertly cared for by many pairs 

of keen eyes and steady hands – down to each 

individual glass droplet from every chandelier, 

which are painstakingly cleaned every winter. 

During the 10 weeks of the year that 

Chatsworth, in Derbyshire, is closed to the 

public, Janet’s team have a narrow window in 

which to have a blitz on the cleaning. This  

year, aside from the annual deep – and 

extensive – clean, there’s a quiet excitement 

building about the rehanging of two rare 

17th-century tapestries in the State 

Drawing Room. The tapestries were 

made by the prestigious London 

workshop Mortlake using the 

cartoons painted by Raphael for  

the Sistine Chapel. They were 

bought by William Cavendish, 

the 3rd Earl of Devonshire, in 

the 1630s and were removed for 

conservation two years ago. When 

this happened there were two 

discoveries, says Janet. The first 

was a 1930s chocolate bar wrapper. 

One of the schoolgirls who slept in 

the room during the Second World 

War (when Chatsworth housed 

the pupils of Penrhos College in 

North Wales) had presumably 

nonchalantly tucked it behind the 

tapestry. The second was even more 

ABOVE The Great Chamber was finished in 1694. The room was designed to hold the court while

they waited to see royalty on state visits. Displayed in the fireplace is a collection of Delftware.

The middle three designs are 17th-century tulip vases – a single flower would be placed in each

opening BELOW This corridor leads from the Painted Hall to the chapel. The pieces on display

span 4,000 years. The two Egyptian figures on the right-hand side date from 1386–1349 BC
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The 6th Duke  

of Devonshire, 

William Spencer 

Cavendish, had a bit 

of a thing for going  

to auctions
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extraordinary. ‘Folded behind the seam of

one of the pieces was another section of the

same tapestry. It had been hidden from sight

for centuries,’ says Janet. Visitors can now see

the full Sacrifice at Lystra tapestry next to its

companion piece, Healing of the Lame Man,

both in their newly restored and cleaned glory.

The whole scene covers an incredible 50 sq m.

During the 20th century, Chatsworth

House was famously the home of the 11th

Duke of Devonshire and Duchess Deborah,

who were custodians of the house for half a

century (from 1950–2014) and secured the

future of the family seat, which had been left

run down after the war. And before that, the

house, which dates to the 16th century, had

been passed down through 14 generations

of the Cavendish family. The structure was

restored and reinvented by the 1st Duke of

Devonshire in the 1680s but, in terms of

its interior, it is the 6th Duke (who owned

Chatsworth from 1811–58) whose legacy

is most palpable in the house. ‘The 6th Duke

of Devonshire, William Spencer Cavendish,

had a bit of a thing for going to auctions,’ says

Janet. His biggest weaknesses were books (he

would buy libraries as complete sets; it’s his

collection that Janet’s team have become so

The 6th Duke’s collection of early 19th-century European sculpture  

is displayed in his Sculpture Gallery. The lions are copies after  

Antonio Canova’s originals, from the tomb of Pope Clement XIII  

in the Vatican. The busts above depict Canova and the 6th Duke

The ceramics on the mantelpiece in the Chapel Corridor are part of

a contemporary installation, A Sounding Line, by Edmund de Waal,

while the colossal marble foot dates to the first century BC
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The 6th Duke converted part of the house into guest

accommodation for his many gatherings and parties. The

rooms in the Queen of Scots apartment take their name from

Mary I, who stayed at Chatsworth during her imprisonment



familiar with) and marble. The latter interest

manifested itself in the black-and-white floor

of the Painted Hall, and the purpose-built

Sculpture Gallery, which he filled with 19th-

century European sculpture. ‘He loved the

work of the Italian sculptor Antonio Canova,

whose studio he visited in 1819. He created 

this room after his trip,’ says Janet. His

collections can be seen in the Chapel Corridor,

too, where one of the most intriguing pieces 

in the house is on display: a colossal flip-

flop-wearing marble foot bought by the duke 

in 1839 and dating from the first century

BC. One can imagine that this was quite the

conversation piece. When he wasn’t antiquing,

the duke loved to entertain and his structural

changes to Chatsworth ensured that it became 

the ultimate party house. In the 1830s an

extension was built, which included a guest

wing so that his many guests could stay over,

and a dining room, which was christened with 

a dinner party for Princess Victoria. He also

converted the Long Room into a library. ‘The

duke remained a bachelor and his priorities

were collecting, parties and plants,’ says Janet.

The duke inherited his collecting instinct 

from his mother, Georgiana Cavendish,

Duchess of Devonshire. Georgiana began

collecting minerals at the end of the 18th

century after forming an interest in geology,

which was at the height of fashion at the time.

One of her original display cases showing part

of her catalogued collection can be seen in the

South Sketch Gallery. The most eye-catching

of Chatsworth’s minerals, however, are the

amethyst geode from south Brazil (purchased

by the 11th Duke) and the quartz crystal in the 

Chapel Corridor, gifted to Georgiana.

Juxtaposed against these antiques and 

antiquities are bold, unapologetically

contemporary pieces. In the chapel is a Damien 

Hirst sculpure of a figure holding his own  

ABOVE LEFT The

bed in the State

Bedchamber was

made for Kensington

Palace. It is thought

to date from 1723

and was acquired by

the 4th Duke in the

18th century. This

bedroom would have

been used by visiting

monarchs, such as

George V and Queen

Mary ABOVE RIGHT

The tapestries in the

State Bedchamber

are 17th-century and

from Brussels. Part of

the house’s collection

of Delft tulip vases

are displayed in the

fireplace. The enfilade

of rooms can be seen

to the right of the door 

When he wasn’t antiquing, the duke loved to entertain and his structural

changes to Chatsworth ensured that it became the ultimate party house
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The carved throne chairs on the right-hand wall 

of the State Drawing Room date from 1761 

and were carved by Catherine Nash. Chinese 

porcelain is displayed on tabletops. This room 

is part of the state apartments – a flow of 

connected rooms designed for visiting royalty

skin over his arm while in the Chapel Corridor 

Edmund de Waal’s porcelain vessels provide 

a gentler example of 21st-century art. The 

house is now lived in by Peregrine Cavendish, 

the 12th Duke of Devonshire, and his wife 

Amanda Heywood-Lonsdale who share, 

like the many generations before them, a 

passion for collecting art and sculpture. Their 

additions keep Chatsworth moving forward. 

This property is not a static historic monument 

but a home, albeit on an astonishing scale, 

filled with collections passed down from 

parents, grandparents and beyond, as well  

as expertly curated antiques of the future. Q  

* Read more about Chatsworth House and its previous 

inhabitants, the 11th Duke and Deborah, Duchess  

of Devonshire, in the July issue of Homes & Antiques  

(on sale 8th June) as we reveal the results from a  

recent estate sale at Sotheby’s

A keen eye will spot that to the far left of one of the two 

tapestries in Chatsworth’s State Drawing Room, a slither 

of the image appears much brighter than the rest. This 

isn’t a trick of the light but a previously ‘missing’ section 

of the tapestry. The section had been tucked behind – 

and protected by – the rest of the textile for centuries, 

presumably because there wasn’t room to display the whole 

design. It was only discovered two years ago when the 

tapestries were removed from the frame for conservation. 

‘It was an exciting moment,’ says Jo Banks, Chatsworth’s 

textiles conservator. ‘We knew that the original cartoon of 

the tapestry included this part of the image but assumed it 

must have been cut off this textile at some point. The frame 

had concealed the border too and, when it was taken away, 

it uncovered the Mortlake Tapestry Works shield – proof 

that the tapestries were indeed what we thought they were.’

The tapestries are in good company. A set hangs 

in the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican. Pope Leo X had 

commissioned Raphael to paint the cartoons (studies that 

the tapestries would be copied from) in 1515–16 but in 

1623 Charles I brought the cartoons to England. ‘He paid 

£300 for the collection,’ says Jo. Mortlake Tapestry Works 

was established in Mortlake, London under the patronage 

of James I, Charles’ father, to recreate Raphael’s scenes. 

The designs in Chatsworth’s collection depict Healing of the 

Lame Man (left) and Sacrifice at Lystra (right), scenes from 

the Acts of the Apostles. The tapestries date to 1630. 

The hangings were, and still are, a big deal. ‘They 

would have been expensive purchases in their time,’ says 

Jo. ‘Tapestries were considered far more important than 

paintings as it’s impossible to fake a tapestry. Those made 

at Mortlake were highly regarded.’ Jo hopes the recent 

conservation work, which included repairs to the weakened 

fabric and a deep but delicate clean so previously distorted 

details can now be viewed, will last for over 100 years. 

OBJECT FOCUS  
Mortlake tapestries 
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This property is 

not a static historic 

monument but a 

home, albeit on an 

astonishing scale
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Don’t miss these exciting sales taking place at auction
houses around the country

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

4
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Noticeboard
AUCTION HOUSE

fellows.co.uk � 0121 222 7666; 020 7127 4198

1Fellows Auctioneers 
Fellows holds over 100 auctions each 

year. As specialists in a variety of fields and 
with an auction to cater for every need, its 
continually changing inventory makes 
Fellows a hub of excitement for lovers of 
watches, jewellery and antiques.

Forthcoming sales:
6th June – Vintage Jewellery & Accessories
16th June – Antique & Modern Jewellery
20th June – Silver & Plated Ware
28th June – The Watch Sale
` Augusta House, 19 Augusta Street,  
Birmingham, B18 6JA

midlandfurnitureauctions.co.uk � 01773 832555

2Midland Furniture Auctions 
Midland Furniture Auctions holds one of the UK’s biggest weekly furniture 

auctions every Wednesday in the heart of the country. Packed to the brim with 
the latest ranges and types of furniture, bidders can expect a fantastic choice 
and great prices.
Conveniently located off the 
M1 (J28) near Alfreton, 
Derbyshire. For further 
information visit the website 
or contact Dean Carpenter 
or Liz Darrington-Mosley. 

` 10 Grange Close, Clover Nook 
Industrial Park, Alfreton, 
Derbyshire, DE55 4QT

catocrane.co.uk � 0151 709 5559

3Cato Crane 
5 Counties Valuation Company, based in Chester and Wirral, is a division 

of Cato Crane Fine Art Auctioneers, established 28 years ago. It covers all the 
North West and Wales and has agents nationwide. Well established, it offers to 
sell higher value goods from works of art to antique furniture at an extremely 
low rate of commission. Specialist  
auctions are held regularly. 

Forthcoming sales:

10th May: Antiques & Collectors
24th May: Antiques & Collectors
1st June: Antiques, Fine Art & Collectors

` Cato Crane Fine Art Auctioneers, 6 & 33-41 
Stanhope Street, Liverpool, L8 5RF

specialauctionservices.com � 01635 580595

4 Special Auction Services 
Special Auction Services is a specialist, traditional auction house 

proud of its high level of service to buyers and sellers. Its two Newbury 
salerooms are strategically located to service the South of England and 
within easy reach of London. It holds popular and free valuation days every 
Wednesday, phone first for an appointment and come 
along and meet Thomas, Neil and the team. 

Forthcoming sales:
7th June: Monthly Antiques & Collectables
9th June: Dolls, Doll’s Houses, Traditional Toys  
and Teddy Bears

` 80 and 81 Greenham Business Park, Newbury RG19 6HW

capesdunn.com � 0161 432 1911

5Capes Dunn  
Established in 1826 Capes Dunn have been the North West’s premier 

Auctioneers of furniture and fine art for 190 years. With over 50 auctions a 
year the Company is one of the busiest in the country and our recent 
relocation to larger, gallery style auction rooms with ample on site car parking 
has met with great enthusiasm from both vendors and buyers. The company 
hosts fortnightly Specialist and Interior auctions, 
inclusive of; Northern Art, Jewellery, Watches, Silver, 
Furniture, Traditional Paintings, Clocks, Collectors, 
Oriental Ceramics, Toys, Musical Instruments etc. This 
impressive twin fusee skeleton clock by Thomas 
Hammond of Manchester recently sold for £5,300.

` The Auction Galleries, 40 Station Road, Heaton, 
Mersey, Cheshire, SK4 3QT
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STING

More than just a

pop star, the sale

of the contents of

Sting’s London

home proves his

credentials as a

collector, too
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PHOTOS

Don’t miss the

chance to collect

some iconic images

at the upcoming

annual photograph

sales at Christie’s

and Sotheby’s
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GARDENS

Make your

outside space

more stylish with

garden salvage,

from statuary to

urns and other

surprising finds
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PROJECT

Transform an 

uninspiring 

radiogram into 

a beautiful piece 

of furniture with 

a little help from 

Annie Sloan 
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steps to using heritage

WALLPAPER
Choose patterns from the past to complement your antiques and bring classic designs

to interiors. Our experts explain how to make the most of our decorative heritage

1
WHY TO USE

HERITAGE WALLPAPER

If the survival of the fittest is
a theory that can be applied

to decorating, the historic wallpapers
still produced today must be the
best of the best. Their designs have
the ability to evoke past times and,
while they are a favourite with
those wanting to create authentic
interiors for traditional homes or
a complementary background for
antiques, the appeal of heritage
patterns goes far beyond the strictly
historical. ‘Archive designs are
timeless,’ says Shauna Dennison,
creative director at Cole & Son.
‘Some of our old block prints
are used in grand and traditional
schemes whereas we’ve seen
other historical design used in
contemporary settings. There are no
hard and fast rules.’

This design of parrots perching on bamboo stems 

dates from the late 19th century but its light coloured 

background gives it a fresh look. ‘Great Ormond St’ 

parchment wallpaper, £82 per roll, London  

Wallpapers collection, Little Greene
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3
WHERE TO USE

No one feels any
constraint about which
wallpaper to use where

today but, when it was a more
costly commodity, the most
extravagant papers were
reserved for the entrance hall
and reception rooms, while
understated designs were chosen
for the bedrooms. Now, even
the downstairs loo is
wallpapered, often because its
small size and the limited time
you spend there mean you can
splash out on a paper that’s
more expensive and ostentatious
than you might otherwise
choose. Elsewhere, wallpaper
can be used to improve a room’s
ambience. Vertical stripes will
visually heighten a room while
horizontal ones make it seem
wider. Patterns drawn on a
grand scale look confident in a
large room and create intimacy
in a small area; open designs
give an impression of
spaciousness and dense patterns
create a cosy feel. Colour has
always been important. ‘Until 

Archive designs can be reproduced faithfully or, such as this example,

reinterpreted to give a contemporary feel. ‘The Wealthy Mandarin’,  

£70 per roll, Graham & Brown

Taken from a French

damask design of the

late 18th century, this ‘St

Antoine BP906’ wallpaper,

£112 per roll, Farrow &

Ball, complements both

a Regency tea table and

contemporary wood bowls

the mid-19th century,
wallpapers with grey grounds
were fashionable as they
disguised smoke staining from
candles and coal fires,’ says
Robert Weston of Hamilton
Weston. ‘Green was avoided in 

dining rooms as it made food
appear rather unappetising. Blue
meanwhile was popular – used
to show wealth, as it was the
most expensive pigment, and
because it worked looked good 
with mahogany furniture.’

2
REDRAWN HERITAGE PRINTS 

It’s rare for historic designs to be
reproduced exactly as they were.
Changes in printing methods, inks and

papers demand modifications, and patterns are
adapted for aesthetic reasons, too. Designs may
be rescaled in proportion with modern living
spaces and recoloured to chime with current
trends while maintaining the essential character
of the original. Like most wallpaper
manufacturers, Graham & Brown draws on
archive material for some of its designs and this
year will display a new wallpaper taken from
archive source material at The Geffrye Museum
as part of London Craft Week, taking place
from 3rd to 7th May. ‘We select archive designs
that have a classical feel and fall in with current
styles,’ says designer Vicky Davison. The one
chosen for London Craft Week was taken from
a wallpaper pattern book dated 1894. ‘Parts of
the design were missing so the edges were
redrawn to create a repeat pattern and the torn 
layer effect added as a quirky element.’ 
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This design was created by the 

Morris & Co studio after William 

Morris’s death but shows the 

continuing influence of naturalistic 

forms and medieval tapestries.   

Arbutus wallpaper in woad/russet, 

£62 per roll, Archive III Wallpapers 

collection, Morris & Co

4
ICONIC WALLPAPER

DESIGNS

Traditional wallpaper designs
often evolved from the tapestry

hangings and fine textile wallcoverings that
preceded them. Their motifs of stylised
flora and fauna, figurative, narrative and
scenic images were a recurrent design
theme and easily reinterpreted as patterns
for painted and printed paper. ‘These
are perennially popular because they can
endlessly be changed in colour, scale and
complexity to suit all tastes, styles and
usages,’ says Robert Weston of Hamilton
Weston. ‘The Tree of Life originates
from biblical Indian, Islamic and Chinese
sources and these were copied from the
17th and 18th-century imported Indian
printed cottons and 18th-century Chinese
tree, blossom and bird wallpapers.’ In
time, the textural designs of the textiles
themselves inspired new motifs. ‘Damask
papers were copies of expensive woven
textiles’, adds Weston. ‘And trellis patterns
imitated quilted fabrics, braid or ribbon’.

H&A GUIDE: Interiors



5
CHOOSING

A PERIOD TO

COMPLEMENT

ANTIQUES

Selecting wallpaper to show your
antiques at their best presents you
with two alternatives: whether
to choose a design from the same
period or a paper in a flattering
colour and style. ‘A wallpaper
of the same era as your antiques
gives a very traditional look’,
says interior designer Joanna
Wood. If your objects are from
different periods, texture and
colour will provide a link. ‘I
recommend silk or grass cloth
wallcoverings,’ says Wood. ‘Strong
yellows complement blacks and
charcoals and look brilliant when
paired with lacquer. Blues work
wonderfully with silvery art deco
pieces and, if you’re hanging
impressionist art, lavender, pale
blue or pale turquoise wallpapers
are a gorgeous background to the 
pigments used at the time.’

Let your antiques suggest

a theme for the wallpaper.

‘Chinese Toile’ wallpaper

red 100/8041, £80 per roll,

Archive Anthology, Cole & Son
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‘Verdure’ digitally 

printed wallpaper 

in Tapestry Green, 

£107 per m,  

Arden Wallpapers  

by Melissa  

White, Zoffany

6
HAND BLOCKED 

OR DIGITALLY

REMASTERED

Wallpaper manufacturers
employ a range of different printing 
processes, each with its own
characteristics, and designers choose
the one that will produce the effect
they want. Rejecting mechanisation,
William Morris’s preference was for
hand blocked printing using carved
wooden blocks. Papers printed in this 
way have an artisanal quality and
are slightly textural with the slight
irregularities that are part of any

handmade process. Highly skilled,
labour intensive and very expensive,
hand blocked printing is now used
mainly for historic restoration projects.
Digital is the latest printing technique
and can be used to produce historic
wallpaper designs as well as new
versions. ‘It allows more colours to be
used than with conventional printing
and therefore it is possible to stay true
to the original artwork and achieve a
much more authentic feel’, says Peter
Gomez, head of design at Zoffany.
This suggests that archive designs can
be faithfully reproduced but, as Gomez

explains: ‘The way digital printers lay
down ink is very flat compared with the
mingling of colours and raised outlines
that are associated with traditional
printing methods.’ The process,
however, does give designers more
freedom. ‘They don’t have to conform
to height repeats and can develop
artwork that couldn’t be translated into
wallpaper before.’ A result of this is
the burgeoning of large-scale designs.
‘There’s a move towards more scenic
decoration,’ says Gomez. ‘And digitally
printed murals are relatively low cost 
for the impact they give.’
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WALLPAPER MATHS
Try our successful formulas for combining wallpaper with complementary 

antiques and fabrics. We’ve done the maths so you don’t have to!

‘Silvergate’ BP883 wallpaper, £112 per roll, Farrow & Ball. Fruitwood farm table, c1860, £1,950, Denzil Grant. Galvanised

dolly tub, from £85, English Salvage. ‘Pasha Embroidery’ fabric, £125 per m, Indigo Collection, Ian Sanderson

‘Lilac Blossom’ wallpaper in willow/rose, £95 per roll, GP & J Baker.

Cast-iron table base with red marble top, £550, English Salvage.

‘Odette’ silk mix pink/green fabric, £78 per m, Colefax & Fowler.

Seagrass matting, from £50 for a 60 x 120cm mat, Pentreath & Hall

‘Summer Palace’ wallpaper, £87 per roll, Osborne & Little.

Anna two-door cabinet in ebonised oak and verre églomisé,

£3,531, Julian Chichester. Brown glazed stoneware jar, £65,

Shimu. ‘Burn Stripe’ black silk fabric, £41 per m, James Hare

MODERN RUSTIC

7

GP & J BAKER WALLPAPER + CAST-IRON TABLE + STRIPED FABRIC + SEAGRASS = COUNTRY LIVING

OSBORNE & LITTLE WALLPAPER + OAK CABINET + STONEWARE JAR + SILK FABRIC = BOLD ORIENTAL
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‘Riley’ wallpaper in wild primrose, £59 per roll, Liberty Art Fabrics.

Originals ‘Love Seat’, £925, Ercol. ‘Patricia’ fabric in ‘Tansy’,

£75 per m, Liberty. Knoll Platner side table, from £696, Nest

Mulberry Paisley wallpaper in‘M lb P i l ’ ll i

aqua, £79 per roll, Mulberry Home.

Upholstery fabric 32547.1615, £59 per m,

Kravet at GP & J Baker. ‘Olivia’ armless sofa,

£1,150, Olive & the Fox. French 19th-century 

Empire mirror, £550, Anton & K

‘Poppy Damask’ wallpaper in indigo/natural, £59 per roll,

Sanderson. 1930s Francois Carre garden chairs, £650 a pair,

Heirloom Antiques & Interiors. Emin Fiji linen blend fabric,

£39.50 per m, Romo. North European 19th-century painted

commode, £1,400, Michael Bell at The Blanchard Collective

d primrose, £59 per roll, Liberty Art Fabrics.

SANDERSON WALLPAPER + METAL CHAIR + FABRIC + PAINTED COMMODE = FRENCH ROMANCE

MULBERRY WALLPAPER + STRIPED FABRIC + ARMLESS SOFA + ANTIQUE MIRROR = MOODY ELEGANCE

LIBERTY WALLPAPER + ERCOL LOVE SEAT + PATTERN FABRIC + SIDE TABLE = GLOBAL ECLECTIC
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STOCKISTS
K�Anton & K 07875 911776; antonandk.co.uk

K�Arthouse 01706 230077; arthouse.com

K�B&Q 0333 014 3098; diy.com

K�The Blanchard Collective 01488 686139; 

blanchardcollective.com

K�Blendworth 023 9259 4911; blendworth.co.uk

K�CWV Wallcoverings 01254 222803;  

wallpapers-uk.com

K�Cole & Son 020 7376 4628; cole-and-son.com

K�Colefax and Fowler 020 7244 7427; colefax.com

K�Common Room 07900 006309; commonroom.co

K�Designers Guild 020 7351 5775;  

designersguild.com

K�English Salvage 01568 616205;  

englishsalvage.co.uk

K�Farrow & Ball 01202 876141; farrow-ball.com

K�Fired Earth 01295 814396; firedearth.com

K�Galerie 01892 700730; galeriehome.co.uk

K�Geffrye Museum 020 7739 9893;  

geffrye-museum.org.uk

K�GP & J Baker 01202 266700; gpjbaker.com

K�Graham & Brown 0800 328 8452; 

grahamandbrown.com

K�Hamilton Weston 020 8940 4850; 

hamiltonweston.com

K�Heirloom Antiques & Interiors 01295 277170

K�Homebase 0345 077 8888; homebase.co.uk

K�House of Hackney 020 7613 5559; 

houseofhackney.com

K�Ian Sanderson 01635 33188; iansanderson.co.uk

K�James Hare 01132 364907; james-hare.com

K�Julian Chichester 020 7501 3619; 

julianchichester.com

K�Kate Forman 01962 732244; kateforman.co.uk

K�Laura Ashley 03332 008 009; lauraashley.com

K�Lewis & Wood 01453 878517;  

lewisandwood.co.uk

K�Liberty 020 7734 1234; liberty.co.uk 

K�Linwood 01425 461176; linwoodfabric.com

K�Little Greene 0845 880 5855; littlegreene.com

K�London Craft Week londoncraftweek.com

K�Mini Moderns minimoderns.com

K�Morris & Co 0844 543 9500;  

william-morris.co.uk

K�Mulberry Home 020 7351 7760; gpjbaker.com

K�Nest nest.co.uk

K�Olive and the Fox 01892 614197;  

oliveandthefox.co.uk

K�Osborne & Little 020 8812 3123; 

osborneandlittle.com

K�Pentreath & Hall 020 7430 2526;  

pentreath-hall.com

K�Romo 01623 756699; romo.com

K�Sandberg sandbergwallpaper.com

K�Sanderson 0844 543 9500; 

sanderson-uk.com

K�Shimu 01274 610961; shimu-china.co.uk

K�Soane 020 7730 6400; soane.co.uk

K�The Geffrye Museum 020 7739 9893;  

geffrye-museum.org.uk

K�Thibaut 020 7737 6555; thibautdesign.com

K�Timorous Beasties 0141 337 2622; 

timorousbeasties.com

K�Wallpaper Direct 01323 430886; 

wallpaperdirect.com

K�Zoffany 01895 221000; zoffany.com

8
STORIES BEHIND  

HERITAGE PRINTS

Historic wallpaper patterns
find their way back

into print through a variety of 
routes. Manufacturers’ archives
and museum collections contain
original drawings, fragments of
old wallpapers and sometimes
whole pattern books that are a rich 
resource for designers. Arts and
Crafts architect Charles Voysey
designed the ‘Lioness and Palms’ pattern shown
here as a wallpaper but it seems it didn’t make it 
into production until Kate Hawkins of Common
Room came across the artwork in the Victoria
and Albert Museum. If the wallpaper had been
made when it was first designed in the early 
20th century, the printing methods available
then would have produced a more solid coloured
motif but modern digital printing has closely
reproduced the watercolour effect of the artist’s
original work. ‘We wanted to stay as true as
possible to Voysey’s brushstroke,’ says Kate.

MAIN PICTURE ‘Lioness

& Palms’ in ‘Midday’, £140

per roll, Common Room

DETAIL Charles Voysey’s

original artwork for the 

design was painted in

watercolours with an 

alternative background

colour shown in the top

left corner. Artwork by kind

permission of the Victoria 

and Albert Museum
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Vintro Chalk Paint® is an easy to use decorative paint which can be 

used to update furniture, floors and walls, available in 40 fabulous 

colours. It gives excellent coverage on a variety of surfaces including 

glass, wood, stone, tiles, plastic, metal, laminate, concrete, fabric... 

in fact it will cover almost ANY surface!

WHAT MAKES VINTRO CHALK PAINT SO SPECIAL?

• Water based with virtually no odour

• Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds)

• Laden with pigment for deep, rich colours

• Very high chalk content • Non-toxic

• Exceptional coverage

• No preparation required

01423 564622  

WWW.VINTRO.CO.UK

Opportunities available for new Stockists,  

email stockist@vintro.co.uk

TEL/�%&''-�*&+�*&+�������lll#bdgZ]VcYaZh#Xd#j`

t h a n  j u s t  h a n d l e s !

6

10% OFF
with code 

ANTIQUE10 

expires 31/7/16

1. Crystal Square Knob £8.80, More Handles. 2. Basket Weave Knob £7.12, More Handles. 3. Pewter Bean Cupboard 

Handle £10, More Handles. 4. Military Chest Handle £15.14, More Handles. 5. Wood & Stainless Steel Handle £9.10, 

More Handles. 6. Antiqued Iron Domed Knob £2.98, More Handles. 7. Xadrex Bone Knob £5.32, More Handles.

TRANSFORM YOUR CUPBOARDS...
Simply changing the handles or knobs on a cupboard will give it new lease of life. 

Check out More Handles for hundreds of designs & styles at great prices. 

2

3

4

5

6 7

1



Music has been a
constant part of
my life. I would even
go as far as saying
it’s played as much

of a role in my life as art and painting. Ever
since I was a little girl I can remember the
houses I grew up in were always filled with
music. I have fond memories of my father
playing records, and his love of music was
passed down to me and my own family.

While I was at art school I was in
a band, and now two of my sons are
musicians. I always have music playing
when I’m painting furniture or sketching
as it helps me relax, it inspires me and
makes me focus. So when I discovered this
remarkable radiogram I just had to have it.

The walnut wood of this particular
piece was unfortunately damaged and
the inside had been gutted. I would
have loved to have kept it as a working
radiogram but this was not meant to
be. I decided that it would work just  

as a well as an interesting piece of furniture 
with some history. It needed some attention
before I painted it, so I replaced the grill at 
the front that would have been the speaker 
with a piece of plywood.

I loved its handsome design, especially
the ball and claw feet. I am always drawn
to pieces that have this intricate design feature
– they are perfect for painting. These sort 
of feet really lend themselves to a two-tone
colour technique. However, this time I knew
I wanted to use my Dark Soft Wax and texture
to really bring out all that intricate carving.

I adore this piece: it really reminds me 
of my musical heritage and I love the way
it has turned out. With just one colour, some 
texture and a little wax, this historic piece  
has been given a new lease of life.

Annie Sloan
Regarded as one of 
the leading authorities 
on decorative paint 
and responsible for 
the painted furniture 
revolution, Annie has 
written more than 25 
books on the subject 
and developed her 
own popular range  
of Chalk Paint during 
her 25-year career.

This month, Annie Sloan takes a damaged vintage radiogram, which

would have originally been used to house a record player and radio,

and transforms it into a handsome, decorative piece of furniture

WORDS ANNIE SLOA N PHOTOGR APHS CHRIS TOPHE R DR A K E

RADIOGRAM
REVAMPED VINTAGE 
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THE 1950s 
RADIOGRAM 
These unusual pieces were hugely popular in the 1950s 

and would usually house a record player, radio and 

speaker, as well as providing storage space for records. 

Their size was due to the use of valves and meant they 

were pieces of furniture in their own right – many were 

made of polished wood. They were finally supplanted 

in the 1970s by music centres, which were far more 

compact and could be placed on a table or sideboard.

THIS IMAGE Singer 
Vera Lynn places 

a record on her 

radiogram BELOW 
LEFT  An advert 

for a ‘Ballerina’ 

radiogram
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I decided that this radiogram would work well as an 

interesting piece of furniture with some history. I loved its 

handsome design, especially the ball and claw feet

Annie has updated an old radiogram, 

transforming it from a broken record player 

and radio to an elegant storage unit. The 

walls are in Annie’s ‘Versailles’ paint, a  

gentle hue inspired by gilded doors and  

fine French furniture, which allows the  

texture of the radiogram to stand out

H&A GUIDE: Upcycling project



4
Once the paint

was completely

dry, with a wax

brush and a lint free

cloth, I applied Clear

Soft Wax over the whole

piece, making sure I got

into all the nooks and crannies, and really working

the wax in well with my brush. Finally, I took away any

excess wax with a lint free cloth, pushing and moving 

the wax around again as I went.

STEP BY STEP
Annie’s simple guide shows you how to transform a vintage

radiogram into a useful and beautiful piece of furniture

I wanted the texture and

the age of the piece to

be the main focus, so

selected a classic, neutral

colour in this case ‘Old

White’. It goes with pretty 

much anything you pair

with but it always looks lovely with

Dark Wax. I needed the paint to be

very thick so I could create a lot

of texture for the wax to work

with, so I let my pot of paint

sit out overnight with no

lid on. This thickens up the

paint, making it perfect for

this particular technique.

If you want to speed up

the process. just pop an

uncovered pot of paint in the

fridge for a couple of hours.

Before

the paint

became fully

dry, I went

back in with

my paintbrush,

gently moving

the paint on the

piece around

again. This is

how you really

get that luscious

texture, as you

are bothering

paint that is nearly

completely dry so

it has had some time

to harden. I did not add

any extra paint on to my

brush and I moved it

in all different directions,

in the same way I did when

originally applying the paint.

2
Using a pure bristle 

brush, I painted 

‘Old White’ on to 

the radiogram, working in 

different directions. I used 

the brush’s natural bristles to 

really move the paint around, 

making sure that there was  

a slightly uneven application. 

I wanted it to look imperfect, 

so I wasn’t too precious about 

how I was applying the paint 

on to the surface.

5
While the Clear Wax was still wet and tacky, I 

applied the Dark Wax. I like to do this in sections 

to make sure the wax does not dry out and I have 

a malleable base to work with. The best way to 

ensure you get into all those crevices is to use a 

dedicated wax brush, as the bristles are shaped 

into a tip, making it easy to work the wax in. While the Dark Wax 

was still wet, I removed any excess first with a cloth and then  

by going back in with the Clear Wax. This meant that the Dark 

Wax was just in the crevices, creating a lovely aged look.

6
To create that soft, cloudy  

look, you need to have a  

‘wet’ base of wax, so I put on 

a thin layer of Clear Soft Wax 

over the areas that I knew I wanted  

to have that particular look. I then  

added a thin wash of paint over the  

top, using a mix of half paint, half 

water. Using a pure bristle brush,  

I painted over the areas that I had 

waxed, and then wiped away the 

excess moisture with a cloth. Once 

dry, you can add another thin layer  

of Clear Wax to protect the paint.
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40 YEARS OF DEMONSTRATING FINE ART

AND CRAFTSMANSHIP

14 – 17 JULY 2016

WATERPERRY GARDENS, NEAR WHEATLEY, OXFORDSHIRE

WWW.ARTINACTION.ORG.UK

EARLY BIRD OFFER

10% OFF ENTRY PRICE
OFFER CLOSES 12 JUNE 2016

STEEL

ROSE
INDUSTRIAL FURNITURE

Steel Rose is a combination of Restored Vintage,

Industrial Design and Bespoke Furniture. We

specialise in metal polishing and restoration and

also design and hand make many pieces using steel,

reclaimed timber and oak. The collection includes

beautiful and lovingly restored vintage steel desks,

polished vintage filing cabinets, industrial design

coffee tables, TV units and dining sets. Bespoke

service available giving you a truly unique piece of

furniture to admire, use and enjoy for years to come.

T: 07825 324213 E: steelrose2015@gmail.com

www.steel-rose.co.uk

The Black Barn,

Walkern Hall Farm,

Walkern, Herts, SG2 7HZ
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THIS IMAGE Camilla and

Jeremy Swift, owners of The

Pant near Abergavenny in

Wales, created a striking

entrance to their garden

using different textures and

shapes of stone and an old

reclaimed gate

FACING PAGE Don’t feel

restricted by conventional

ways of using salvaged

statues in your garden.

Rather than sitting atop

columns, these busts have

been placed at ground level

to edge a lawn and create a

fun focal point



Antiques in

THE GARDEN
Reclamation yards are a mine of old architectural pieces for gardeners

looking to stamp their individual style on a plot, says CINEAD MCTERNAN
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ith a little thought
and careful planning,
your garden can be
an extension to your

home and provide extra living space during
the warmer months of the year. Planting and
landscaping might be the backbone to a garden,
but it’s the added ornaments and structures
that can transform it into something special.
Reclamation yards and decorative antiques
shops – even skips, for that matter – yield
old pieces of beautifully weathered or aged
garden furniture, statuary, gates, terracotta
pots, planters, plant supports and unusual
objects (horse troughs and rainwater hoppers, 
for example), which can be used to
accentuate an existing theme or
bring character to a specific area
in your plot. While hunting for
such items can take a bit more time
than buying new, it’s well worth the
effort. Not only will you save money,
you’ll find individual pieces that will
make your garden a unique expression
of your style and, as you’re reusing and
upcycling,
you’re helping the environment too.

Petersham Nurseries in Richmond,
Surrey is well known for its exuberant

FACING PAGE, CLOCKWISE

FROM TOP LEFT This simple

urn is cleverly placed to draw

the eye back into the garden

and away from the dramatic

setting beyond; play with scale

when using salvage in your

garden – these old lamp posts

create a sculptural statement

within this woodland garden;

recreating a ruin can help frame

a view; this decorative urn on a

drystone wall is a good example

of how to contrast textures and 

mix materials 

displays, which combine an eclectic selection
of salvaged items from France, India and the
UK with an irresistible collection of plants.
Using both the nursery benches and resplendent
glasshouses as backdrops, its bold and often
fun approach shows how architectural salvage
can be elevated to the main feature of a garden.

Whether you’ve been drawn to reclaimed
materials due to thriftiness, a desire to be
original or to satisfy a passion for recycling,
Giselle McCarthy, senior buyer at Petersham
Nurseries, recommends choosing each piece
carefully. ‘We’re always looking for genuine
character, authentic patination and beautiful
form when we’re sourcing architectural salvage,

whether it’s a petite stone goose or a
life-size 19th-century statue,’ she says.

You can be creative when hunting
for objects too. While an old carved

stone plaque is a thing of beauty in its
own right, it can easily be converted into
a wall fountain by drilling some holes in
it. Tom Hart from Lassco Three Pigeons in

Oxfordshire sees this as part of the appeal 
when it comes to hunting for salvage. 

LEFT An enormous copper mixing vat removed from an

old fromagerie near the French/Swiss border would make

a stunning garden planter. It costs £4,750 from Lassco

Petersham Nurseries

expertly marries planting

with salvaged items – it’s

a great place to visit for

inspiration and ideas 
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We’re always looking for character, authentic patination and beautiful form
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‘Large old cast iron boilers make great fountain
centrepieces, as do large ceramic electrical
insulators. Ornate iron gates and panels can be
used as screens or a trellis. You can also turn
them into a garden mirror by clipping mirrored 
acrylic to the reverse.’

Once you’ve found the right piece for you,
be it a set of staddle stones or an old milk 
churn, you can enjoy placing it in your garden.
Giselle suggests considering the existing
textures and tones of the setting and playing
with scale as well as expectations. ‘We might
set a romantic stone figure among a sea of
sculptural Buxus sempervirens (common
box) with an original industrial iron mirrored
window angled to reflect the scene, or position 
a pair of stone swans to appear as if they’re
nesting under a drapery of hanging Rhipsalis
(mistletoe cactus), next to a crystal chandelier,
to evoke the serenity associated with swans.’

Tom adds: ‘Another effective technique
is to use the piece of salvage as the main focal
point. Rustic doors, for example, can be used
purely decoratively to add interest to high
garden walls. Garden fireplaces are becoming
increasingly popular, with stone chimney
pieces evoking a baronial feel to evenings
spent outside around the fire.’

Whether it’s a large, statement  
piece such as an old rowing boat
as an arbour, or a collection of
chimney pot planters, you can
create a distinctive style with
salvage that’s formal or fun
and works with any budget. Q

THIS IMAGE The theme of this 

coastal garden is accentuated by  

a salvaged rowing boat, fishing nets 

and a lobster pot BELOW This English 

Portland stone demi-lune pediment 

dates from the 19th century and  

costs £1,850 from Lassco

DREW
PRITCHARD’S 
TOP TIPS
1. I’ve seen people using hardwood

flooring outdoors and it looks

fantastic. You can pick up sections

of parquet flooring or hardwood

floorboards quite cheaply in

reclamation yards. Glue them on to

lengths of ply and use them to make

paths or as alternative decking.

2. Salvage yards often have lots of

damaged pieces of stone from

sections of walls, old pillars and

broken fireplaces. I’ve used them

in my own garden and built a huge

garden wall. It’s another cost-

effective idea (you can expect to

pay about £5 per piece of stone)

and makes a striking feature. I left

gaps in the wall and filled them with

moss or left them for the birds to

make nests in.

3. Belfast sinks are a popular feature

in a garden but why not make

something a little more eye-

catching? A friend of mine bought

six and piled them on top of each

other – leaving half of the sink

exposed, a bit like steps – to make

a cascade in his garden. It looks

amazing and didn’t cost the earth.

Cover the outside of the sinks in

rough cement and within a few

months this will be covered in lichen

and blend into its surroundings.

4. For a family garden, buy a selection

of old doors to make a treehouse.

The hinges make it simpler to

construct and they’re easy to find

in salvage yards. My dad did this

for me when I was young and it

was brilliant fun – it even had 

a drawbridge.

5. Create a grand entrance to your

garden by using old gateposts and

positioning them closely together.

I have them in my own garden and

haven’t used the actual gate, so

they are fairly narrow. I have seen

them used with one gate and the

effect is just as impressive.

WHERE TO BUY

K Beeston Reclamation

Whitchurch Road, Beeston, Cheshire, 

CW6 9NJ. 01829 260299;

beestonreclamation.co.uk

K The Cotswold Reclamation Co

Unit 2, Sandy Lane Court, Little

Rissington, Glos, GL54 2NF. 01451

820292; cotswoldreclamation.com

K English Salvage

North Road, Leominster, 

Herefordshire, HR6 0AB. 01568

616205; englishsalvage.co.uk

K Insitu Architectural Salvage

252 Chester Road, Hulme,

Manchester, M15 4EX. 0161 839

5525; insitumanchester.com

K LASSCO Three Pigeons

London Road, Milton Common,

Oxfordshire, OX9 2JN. 01844

277188; lassco.co.uk

K Petersham Nurseries

Church Lane, Richmond, Surrey,

TW10 7AB. 020 8940 5230;

petershamnurseries.com
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P
hotography is the fastest
growing sector within the
contemporary art auction
market, with top sellers
including a Cindy Sherman

print, Untitled #96, c1981, from
the fabled American photographer’s
Centrefolds series, which was sold
for $3.89m (£2.76m) at Christie’s
in New York in 2011.

This May, the annual top-tier
photographs sales mounted by Sotheby’s
and Christie’s, and held in their London
salesrooms, will coincide with Photo
London, a new selling show now in its
second year at Somerset House. For the
first time, the show has lured New York
gallery owner Howard Greenberg (the
Mr Big of the photography dealing world)
to take one of its 80 stands, which says  
a lot. Things are hotting up.

‘Traditionally, the market for
photography was much more established
in Paris and New York,’ says Sotheby’s
specialist Brandei Estes, who sources
photographs for the London and
Paris sales in the genres of fashion,
photojournalism, wildlife and
architecture. ‘In the UK there have
been few galleries showing photography,
so people are less aware of it, but things 
are beginning to change.’

While the most collectable and
priciest prints are to be found in the
dedicated annual sales of Sotheby’s,
Christie’s and Bonhams, there are more
affordable options at Christie’s regular
online Photographs: The Classics sales,
and Dreweatts & Bloomsbury’s Photo
Opportunities sales, where collectable
lots can be bought in the hundreds  
and low thousands of pounds.

PHOTOGRAPHY
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As Sotheby’s and

Christie’s hold their

annual photographs

sales in London,

CAROLINE WHEATER

discovers who’s hot in this

buoyant collecting field

Terry O’Neill’s 1979 image of Faye Dunaway is being

auctioned by Christie’s. It’s flush-mounted on aluminium

ESTIMATE

£4,000–£6,000

Irving Penn’s image of Lisa Fonssagrives-Penn,

signed and dated 1959, is in Sotheby’s sale

ESTIMATE

£40,000–£60,000
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If you have a good collection already,
you could be surprised at how much it’s
worth. ‘The value at auction of images
by the best international photographers
has gone up rapidly over the last few
decades, making it a great investment,’
says Estes. Her latest London sale offers
a prime example: a signed print by
American fashion photographer Irving
Penn, Mermaid Dress (Rochas), Lisa

Fonssagrives-Penn, 1950, bought in
the 1980s for a few thousand pounds,
is now estimated to be worth £40,000
to £60,000. ‘The vendor was astounded
when he heard our estimate,’ says Estes.
‘For years it had just been a decorative
image he quite liked having on the
wall.’ Indeed, Irving Penn’s work,
which includes fashion, celebrities,
indigenous people and even tradesmen, 
has become extremely collectable.

Throughout the year, Estes is
on a mission to source images by the
giants of 20th-century photography,
predominantly signed prints from
limited editions of 20 or under in
excellent condition. Desirable names
include the American photographers
Edward Weston, Ansel Adams, William
Eggleston, Robert Mapplethorpe,
Elliott Erwitt and Irving Penn; the Brits
Bill Brandt, Nick Brandt (no relation)
and Norman Parkinson; the German-
Americans Horst P Horst and Helmut
Newton; and Frenchmen Brassaï, Henri
Cartier-Bresson and Robert Doisneau.

‘These photographers have sustained
their value over the last 15 to 20 years
in the primary [retail] and secondary
[auction] markets,’ says Estes, whose
estimates for the Sotherby’s sale start at
£3,000, rising to well over £100,000 for 

something very rare and special. ‘The
commercial market for photography
really took off in the 1980s,’ she says.
‘People started looking at photographs
in a new light, as beautiful objects
rather than just marketing tools, and
as something that fine artists, such as
Brancusi and Monet, included in their
practices. At the same time, established
photographers such as Cartier-Bresson,
Penn, Newton and Mapplethorpe fed
the new and growing market for their
work by issuing signed limited editions
of photographs, some of which had
been taken earlier in their careers.’

Even if photographers are no longer
living, their estates can reissue editions
of archive prints. The estate of Norman
Parkinson, for example, issues prints
through Eric Franck Fine Art. But in this
age of high-quality digital cameras and 

H&A GUIDE: Auction focus

Miles Aldridge’s image

The Rooms #2, number 2/3,

2011, is in Sotheby’s sale

ESTIMATE

£8,000–£12,000

This 1960s gelatin

silver print of Twiggy

by Bert Stern is being 

sold at Christie’s

ESTIMATE

£1,500–£2,500

Woman into Man, Paris, 1984,

number 6/75, is signed by its

photographer Helmut Newton

and is in the Sotheby’s sale

ESTIMATE

£12,000–£18,000
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mass photography, what’s so special about these
prints? Couldn’t anyone with a good camera
and a practised eye produce something great to
hang on the wall? ‘I put these photographers in
the same category as the best artists, only the
camera is their paintbrush,’ says Estes. ‘The
images they produce are more than a “click”:
these photographers are brilliant at composition
and have an eye for capturing a moment.’ If you
need convincing, think of The Kiss by French
photojournalist Robert Doisneau, the image
of a couple kissing on a Parisian street shot
in c1950, or the beautifully lit Vogue fashion
portraits generated by Horst P Horst in the
mid 20th century.

The genre of fashion photography is enjoying a
glory moment too, with the work of Irving Penn,
Richard Avedon, Helmut Newton, Terry O’Neill
and Bert Stern sought after at auction. ‘What’s
wonderful about the fashion photographers is
that, because they were taking these images
for magazines, they never expected them to be
bought or traded, so there is a sense of purity
and experimentation about them,’ says Estes.

Beneath these established names, there’s
fresh talent bubbling too – modern British
photographers such as Richard Learoyd and
Miles Aldridge, whose work is already fetching
high prices at auction. As has often been said,
photography is the medium of our age. Q

* Sotheby’s photographs sale, 19th May, 34–35

New Bond Street, London (020 7293 5000;

sothebys.com). Christie’s photographs sale,

20th May, 8 King Street, St James’s, London

(020 7839 9060; christies.com)

This 1938 image of Marilyn Monroe by Andre de Dienes (1913–85)

was printed by his estate. It sold for £750 at Dreweatts & Bloomsbury

ESTIMATE

£600–£800

H
ungarian-born

Brassaï (1899–

1984) studied art in

Budapest and Berlin before

arriving in Montparnasse

in Paris, with a mission to

record the social aspects of

Paris like a fly on the wall.

Brassaï became synonymous

with images of Paris and his

work became known to an

international audience. This

signed gelatin silver print on

Agfa paper (which places it

post-Second World War) was

printed later than its original

date and was consigned

to auction at Dreweatts

& Bloomsbury last spring.

Estimated at £300 to £500,

it fetched £420.

Parisian gem
Untitled (Ballerina), 1936, by Brassaï

CONNOISSEUR’S BUY

SKIN-DEEP BEAUTY
Charis, Santa Monica (227N), 1936, by Edward Weston

I
n the history of photography,

the American Edward

Weston (1886–1958)

is one of the most revered

photographers, alongside his

contemporaries Ansel Adams

and Alfred Stieglitz. One of his

best-loved series focused on

seashells, cabbages and peppers

as sculptural objects and was

made between 1927 and 1930.

He began his series of nudes and

sand dunes, shot in California,

in 1936, which included this

image, Charis, Santa Monica

(227N), consigned to auction

from the art and photography

collection of actress Hazel

Brooks. The image has

featured in a number of books

about Weston, including 50

Photographs: Edward Weston

by Merle Armitage (New York,

1947). Signed by Weston, this is

a rare ‘early print’, made at the

time the photograph was shot, so

was hotly contested at auction –

estimate $200,000 to $300,000

(£140,000 to £210,000). The

winning bidder had to dig deep,

eventually paying $635,000

(£440,000) at Sotheby’s New

York in December 2014.
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W
e asked Sotheby’s photographs

specialist Brandei Estes which

auction lot she would choose

for her own collection if money were

no object. She picked out a portfolio

of 11 gelatin silver prints, taken by the

celebrated American fashion and portrait

photographer Richard Avedon in Paris

between 1948 and 1956, but printed

later in 1978. The set was number

38 in a limited edition of 75, printed

to coincide with the Metropolitan

Museum of Art’s 1978 retrospective

on Avedon, one of the first exhibitions

dedicated to a living photographer.

‘To have a whole set is rare because 

normally they are split and individual

works sold separately,’ explains Estes.

‘Avedon was the first photographer

to take live action shots of models:

jumping over puddles, playing roulette,

at a fashionable restaurant. And these

models were all dressed in coveted

couture clothing by labels such as Dior,

Grès and Lanvin-Castillo. Coming out

of the war, these images offered a much

needed sense of escapism, glamour,

adventure and luxury. I would love to

hang these beautiful works in a line on

a wall in my bedroom.’ Not surprisingly,

the lot sold for a hefty £134,500 at 

Sotheby’s in spring 2014.

H
istoric photographs by

19th-century exponents

of the art don’t come up

for sale very often, as many of

them are already in collections,

and can fetch high prices as a

result. Consequently, Christie’s

estimated this image by the

Victorian amateur photographer

Julia Margaret Cameron at

£6,000 to £8,000 but it sold

for £5,000 because it wasn’t

mounted or signed, two things

that collectors of such images

look for. Julia Margaret Cameron

(1815–79) took up photography 

as a leisure pursuit aged 48,

having been bought a camera as

a present by her daughter and

son-in-law. At her home, Dimbola

Lodge in Freshwater on the Isle

of Wight, she would spend hours

setting up tableaux of historic

scenes or characters played by

family, friends and servants. Her

housemaid Mary Hillier was a

favourite model and here poses as

the ancient Greek poet Sappho.

Cameron was well connected and

showed her photographic work,

not always to great acclaim, at

the Victoria and Albert Museum,

which holds a renowned

collection of her work.

THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY

A WOMAN’S
TOUCH
Sappho, Mary Hillier, 1865

by Julia Margaret Cameron
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Fashion statement
Avedon/Paris, 1978, by Richard Avedon



Affordable options
 Uneditioned prints Some
well-known photographers,
including Henri Cartier-
Bresson and Elliott Erwitt,
printed unsigned images
in the 1980s and 1990s in
editions where there was no
known quantity. Such prints
can be bought at auction in
the low hundreds of pounds.
 Posthumous prints These
are images printed from a
photographer’s archive by
their estate after their death.
Without the photographer’s
signature they tend to be
more affordable. Look
out for posthumous prints
by British photographers
Cecil Beaton and Norman
Parkinson.

Investment

Options

 Early prints These are
images that were printed
around the time the
photograph was taken.
Signed prints are especially
sought after because they
confirm authenticity.
Specialists check the
authenticity of a pre-1950s
photograph by looking at
the type of paper used and
whether it fluoresces when
held up to a strong light.
 Small limited editions
Since the 1980s, well-
known photographers have
produced exclusive limited
editions of prints. These
images may have been
taken much earlier in their
careers or be current at the
time they were printed. The
most collectable editions
range from five to 20 prints,
tend to be larger in scale
and will be signed by the
photographer. 

 Larger limited
editions Some
photographers also
release larger limited
editions, anything
from 50 to 250
prints, which are
usually printed on
smaller paper than
the coveted small
editions. This is a
good way to collect
desirable names in
the photography
world such as Cindy
Sherman and Massimo
Vitali, with Christie’s
estimates starting at around
£4,000 to £7,000 per print.
A limited edition of 50
prints of a contact sheet of
images of David Bowie as
Aladdin Sane taken by pop
photographer Brian Duffy in
1973 has recently sold out at
the V&A shop, so it’s worth
purchasing such a print as
soon as it becomes available.

Film vs digital
 The most commonly
seen type of print on sale at
auction is the gelatin silver
print, made by washing
silver salts over the film
image at development
stage. This method is still
popular today – in fact,
there has been a revival in
using film among today’s
photographers, who may
also use digital methods to
produce high-quality, colour
saturated giclee prints. The
same care advice applies to
all photographic images,
whether printed from film
or digitally, black and white
or colour: keep them out
of direct sunlight or bright 
light to ensure that the
colours and contrast stay  
as strong as possible.

Buying in a gallery
 You’ll find the work of

a diverse array of modern

photographers available to

buy at retail outlets such as

The Photographers’ Gallery

in London, which has a

section of works costing

under £1,000. What you

can’t tell is whether these

works will hold, increase

or lose value in the auction

market in the future. One

example is the photographer

Simon Norfolk, whose

work is very popular at

retail but does not sell well

at auction. When you buy

modern photography for

investment purposes, you’re

taking the risk that there

will be no demand for that

photographer when you

come to sell, so always buy

something you like and enjoy

looking at. One thing we can

be certain of: auctions reflect

who is hot and who is not,

despite any amount of talent.

Collecting photography
WHERE TO 

BUY

AT AUCTION

K Bonhams, 101 New Bond

Street, London, W1S 1SR. 020

7447 7447; bonhams.com

K Christie’s, 8 King Street, St

James’s, London, SW1Y 6QT.

020 7839 9060; christies.com

K Dreweatts & Bloomsbury,

Bloomsbury House, 24 Maddox 

Street, London, W1S 1PP.

020 7495 9494; dnfa.com

K Sotheby’s, 34–35 New Bond

Street, London, W1A 2AA.

020 7293 5000; sothebys.com

SELLING SHOWS

K The London Photograph Fair,

Bloomsbury Holiday Inn, Coram

Street, London, WC1N 1HT

takes place at regular intervals

during the year. photofair.co.uk

K Photo London at Somerset

House, Strand, London, WC2R

1LA takes place on 19th–22nd

May. 020 7759 1169;

photolondon.org

GALLERIES

K Atlas Gallery, 49 Dorset Street,

London W1U 7NF. 020 7224

4192; atlasgallery.com

K Beetles & Huxley, 3–5 Swallow 

Street, London, W1B 4DE. 

020 7434 4319;

beetlesandhuxley.com.

K Eric Franck Fine Art, 61 Willow

Walk, London, SE1 5SF. 020

7394 943; ericfranck.com

K James Hyman Gallery,

16 Savile Row, London,

W1S 3PL. 020 7494 3857;

jameshymangallery.com

K Michael Hoppen Gallery,

3 Jubilee Place, London,

SW3 3TD. 020 7352 3649;

michaelhoppengallery.com

K The Photographers’ Gallery,

16–18 Ramillies Street, London

W1F 7LW. 020 7087 9300;

thephotographersgallery.org.uk

K Purdy Hicks Gallery, 65 Hopton 

Street, Bankside, London,

SE1 9GZ. 020 7401 9229;

purdyhicks.com C
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Whether you’re after affordable work by modern photographers

or classic images by prominent names, here’s what to look out for

Model Celia Hammond was

photographed by Terence Donovan in

1961. This gelatin silver print, number

three from an edition of 50, fetched

£1,300 at Dreweatts & Bloomsbury

ESTIMATE

£1,500–£2,000
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Part of CountryFestCo nt Fest a glorious celebration of food, drink, craft

and Vintage Fashion from the beautiful Cumbrian countryside.

‘A feast f r all the senses

COUNTY SHOWGROUND, CROOKLANDS, CUMBRIA
Saturday 10 – 5 & Sunday 10 – 4

www.westmorlandshow.co.uk /vintage revival fairs

Enrol with  

Friends  

and Save!

MA ANTIQUES

Since 2003 the MA Antiques Distance Learning course at the University of 

Central Lancashire has been inspiring researchers and practitioners; individuals 

who want to develop a specialised interest in antiques without the necessity 

of on-campus attendance, and who wish to do so through part-time study. 

Whether as a leisure activity, to follow your aspiration to be an antiques dealer, 

or as recognition of your professional status in antiques, the MA Antiques 

course offers a clear structure of progression. Balanced by flexible web-based 

personal tutorials, and online discussion forums, it is this bespoke interaction 

with academic staff that our students tell us they 

find both supportive and inspirational. For an 

informal discussion contact Karl K. Jeffries, the 

course director, via the website.

uclan.ac.uk/antiques

� 01772 895185



Key stories in the history of

THE VASE

2
STRAIGHT
FROM THE
HORSE’S
MOUTH

Because pottery is hardwearing and

not as glittery as gold, it provides 

important clues for archaeologists.

Greek vases in particular, thanks to

their narrative decoration, are great

tools for discovering ancient beliefs

and tales. The Mykonos Vase is a renowned example, made in

the typical amphora shape usually used for wine. Discovered in

1961 by a local on the island of Mykonos while he was digging

a well, the vase dates from the Archaic period, 800 to 480 BC

(a time when Greek culture was just blossoming). It is one of the

oldest Greek objects found to depict a famous myth – in this case

the earliest to show the well-known story of the Trojan Horse. Its

orange-red colour comes from the high iron content of Attic clay.

OUT OF THE BLUE
Blue-and-white china. Chinese,
no? The answer is, in fact, no.
The decorative style that we so 

often associate with China originally
hailed from Iran. As the Mongols
ravaged their way across the Middle
East, they destroyed local potteries (who
were known for their blue-and-white
wares). From the Middle East they 
made their way to China where Qubilai
Khan (the Kubla Khan of Coleridge’s
famous poem) established himself as
emperor and set up an export trade of
luxury goods. Realising that there was a
market for such wares in what are now
Iran and Iraq, the same Chinese potters 
who had discovered the translucent
beauty of porcelain, began to introduce
a cobalt pigment from Iran into their
pots. These vases are the most fabulous
example of these wares. Known as the 
David vases because they were part
of the 1,500-strong collection of the
Edwardian collector Sir Percival David
(now on show at the British Museum),
they are over two feet tall and date from
1351. They are the earliest known pieces
of blue-and-white porcelain and, as
a result, the most expensive. Whether
they have ever been used for flowers  
is not known. 
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5
TRUE OR FALSE
A philosophical debate emerged in 2014 when Maximo

Caminero walked into an art museum in Miami and smashed

an artwork by the contemporary Chinese artist Ai Weiwei.

The item was a Han dynasty urn that was part of a set called ‘Colored

Vases’ that Ai had painted in vivid colours to look like modern vessels.

It is often exhibited with a triptych photograph of the artist dropping

an ancient urn himself. Headlines rang out. Some were outraged that

an Ai Weiwei piece had been destroyed. Others questioned who was

vandalising what. Had Ai not himself defiled an ancient antiquity?

Ai called the piece a reaction to ‘human assumptions towards the

value of the past’. And, as he has pointed out, fakes in the market

can be as good as the originals, so who’s to know if the vases are

original in the first place? As a way of challenging ingrained attitudes

towards the value of art and antiques, it’s certainly a provocative one.Le
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The first thing you do when you bring in flowers? Rummage for a vase. What you might not

know is that your vessel has a long, and sometimes controversial, history. ALICE HANCOCK

picks up a narrative that comes in as many shapes and sizes as vases themselves

A VALUABLE
LESSON
Not only had this vase at one

point achieved the highest

ever price for anything other than art

or sculpture at auction, it also became

one of the most talked of after the

buyer, whose final bid came in at £43m,

refused to pay. The 41cm-tall famille

rose decorated vase was thought to

have been commissioned

for China’s Qianlong

Emperor (1711–99) and

was a rare find. The vendor

was a retired solicitor who had

discovered it in his late aunt’s

bungalow. It was sold in 2010

at Bainbridge’s auctioneers

in Ruislip and though the

bidding was expected

to be fierce, just

two bidders were

in the battle once

it had reached

£22m. The final

buyer is thought

to have disputed

the £8.6m buyer’s

premium and

dropped out. It

took two years for

Bainbridge to broker
a deal but happily

the vase found a new

Far Eastern home.

3
FLOWER POWER 
The ancient Egyptians were the first to use cut flowers 

in vases. This was not a trend that the ancient Greeks 

followed as they preferred to use their vessels for wine. 

Floristry reached Europe via crusaders from the Middle East but, 

come the 20th century, a different kind of crusader shook up the 

floral world. In 1929, police were called to disperse crowds shocked 

by the unconventional arrangement of hedgerow flowers and kale 

leaves by Constance Spry at a London perfumery. Her use of found 

objects for vases has changed our perception of floristry ever since.
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6
A SMASH HIT
On 7th February 1845 one

of the most famous Roman 

artefacts in Britain was

smashed into 200 fragments. The

piece was the Barberini vase, thought

to have been made by Alexandrian

craftsmen between 1 and 25 AD.

William Lloyd, the perpetrator, had

been ‘indulging in intemperance for a

week before’. Thankfully in the 1780s

the vase’s owner the Duke of Portland

had commissioned Josiah Wedgwood

to make a copy of it in Wedgwood’s

renowned Jasperware ceramic. It took

him more than four years to perfect

but the first edition of 43 vases were

admired by even Sir Joshua Reynolds

(first president of the Royal Academy)

as fine replicas. Today the Portland 

Vase, as Wedgwood’s version is

known, remains a trademark piece.

Including firing, it takes nearly four

days to make. The replica is so exact

that if you look closely, you’ll notice

that Wedgwood even managed to

copy the original’s wonky handles.

7
DISCOVERING

WHITE GOLD
This early white Meissen vase,

carefully decorated with three sprigs of

flowering branches, is the product of

imprisonment, intrigue and the determined

desire of a king to be the first court in Europe

to produce hard-paste porcelain. The first

example of this ‘white gold’ reached the west

from China in 1295 thanks to Marco Polo, who

likened it to shiny white cowrie shells (known

as ‘little pigs’ or in Italian porcella, hence

‘porcelain’). The royal courts of Europe went

wild for this new luxury and demand rocketed,

but the Chinese kept the method a closely

guarded secret. Roll forward to 1704 when

Augustus II of Saxony heard of an alchemist, 

Johann Böttger, who had supposedly

discovered the sought-after formula that

transforms base metals into gold. The king

ordered Böttger to be taken into ‘protective

custody’ in Albrechtsburg Castle in Meissen

thinking that such genius might be able

to discover the secret of porcelain making.

Locked away with the king’s favoured doctor,

Ehrenfried Walther von Tschirnhaus, it took

two years amid poisoned air and sweltering

furnaces for the pair to suss the formula.

Today Meissen porcelain is among the most

prized in Europe and is particularly renowned

for the technical excellence of its production.

8
POTTY FOR 

PERRY
It was hard not to take

notice when potter Grayson
Perry won the Turner Prize
in 2003, appearing at the
ceremony as his alter ego
‘Claire’. Twenty years after he
had thrown his first pot, he
won the coveted award for his
classically shaped but rowdily

decorated vases. It was the
first time a potter had

won. The urns, which
come with titles such
as I Was an Angry
Working Class Man or
We’ve Found the Body
of Your Child, address 
gritty themes. This
example shows the heads
of various dictators. In
his acceptance speech,
Perry said, ‘I think the art
world had more trouble

coming to terms with me
being a potter than my 
choice of frocks.’
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10
A GLASS OF 
ITS OWN
The glass vase,

holding two

flocculent roses, is one of the few

solid realities in Edouard Manet’s

shimmering painting of Paris’s

Folies Bergère. It’s a master study

of reflections and the effect of light

on glass. Later in life, when Manet

was suffering his final illness, this

preoccupation took the form of

still-life studies of flowers from well-

wishers placed in glass vases. He was 

fascinated by the refraction of the

stems through water and glass. Even

in this painting, it’s surprising how

the tiny vase commands attention.

Amid a tangle of reflections and

the pleasure-seeking emptiness of

modern life, the flowers staunchly 

show that nature endures.

THE CURVE OF
AN ESKIMO’S
BREECH

The sinuous lines of Alvar
Aalto’s ‘Savoy’ vase have
made it one of the design
icons of the 20th century.
Aalto created his Cubist-like
sketches and prototype in
1936 for an entry into a design
competition run by Finland’s
prestigious Karhula-Iittala
glassworks, which aimed
to find works to represent
Finland at the Paris World
Fair the following year.
Although the inspiration
was unlikely (Aalto named
the design Eskimoerindens

Skinnbuxa, ‘Eskimo
woman’s leather breech’), the
vase was a hit. Famous when
it was chosen for Helsinki’s
hot ticket new restaurant
opening, The Savoy, in 1937
The vase is still produced
by long-trained glassblowers
in the Iittala factory today.U
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How to collect and 
care for antique vases

B
uying and caring for antique vases
is all about attention to detail.
‘Look really closely to see any
damage,’ says Victoria Oakley, 

a specialist ceramics and glass
conservator at the V&A.
‘You might not see hairline
or fresh cracks, so give the
vase a gentle tap with your
knuckle. If all’s well, you
should get a nice solid
ring. A dull tone says
something’s not right.’

Check joins for signs
of weakness. ‘Parts like
handles might have old
repairs,’ says Victoria.
‘Take a torch to help
you see any faults.’ She
also recommends checking
the glaze when buying. ‘If
there is a lot of crazing (small
networks of tiny crack lines) the
glaze may not be stable and,
in extreme circumstances, the
glaze can start to flake off.’

When it comes to
display, it’s a judgment call.
‘I wouldn’t use rare or precious

vases for flowers,’ says Victoria. ‘And make
sure you place them somewhere out of reach.’
If the vase is suitable for cleaning (stable, with

no damage or old repairs), place the vase
on a cushioned surface and with a

barely damp cotton wool swab,
or clean cloth, gently lift the
dirt away. Use a damp cotton

wool bud to access awkward
corners on raised decoration or

latticework and paper towels
to blot off excess moisture.ff
Artists’ sable brushes also
work well for loose dust,
but cover the metal part
with masking tape as it
can leave black marks if it
touches the glaze. ‘Use

a solution of water with
the tiniest drop of detergent

– and don’t rush,’ she says.
To get rid of watermarks in

any glass vase you are using for
flowers, pour white vinegar into
it overnight and give it a gentle
scrub with a bottle brush the
next day. Find out more at vam.
ac.uk/content/articles/c/caring-
for-your-ceramics.

Victoria Oakley, head of objects conservation at the Victoria

and Albert Museum, shares what to look for when buying an 

old vase and how to keep your vessels in display condition

CUT OUT 
AND KEEP

KNOW YOUR VASE SHAPES

WHERE TO SEE
K British Museum, Great Russell Street,

London, WC1B 3DG. 020 7323 8299; 

britishmuseum.org

K Centre of Ceramic Art, York Art

Gallery, Exhibition Square, York, 

YO1 7EW. 01904 687687; 

yorkartgallery.org.uk

K Fitzwilliam Museum, Trumpington

Street, Cambridge, CB2 1RB. 01223 

332900; fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk

K The Potteries Museum & Art Gallery,

Bethesda Street, Stoke-on-Trent, 

ST1 3DW. 01782 232323; 

stokemuseums.org.uk

K Victoria and Albert Museum,

Cromwell Road, London, SW7 2RL. 

020 7942 2000; vam.ac.uk

K The Wedgwood Museum, Barlaston,

Stoke-on-Trent, ST12 9ER. 01782

282986; wedgwoodmuseum.org.uk

WHAT TO READ
K 500 Vases: Contemporary

Explorations of a Timeless Form

by Ray Hemachandra (Lark, 2010)

K The Greek Vase: Art of the Storyteller

by John H Oakley (British Museum 

Press, 2013)

K The Portland Vase: The Extraordinary 

Odyssey of a Mysterious Roman 

Treasure by Robin Brooks

(Harper Collins US, 2005)

K Miller’s Field Guide: Porcelain by

Gordon Lang (Mitchell Beazley, 2014)

K Miller’s Field Guide: Glass by Judith

Miller (Mitchell Beazley, 2015)

WHERE TO BUY
K Glass Etc, 18–20 Rope Walk,

Rye, TN31 7NA. 01797 226600; 

decanterman.com

K Grays, 8 Davies Street & 1–7 Davies 

Mews, London, W1K 5AB.

020 7629 7034; graysantiques.com

K Guinevere, 574–580 Kings Road,

London, SW6 2DY. 020 7736 2917; 

guinevere.co.uk

K Hickmet Fine Arts, Gallery Eighty Five,

85A Portobello Road, London, W11

2QB. 07971 850405; hickmet.com

K Richard Hoppé Fine Antiques.

07974 351458; richardhoppe.co.uk

K Teal, 23 The Mall, Clifton, Bristol, BS8

4JG. 0117 329 4700; tealclifton.co.uk

ABOVE This double-handled

vase was designed by Italian

architect and designer Gio Ponti

in the 1920s. It shows a putto

delving into a large urn

Amphora
A long vase with a narrow
foot and neck and a
bulbous body. From
Neolithic times but also
used in ancient Greece
for carrying wine.

 Bottle
A long thin neck above a
stubbier, rounded body.
The body often will taper
up into the neck.

Meiping
The shape of a hanging
leaf with the tip cut off,
popular in 10th-century
China for plum blossoms
or plum wine.

Urn
Often lidded with two
handles, a rounded body,
thin neck and a small
pedestal foot, from the
classical amphora shape.

Gourd
Like the pumpkin-esque
plant after which it
is named, this vase is
spherical and can have two
spheres, one atop another.

 Pitcher
Essentially a glorified jug,
the pitcher has one handle
and a spouted lip. Without
a spout you would refer to
it as a ewer.
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A recent sale of the contents of Sting and Trudie Styler’s London home has

revealed much about the couple’s flair for collecting and offered an insight  

into their shared passion for modern art and mid-century design

ROCK STAR
CURATION

FE ATURE E LLIE TE N N A NT
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THIS IMAGE Sting’s 

rosewood Steinway piano 

takes pride of place in his 

music room. Restored 

in the 1990s, it was 

originally made in 

1909 FACING PAGE 

The couple’s elegant 

Queen Anne’s Gate 

home in London; 

singer Sting and 

Trudie Styler attend 

the 68th Annual 

Tony Awards
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TOP The music room in Sting

and Trudie’s Queen Anne’s

Gate home. Paintings by Alan

Reynolds hang in the alcoves

each side of the chimney breast

BELOW In steel and leather,

Gösta Berg and Stenevik

Eriksson’s elegant Seagull

lounge chair is a mid-century

classic with a sculptural form

that commands attention

ting, real name Gordon
Matthew Thomas Sumner, is
famous for being one of the
world’s best-selling musicians,

having sold over 100 million records both as a
member of new wave rock band The Police, and
as a solo artist. He is less well known for being a
collector of great works of art and fine furniture.
However, he and his wife – actress, film producer
and director Trudie Styler – both have a keen eye
and discerning taste, as a recent auction of some 
of their pieces has shown us.

After years of lovingly furnishing their
six-storey Georgian family home in Queen
Anne’s Gate, London, the couple are downsizing
to an apartment in the new Battersea Power
Station development, so needed to sell the bulk
of their furniture and art. London auction
house Christie’s held the ‘Queen Anne’s Gate:
Works from the Art Collection of Sting and
Trudie Styler’ sale on 24th February, raising an 
impressive £3,006,813 from over 200 lots.

‘The provenance of Sting and Trudie
obviously added to the interest,’ says Will Porter,
senior director of modern British art at Christie’s.
‘But many of the works transcended that. A sale
such as this pulls in people from all walks of life
and with a variety of tastes, which makes for an
exciting day.’ A private collection such as this
always offers a unique and tantalising glimpse
into the lives and tastes of the people behind it. 

‘Sting’s love of music is very apparent in some of
the lots, such as the playful Jazz series of prints
by Henri Matisse,’ says Amelia Walker, specialist
head of private collections. ‘His Steinway & Sons
‘Model B’ grand piano was a key piece for me
personally. It’s a beautiful instrument and the
idea that Sting would have composed songs on  
it only adds to the appeal.’

SPANNING THE GENRES

It might look brand new but Sting’s Steinway
was made in Hamburg in 1909 and originally
veneered in rosewood. It was used in Europe
for over 80 years then bought back by Steinway,
which restored it in the 1990s. Restorers ebonised
the whole thing, put on new legs and Sting bought
it in 2002. It made £116,500 at the auction
in February, far exceeding the estimate of
£30,000 to £50,000. ‘Steinway keeps the
most amazing records,’ says Walker. ‘Every
piano has a serial number on the inside,
so you can find out when  
it was made, who it
was made for,
who bought
it and when.
Steinway
is good at
reconditioning its
pianos – they’re so
well made, they 
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Table Bleue (1963), designed

by Yves Klein (1928–1962). In

International Klein Blue (IKB)

pigment, glass, Plexiglas and

chrome-plated metal, this table

was one of a pair (the other was

pink) that was based on a model by

Klein. Estimate: £20,000–£30,000. 

Fetched: £25,000. Jazz by Henri Matisse (1869–1954),

a set of 20 colour pochoirs dated to

1947. Henri Matisse created Jazz

towards the end of his life, when he

was mostly restricted to working from

his bed, but it is a celebration of life.

Estimated at £250,000–£300,000, 

it sold for £530,500. 

A vase, c1930, by Jean Besnard

(1889–1958). This glazed

earthenware vase was one of three 

vessels in Sting and Trudie’s 

collection by

French ceramic

artist Jean

Besnard. They

had acquired

it in 2007.

It sold for

£3,250

against an

estimate

of £2,000–

£3,000.

Service Visage

Noir AR 40

(1948),

by Pablo

Picasso

(1881–

1973).

This quirky

glazed and

engraved ceramic plate

is one of an edition of 100. It was

auctioned as one of four Picasso

plates, alongside a terracotta plate

by French artist Jean Cocteau (1889 

–1963). Estimated at £2,000–

£3,000, it sold for £5,500.

can be repurposed rather than discarded,
much like a classic car.’

Walker was fortunate enough to view
the couple’s collection of furniture and
art in situ at their Queen Anne’s Gate
home before the sale. ‘The atmosphere in
their house was very calm,’ she reveals.
‘The interior was muted and understated
and everything was carefully thought
through. They’d been collecting for many
years and a lot of their pieces were bought
specifically for that house.’ She thinks the
collection is a blend of both of their tastes.
‘Collecting was very much a joint passion 
between them,’ she says.

The breadth of genres and styles
within the collection was overwhelming,
from a modern Italian velvet sofa to
ceramic plates by Pablo Picasso, but it
was the couple’s mid-century furniture
and 20th-century British art that stole the
show. ‘There were some very rare mid-
century pieces,’ says Ben Adams, dealer
at Designs of Modernity. ‘Sting’s Seagull lounge
chair and ottoman by Gösta Berg and Stenevik
Eriksson was designed in 1966. Pieces such as
this are extremely desirable today and fetch high
prices.’ Sting’s chair made £22,500 on the day,
beating the estimate of £7,000 to £10,000.

Another interesting item of furniture from this
period was a low bench by George Nakashima,
which dates from 1963. It fetched £7,500 at the
auction, more than twice the estimate. ‘There
was a very brief fad for Japanese-style furniture
in the early 1960s, which was conveyed well in
the television series Mad Men,’ says Adams. ‘The
characters go into their office one day to find it’s
been completely redecorated in ‘Japanese’ style,
which was suddenly – and briefly – all the rage.’

Sting and Trudie’s paintings made the largest
sums at the sale. One piece that attracted a lot  

ABOVE March 55

(amethyst), an abstract

still life by Ben Nicholson,

fetched over a million

pounds on sale day RIGHT

A glimpse of a sculpture in

the garden by contemporary 

artist Mimmo Paladino.

This vista is a good example

of the couple’s impressive

curation skills – their home

was sensitively designed to

best display their treasures

STING’S STYLE: OUR PICK OF THE HOTTEST LOTS
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of attention was March 55 (Amethyst), an 
abstract painting by British artist Ben Nicholson, 
created in 1955 during his most prolific period. 
The estimate was £300,000 to £500,000 but it 
sold for a whopping £1,022,500.

‘Nicholson’s golden era was the 1950s, when 
he was living and working in St Ives,’ adds Will 
Porter. ‘You see the influence of St Ives in the 
natural palette of his work and the translucency 
of his paintings, which reflects the light there.’

Despite being influenced by European artists 
such as Mondrian and Picasso, Nicholson’s 
work is ‘very British’, according to Porter. ‘In 
this painting, he plays with the notions of space 
and light, using a series of geometric forms and 
interlocking lines to create his unique abstract 
vision of a still life.’ Robin Light, director at 

Crane Kalman Gallery, London, says works by 
Nicholson are highly collectable due in part to his 
role in the evolution of British art. ‘He effectively 
dragged British painting from a predominantly 
landscape tradition, of which he was certainly a 
part in the 1920s, to the forefront of international 
modern and abstract painting from the 1930s  
to the 1970s,’ he says. 

Another highlight was Structure – Yellow, 
Black and Rust – September (1964), an abstract 
painting by British neo-romantic artist Alan 
Reynolds, who came to the fore in the 1950s. 
‘In his early career, Reynolds would depict 
landscapes, mostly of Essex and Kent,’ says 
Porter. ‘They were muted, mysterious, twilight 
landscapes that followed on from the likes of 
Samuel Palmer and William Blake. His work was 

Another 

highlight was 

an abstract 

painting by 

British neo-

romantic 

artist Alan 

Reynolds
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very popular and he enjoyed sell-out shows at
The Redfern Gallery in London.’

Dealer Christopher Kingzett of Christopher
Kingzett Fine Art says Reynolds was one of
a group of British artists who ‘reinvented the
traditional English landscape’ in the early 20th
century. In the 1960s, however, Reynolds took a
new path, focusing on simplistic, abstract works.
‘His early works and later works are like chalk
and cheese,’ says Kingzett. ‘The later pieces are
much more fashionable now. Sting obviously
bought one. David Bowie bought one too.’

CONTRASTING BUT COMPLEMENTARY

As well as pieces by Nicholson and Reynolds,
Sting and Trudie’s collection included works by
an impressive line-up of artists. A painting by
Georges Braque, L’Oiseau Et Son Ombre II,
went for £10,625, while a lithograph by Picasso,
Le Corsage à Carreaux, made £45,000. ‘It’s an
eclectic collection,’ says Will Porter. ‘There are

Gustav Klimt sketches, lithograph
and ceramic pieces by Picasso,
prints by Matisse and Braque and
works by Jean Cocteau but there’s
a dialogue between some of them,
one can make connections. For
example, Reynolds was influenced
by Braque and an underlying
theme throughout the collection is
an appreciation of nature.’

In the book Ben Nicholson:
Paintings, reliefs, drawings
(London, 1948), the artist is
quoted as saying: ‘The kind of
painting which I find exciting is
not necessarily representational
or non-representational, but it is
both musical and architectural.’
Somehow the phrase ‘musical
and architectural’ seems to
encapsulate Sting and Trudie’s
collection: a blend of contrasting
but complementary themes. Q

WHERE TO SEE AND BUY Modern British art and mid-century furniture
O The Fitzwilliam Museum, Trumpington Street,

Cambridge, CB2 1RB.

01223 332900; fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk

See works by Ben Nicholson and other 20th-

century British artists in ‘Being Modern: Kettle’s

Yard at the Fitzwilliam Museum’ exhibition,

on until December (while Kettle’s Yard is

being refurbished).

O Tate Britain, Millbank, London, SW1P 4RG.

020 7887 8888; tate.org.uk

In the Tate’s collection is an enormous selection

of art by 20th-century artists such as Alan

Reynolds and Georges Braque.

O Masterpiece London, South Grounds,

The Royal Hospital Chelsea, London, SW3 4LW.

020 7499 7470; masterpiecefair.com

Visit this fair to see works by a huge range

of 20th-century artists.

O Midcentury Modern Shows, London. Venues

vary. modernshows.com

These busy mid-century design fairs around

London have a massive selection of mid-century

furniture from big-name dealers.

O Christopher Kingzett Fine Art, 68 Camberwell

Grove, London, SE5 8RF. 07771 783918;

christopherkingzettfineart.com

Christopher currently has two paintings by Alan

Reynolds in stock: Two Trees in Blossom and The

Gardener, Michaelmas Eve II.

O Crane Kalman Gallery, 178 Brompton Road,

London, SW3 1HQ.

020 7584 7566; cranekalman.com

Head here for a good range of 20th-century art,

including works by Ben Nicholson.

O Designs of Modernity, Crystal Palace Antiques,

Jasper Road, Crystal Palace, London, SE19 1SG.

07966 285694; designsofmodernity.com

Stocks a good range of Scandinavian, British

and American mid-century furniture.

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE Ideal City (after della Francesca) by

contemporary artist Emily Allchurch and Saturn (2012) by Giles Alexander

hang on the wall of the music room; Jazz (1947) by Henri Matisse, one

of the set of 20 colour pochoirs; the living room wall is adorned with Jazz

prints by Matisse along with Picasso’s lithograph Le Corsage à Carreaux

(1949) in the centre, all of which were in the sale
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Among the valleys, moors and weavers’ villages of the South Pennines,

there’s plenty to please the keen-eyed antiques hunter

T
he cloth production that
once fuelled West Yorkshire’s
economy has left its untamed
landscapes punctuated by
imposing sandstone mills, wool-

producing villages of cobbled streets and
picturesque canals. The journey starts
at Hebden Bridge, a boho bolthole for
artists and writers in the moor-and-hill
country of the South Pennines. Around
40 dealers trade from the Antiques Centre
on Valley Road, having been forced to
move premises following the floods that
hit the town at Christmas. On 25th June,
exactly six months after the devastating
events, the town will get together to
celebrate an alternative Christmas,
with craft fairs, a brass brand and
even snow (albeit the artificial variety).

Situated nine miles north, the village
of Haworth could easily double as the
set of a small-screen period drama. After
leaving Hebden Bridge, stop at the tiny
weaver’s village of Heptonstall, which has
barely changed in two centuries. It was in
Haworth’s handsome Georgian parsonage
that the Brontë sisters – Charlotte, Emily
and Anne – penned their stirring novels.
Now a museum and the home of the
Brontë Society, one of the oldest literary
groups in the world, the parsonage is
filled with manuscripts, early editions,
costumes and original furniture.

This pretty village is also the location
of a specialist in early English oak and
walnut furniture, Holmes Antiques.
Established in 1932, the business is run by
third and fourth-generation dealers David
and son Christian. Among the stock of
oak bible boxes, Chippendale chairs and

West Yorkshire

MINIBREAK
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DAY ONE
1 At HEBDEN BRIDGE ANTIQUES

CENTRE (hebdenantiques.co.uk,

open daily) expect an eclectic array

of items, including religious icons,

furniture, toys and vintage fabrics.

2 The hydro-powered BRIDGE

MILL (innovationhebdenbridge.

co.uk, open daily) is home to

cafes and shops, including 

vintage clothing boutique

LUCY AND THE CATERPILLAR

(lucyandthecaterpillarboutique.

co.uk, closed Monday and

Tuesday) and ANTIQUES &

ORIENTAL (facebook.com/

antiquesandoriental, closed

Monday and Wednesday).

3 Unearth items from the 1840s to

the 1950s at THE SOUK (facebook.

com/thesoukhaworth, open daily)

in Haworth’s Main Street, where

Diane Bentley has been selling

vintage clothing for 20 years.

4 If you’re serious about early

English furniture, HOLMES

ANTIQUES (holmesantiques.co.uk,

appointment only) should be on

your radar. Visit the website to  

discover the stories behind many  

of the pieces.

5 At the BRONTË PARSONAGE

MUSEUM (bronte.org.uk, open

daily), don’t miss the dining room

table at which the Brontë sisters

composed their prose nightly. It

was sold at auction in 1861 and

has only recently been acquired  

by the museum.

6 At ASHMOUNT COUNTRY HOUSE

(ashmounthaworth.co.uk), rest your

head in a Victorian villa once owned 

by Charlotte Brontë’s physician.

DAY TWO 
7 Around 100 dealers are brought

together at ANTIQUES AT THE MILL

(antiquesatthemill.com, open daily).

The centre has two floors of objects

to discover, as well as antique 

furniture dealers next door.

8 THE SALTAIRE VINTAGE 

SHOP (facebook.com/

thesaltairevintageshop, closed

Monday) is building a reputationJe
ff
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for quirky stock thanks to its four 

co-owners diverse tastes.co owners’ diverse tastes

9 At historic SALTS MILL

(saltsmill.org.uk, open daily),

shop for interiors pieces and

browse for art before stopping

at Carlton Fine Art & Antique

Centre (carlton-art-antiques.co.uk, 

closed Monday and Tuesday),

where over 20 dealers trade in

a rich mix of decorative items  

and vintage furniture.

Please check with individual dealers

for opening times

Built in 1778–79, the Brontë 

Parsonage was the lifelong 

home of the Brontë family
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Vintage Shop is a

trove of vintage and

antique pieces RIGHT

It’s a great place for

enamel advertising

signs and more

* Next month: Eleanor will be visiting the

Cotswolds on an antiques-filled adventure N
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MUST VISIT
SALTAIRE
Originally the vision of industrialist Sir Titus Salt, the Victorian model village

f Saltaire has been awarded UNESCO World Heritage Status. Salt wanted 

o create the antithesis of the slums of nearby Bradford for his workers.

isitors to this working village can admire the streets of orderly terraced

houses and Italianate-style buildings, including the Grade I-listed

Congregational Church. The centrepiece is undoubtedly Salts Mill, now

a cultural destination thanks to its galleries, design shops, cafes and the 

only permanent David Hockney exhibition in the UK.

* saltairevillage.info; saltsmill.org.uk

Georgian kneeho
16th-century ‘Nonsuch chest with
beautiful light and dark parquetry. Three
miles east of Haworth is Cullingworth,
another typical wool village and where
you’ll find Antiques at the Mill, which 
stocks pieces by around 100 dealers over 
two floors in a former worsted mill.

The vast wealth that the wool industry 
brought to this part of England – for mill
owners, at least – is very much in evidenc
at Saltaire, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site jammed with listed municipal
buildings, thanks to the vision of its
founder, Sir Titus Salt (see Must Visit).

The imposing Salts Mill, which once
rattled with the deafening thrum of loom
is now a destination for those seeking
a more leisurely experience thanks to
its galleries and shops, including interiors
store The Home, which sells classic
modernist pieces, and the Carlton Fine
Art & Antique Centre. Owners Andrew
Howden and Alan Othick have a love
of all things art nouveau but welcome 
dealers with a wide range of pieces, from
Edwardian furniture to 1960s glass.

Another local dealer, Caroline
Brown, has been running the Saltaire
Vintage Home & Fashion Fair at the
Grade II-listed Victoria Hall since 2007
(roseandbrownvintage.co.uk). The next
event takes place on 4th and 5th June. With
an even mix of homewares and clothing,
the fair showcases stock from around
50 dealers, who adhere to Caroline’s 
principle of ‘true vintage only’. Q

This Victorian villa close to the

Brontë Parsonage is the former

residence of Amos Ingham, who

was Charlotte Brontë’s doctor. The

house retains many of its original

features, including fireplaces,

ceilings and stained glass. The

Amos Ingham room features

a four-poster bed, Victorian

mahogany furniture and great

views. The restaurant is also open

to non-residents and serves a

menu based on local produce.

* 01535 645726;

ashmounthaworth.co.uk

ABOVE The Saltaire 
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WHERE TO STAY
ASHMOUNT
COUNTRY HOUSE, 
HAWORTH

RIGHT The textile industry centre 

of Hebden Bridge in the the South
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Pennines. Today, the town is a hub 

for artists and writers
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ISSUE  

ON SALE  
8th JUNE

K�Master eclectic living with our  
brilliant tips for mixing old & new 

K�Discover the mid-century design 
classics to invest in now

K�PLUS! Outdoor entertaining, auctions, 
homes, fairs and much much more

 



NORTH &
SCOTLAND
4th Antiques & Collectors Fair,

Albert Halls, Dumbarton Road,

Stirling, FK8 2QL. 10am–4pm. £1.50. 

01764 654555; scotfairs.co.uk

4th–5th Saltaire Vintage Home &

Fashion Fair, Victoria Hall, Victoria

Road, Saltaire, West Yorkshire,

BD18 3JS. 9.30am–4pm. £3. 07985

181120; roseandbrownvintage.co.uk

11th–12th The Great Wetherby

Racecourse Antiques Fair, Wetherby,

West Yorkshire, LS22 5EJ. 8am–5pm 

Saturday, 9am–4pm Sunday.

£4 (£5 before 9am Saturday).

01332 830444; jaguarfairs.com

12th The Vintage Village, Stockport

Covered Market Hall, Market Place,

Stockport, SK1 1EU. 10am–4pm. 

Free. thevintagevillage.co.uk

26th The Vintage Home Show,

Victoria Baths, Hathersage

Road, Manchester, M13 0FE.

11am–4pm. £3. 0113 345 8699; 

vintagehomeshow.co.uk

SOUTH
4th Vintage & Very Nice Market

Bazaar, The Assembly Rooms,

North Street, Chichester, PO19 1LQ.

10am–5pm. Free. 01243 531074; 

vintageandverynice.co.uk

4th Wanstead Vintage Fashion &

Brocante Fair, Wanstead United

Reformed Church, Nightingale Lane,

Wanstead, E11 2HD. 11am–5pm. 

£2.50. lovevintage.co.uk

4th Antiques & Collectors Fair,

Mill Hill Village, St Paul’s Church

Hall, The Ridgeway, London,

NW7 1QU. 9am–4pm. £1.

07887 648255; marcelfairs.co.uk

4th–5th London Map Fair, Royal

Geographical Society, 1 Kensington 

Gore, London SW7. 12pm-7pm

Saturday, 10am-6pm Sunday.  

Free. londonmapfairs.com

5th Lingfield Antiques, Collectables 

and Vintage Fair, Lingfield Park

Racecourse, Surrey, RH7 6PQ. 

9.30am–4pm. £3–£5.

01293 690777; lovefairs.com

12th Clerkenwell Vintage Fashion

Fair, The Urdang Academy, The Old

Finsbury Town Hall, Rosebery Avenue,

London, EC1R 4RP. 11am–5pm. £4.

clerkenwellvintagefashionfair.co.uk

12th Antiques and Collectors Fair,

Solent Hotel and Spa, Whiteley,

Fareham, Hampshire, PO15 7AJ.

10am–4pm. £2. 01929 761398; 

eclecticfairs.co.uk

13th Sandown Park Monthly Market,

Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher,

Surrey, KT10 9AJ. From 8am. Free

(parking £5). 01636 702326; iacf.co.uk

14th & 28th Sunbury Antiques

Market, Kempton Park Racecourse,

Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex,

TW16 5AQ. 6.30am–2pm. Free.

01932 230946; sunburyantiques.com

18th The Country Brocante Big

Summer Fair, The Grounds at

Cowdray House, Midhurst, West

Sussex, GU29 0AY. 9.30am–5pm.

£5 (£10 before 11.30am). 01403

780381; thecountrybrocante.co.uk

18th–19th Salvo Fair, Henley-on-

Thames, Oxon, RG9 3AP. 10am–5pm.

£10. 01225 422300; salvo-fair.com

19th The Chiddingstone Castle

Summer Vintage Fair, Chiddingstone, 

Edenbridge, Kent, TN8 7AD.

11am–4.30pm. £4. 01892 872746; 

chiddingstonecastle.org.uk

19th Dorking Halls Antiques

Fair, Dorking Halls, Reigate

Road, Dorking, Surrey, RH4

1SG. £2.50. 10am–4pm.  

07952 689717

21st–22nd Ardingly International

Antiques & Collectors Fair, South

of England Showground, Ardingly,

nr Haywards Heath, West Sussex, 

RH17 6TL. £20 Tuesday, £5

Wednesday. 01636 702326;  

iacf.co.uk

25th Prestige Ceramic Fair,

Kensington Town Hall Conference

Events Centre, Hornton Street,

Kensington, London, W8 7NX.

11am–5pm. £2.50. 07940 282324; 

prestigeceramicfairs.com

26th Antiques & Collectors Fair,

Bushey Golf & Country Club, High

Street, Bushey, Hertfordshire,

WD23 1TT. 9.30am–4pm. £1.

07887 648255; marcelfairs.co.uk

26th Bloomsbury Ephemera

Fair, Royal National Hotel, 38–51

Bedford Way, London, WC1H 0DG.

9.30am–3pm. £1.50. 01707 872140; 

bloomsburyephemerafair.com

30th–6th July Masterpiece London,

South Grounds, The Royal Hospital

Chelsea, Chelsea Embankment, nr

Sloane Square, London, SW3 4LW.

£28 (one day), £45 (unlimited

entry), £100 (preview on 29th June).

020 7499 7470; masterpiecefair.com

WEST & WALES
4th Vintage and Retro Fair,

St Peter’s Civic Hall, Carmarthen, 

SA31 1PG. 10am–5pm. £2.  

01267 220260;

derwenantiques.co.uk

4th Antiques and Collectors

Fair, Halfway House Inn Country

Lodge, Chilthorne Domer, nr

Yeovil, Somerset, BA22 8RE.

10am–4pm. £1. 01929

761398; eclecticfairs.co.uk

FAIR DATES
June

Our guide to some of the best fairs around

the country this month, from fine art and

antique furniture to vintage textiles and

luxury gifts. We’ve also arranged some

ticket giveaways and offers for H&A readers
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Friday 13 & Saturday 14 May
Friday 29 & Saturday 30 July

Friday 7am - 10am £10 O 10am - 5pm £5 O Saturday 9am - 4pm £5

NEW VENUE Newbury Showground, BERKSHIRE RG18 9QZ

NEW 2 Day Friday & Saturday Fair
Newbury

SHOWGROUND

Monday 23 May OMonday 27 June
8am-10am £10 O 10am onwards £5 (Adjacent to the

Newark Air Museum & The Newark & Nottinghamshire Showground)

Drove Lane, Newark, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE NG24 2NY

One Day Monday FairyRunway
Monday

AT NEWARK

OMon 11 JulyO Mon 8 Aug
FREE Entry O Open 8am O Car Parking £5 per vehicle

FREE Shuttle Minibus from Esher Station from 8.30am

Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher SURREY KT10 9AJ

London's NEW Monthlyy
M 8 A

Sandown
Park

Market

Tues 9am - 5pm £20 (Tues ticket allows entry on Weds)

Weds 8am - 4pm £5 O 12 miles from Gatwick • 40mins from Brighton

South of England Showground, Ardingly WEST SUSSEX RH17 6TL

Tuesday 21 & Wednesday 22 June

Largest Fair in the South ofh England

Friday 12noon - 5pm £10 (Fri ticket allows entry

Saturday & Sunday) Saturday 9am - 5pm £5 O Sunday 10am - 4pm £5

Royal Bath & West Showground SOMERSET BA4 6QN

yFriday 1 to Sunday 3 July
Largestg Fair in the este Country

Thursday 2 & Friday 3 June

EUROPE'S LARGEST  FAIR

Thurs 9am - 6pm £20 (Thurs ticket allows entry on Fri) Fri 8am - 4pm £5

Newark & NOTTINGHAMSHIRE Showground NG24 2NY

Thursday 18 & Friday 19 August
Newark

INTERNATIONAL

yTuesday 19 & Wednesday 20 July
Ardingly

INTERNATIONAL

Friday 16 to Sunday 18 September
Shepton

Mallet
WEEKEND

01636 702326
enquiries@iacf.co.uk
www.iacf.co.uk

      2for1 

   OFFER 

*CERTAIN DAYS/TIMES

Our Summer  
Antiques &CollectorsFairs 

including a NEW 2 Day
Format & Venue for Newbury



4th–5th International Westpoint

Antiques & Collectors Fair, Devon

County Showground, Westpoint,

Clyst St Mary, Exeter, Devon,

EX5 1DJ. 8.30am–5pm Saturday,

8.30am–5pm Sunday. £5 (£10

before 10am Saturday). 01584

873634; continuityfairs.co.uk

5th Liberty Green Antiques

& Collectables Fair, Beaufort

Park Hotel, Mold, Flintshire, 

CH7 6RQ. 9am–4pm. £1. 

07572 109520;

libertygreenantiques.co.uk

5th The Frome Independent

– More Than a Market, Frome

town centre, Somerset, BA11. 

10am–3pm. Free.

thefromeindependent.org.uk

5th & 26th Bath Vintage &

Antiques Market, Green Park 

Station, Green Park Road, Bath, 

BA1 1JB. 9.30am–4pm. Free.  

07723 611249;

vintageandantiques.co.uk

18th Vintage Jumble Sale,

Selwyn Hall, Box, Corsham, 

Wiltshire, SN13 8NT. 

10am–1pm. Free.

vintageandhandmade.co.uk

19th Carmarthen Antiques &

Flea Market, United Counties

Showground, Nantyci, Carmarthen, 

SA33 5DR. 10am–4pm. £4.

01267 236569; towyevents.co.uk

26th Purbeck Antiques and

Collectors Fair, Furzebrook Hall,

Furzebrook, Wareham, Dorset, BH20

5AR. 10am–4pm. £1. 01929 761398;

purbeckantiquesfairs.co.uk

CENTRAL
2nd–3rd Newark International

Antiques & Collectors Fair, Newark

& Nottinghamshire Showground,

NG24 2NY. 9am–6pm Thursday,

8am–4pm Friday. £20 Thursday,

£5 Friday. 01636 702326; iacf.co.uk

4th–5th Antiques, Collectors & 

Vintage Fair, Holmewood Hall, 

Church Street, Holme, Peterborough,  

PE7 3BZ. 9.30am–4pm. £3.

07772 349431; fielddogfairs.com

5th Antiques & Collectors Fair,

Bantock House Museum, Finchfield

Road, Wolverhampton, WV3 9LQ.

10am–3.30pm. £2. 01746 218525;

bantockhouse.co.uk

18th Vintage, Antiques &

Collectors Market, Stable

Yard, Hatfield House, Hatfield, 

Hertfordshire, AL9 5NQ. 10am–

5pm. Free. 07751 296625;  

hatfield-house.co.uk

24th–26th Antiques in the Park,

Kedleston Hall, nr Derby, Derbyshire,

DE22 5JH. 8am–5pm Friday,

9am–5pm Saturday & Sunday.

£5 (£7 before 12pm Friday).

01332 830444; jaguarfairs.com

25th–26th Knebworth Decorative 

Salvage & Vintage Fair,

Knebworth Park, Stevenage,

Hertfordshire, SG1 2AX.

10am–5pm. £9.50. 07828

772475; bentleysfairs.co.uk

26th Malvern Flea & Collectors

Fair, The Severn Hall, Three

Counties, Showground, Malvern,

Worcestershire, WR13 6NW. 

7.30am–3.30pm. £4.

01636 676531; b2bevents.info

27th Donington Antiques Market,

Donington Park, Derby, DE74 2RP.

9am–1pm. £2. 01298 27493;  

asfairs.com

27th Runway Monday at Newark

Antiques and Collectors Fair,

adjacent to the Newark Air Museum

and The Newark & Nottinghamshire 

Showground, Runway Newark,

Newark, Nottinghamshire,

NG24 2NY. 8am–5pm. £5  

(£10 before 10am).

01636 702326; iacf.co.uk

EAST 
4th & 18th Mainwaring’s

Seaside Brocante, St Mary’s

Hall, Oxford Street, Whitstable,

Kent, CT5 1DD. 10am–4pm. £1.

01227 773037

18th–19th Detling International

Antiques & Collectors Fair, The

Kent County Showground, Detling, nr

Maidstone, Kent, ME14 3JF. 8.30am–

4.30pm Saturday, 10am–3.30pm

Sunday. £6 before 10am Saturday,

£5 after 10am Saturday, £4 Sunday.

01636 676531; b2bevents.info

25th Willow & White’s Vintage

Antique Brocante, Westgate Hall,

Westgate Hall Road, Canterbury,

Kent, CT1 2BT. 9.30am–3.30pm.  

£1. 07784 956083;

facebook.com/willowandwhite

THIS MONTH’S 
TICKET OFFERS

 2-FOR-1

10th–12th The Antiques &

Fine Art Fair at Harewood,

The Marquee, Harewood

House, Harewood, Leeds,

West Yorkshire, LS17 9LQ.

Opening times vary. £5.

harewoodfair.com

 2-FOR-1

12th Frock Me! Vintage

Fashion Fair, Chelsea Old

Town Hall, Kings Road,

Chelsea, London, SW3

5EE. 11am–5.30pm.

£4. 020 7503 9171;

frockmevintagefashion.com

 2-FOR-1

12th–18th Art Antiques

London, Albert Memorial West

Lawn, Kensington Gardens,

London, SW7. Opening times

vary. £15. 020 7389 6555;

haughton.com

 2-FOR-1

17th–19th Stafford Bingley

Hall Antiques Fair, County

Showground, Stafford, ST18

0BD. 10am–5pm. £5. 01274

588505; antiquesfairs.com

 2-FOR-1

26th Adams Antiques Fair,

Lindley Hall, The Royal

Horticultural Halls, Elverton

Street, London, SW1P 2QW.

10am–4.30pm. £4. 020 7254

4054; adamsantiquesfairs.com

 2-FOR-1

28th–3rd July Olympia

International Art & Antiques

Fair, Olympia London,

Hammersmith Road, W14

8UX. Opening times vary. £20.

olympia-art-antiques.com

2–FOR–1 Present this page

on entry to buy two tickets 

for the price of one

2–FOR–FREE Present this

page on entry to receive two

tickets for free

VISIT homesandantiques.com 

for current fairs listings
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These vintage paraffin 

cans could add a 

striking visual flourish 

to an outside area



www.atkinandthyme.co.uk
Tel: 0844 409 9834

Unique, beautifully crafted furniture and 

accessories sourced from around the world.
WOOD FLOORS

TINTED

TO

PERFECTION

POLYX®-OIL TINTS: Highest quality colour and protection for wood

Call us
01296 481220

Learn more
osmouk.com

MICROPOROUS  |  NATURAL  |  OIL-WAX BASED  |  DURABLE  |  HIGH COVERAGE

9 9 9 9 9

To view our entire range or to order your free colour brochure
call 01443 771222 or visit www.thomaslloyd.com

Great British
Furniture Makers of Fine Leather Furniture

for Generations

● British Standard tested and approved ● Made in our own
UK factory ● Direct from the factory prices ● 21 day

money-back promise ● 2 year guarantee

CHESTERFIELD 3 SEATER SOFA
WAS £1299 - NOW ONLY £899

www.kirkdale.co.uk
FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL 01495 243999

Windsor 3 seater sofa was £849 - NOW ONLY £699

TRADITIONAL BRITISH
UPHOLSTERY

by



Head off to one of these antiques centres or fairs around the UK and enter the world of fascinating antiques 
and collectables, from vintage kitchenalia to antique jewellery
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B2Bevents.info � 01636 676531

B2B Events
Antiques fair

B2B Events run the very best in antiques & 
collectors fairs, vintage, flea and retro fairs.

• 7th & 8th May 2016 – Edinburgh Antiques, Vintage 
& Collectors Fair: Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh, EH28 8NB. Admission: Saturday early 
entry 8.15am – £6pp; 10am–4.30pm, £4pp; Sunday 
10am–4pm, £4pp.

• Holiday Monday 30th May 2016 – Malvern Flea & 
Collectors Fair; Three Counties Showground, Malvern, 
Worcs, WR13 6NW. Admission 7.30am–3.30pm – £4pp.

dairyhouseantiques.com � 01747 853317

Enjoy a visit to Dairy House Antiques, where you 
will find an ever-changing array of antiques and 
vintage items for the home and garden, including 
furniture, lighting, gardenalia, collectables, 
mirrors, silver and other decorative items. Open 
seven days a week, Dairy House also offers tea, 
coffee and homemade cakes. Two miles from 
A303 on Dorset/Wiltshire border, with free 
parking. You can also find us on Facebook.

• Station Road, Semley, Shaftesbury, Dorset, SP7 9AN

Dairy House Antiques & Interiors
Antiques centre

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Ardingly International Antiques  
& Collectors Fair Antiques fair

Discover a fantastic array of products for your 
home at the largest antiques event in the 
south of England. From mirrors to textiles you'll 
find items for every room.

• Tuesday 21st & Wednesday 22nd June;
Tuesday 19th & Wednesday 20th July. 

South of England Showground, Ardingly,  
West Sussex, RH17 6TL

edenbridgegalleries.com � 01732 864163

The Edenbridge Galleries
Antiques centre

The galleries will be holding their annual 
Spring Open Weekend on 7th and 8th May 
when you will have fun learning about the 
‘History of Tea’ through the centuries. From tea 
caddies to teapots, there will be much to view 
and buy – as well as indulge in the galleries’ 
specially blended tea! Please view their 
website for full information including special 
presentation from local tea merchants.
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iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Newark International Antiques  
& Collectors Fair Antiques fair

An antiques event not to be missed.
Thousands of stalls offer the most extensive
choice of antiques and vintage goods you 
could imagine!

• Thursday 2nd & Friday 3rd June;
Thursday 18th & Friday 19th August.

Newark & Nottinghamshire Showground, Newark, 
Nottinghamshire, NG24 2NY

boule-in.co.uk � 01449 740359 (Suffolk) / 0207 582 1509 (Kennington)

Fête de Monet – Bildeston, Suffolk
Antiques fair

With a fresh and accessible approach to
antiques, The Boule-In has been providing
a unique shopping experience for authentic
French furniture and chic objets d’art since
2011. Celebrate all things al fresco and give
your home the ‘ooh-la-la’ it deserves by visiting
their beautiful barns and garden for the Fête 
de Monet Summer Sale.

• Saturday 18th–Sunday 26th June. 
10am–5pm daily

amoriniantiquescentre.co.uk � 0151 5392211

Amorini Antiques Centre
Antiques centre

Amorini Antiques Centre is on the Wirral
Peninsula with easy access to Liverpool and
Chester. With 30+ dealers under one roof, its
maze of 10 rooms is crammed full of antiques
and collectables. Delicious refreshments also
available from the new, on-site, vintage tea 
rooms. See website for more details.

• Open seven days a week 10am–5pm. 1 Hamilton
Street, Birkenhead, Wirral, Merseyside, CH41 6DJ

emlynantiquecentre@gmail.com � 01239 712991

Emlyn Antiques Centre
Antiques centre

Situated in the market town of Newcastle
Emlyn, with over 35 unit holders, we have a
vast array of units and cabinets to browse
through in a friendly atmosphere. Everything
from antiques, collectables and fine china to 
vintage tools and garden reclamation.

• Monday to Saturday, 9am–5pm; Bank holidays
and selected Sundays 10am–4pm. Local/national
delivery available. New Road, Newcastle Emlyn, 
Carmarthenshire, SA38 9BA

londonmapfairs.com � 020 7491 0010

London Antique Map Fair 2016
Antiques fair

This event brings together around 40 of the
leading international antiquarian map dealers.
A very large selection of original antique maps
will be available for sale, ranging in age from
the 15th century to the 20th century, covering
all parts of the world and priced to suit all 
pockets, from £10 to £100,000.

• Sat 4th and Sun 5th June, Sat 12pm–7pm, Sun
10am–6pm. Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington
Gore, London, SW7 2AR (entrance Exhibition Road)

jpmaps.co.uk � 01225 300573

Jonathan Potter
Antiques centre

Choose from a wonderful selection of fine,
decorative and rare maps, plans and charts of
all parts of Britain and the world. This map from
1724 is by Herman Moll of Wiltshire. Moll’s
maps are very distinctive for the engravings of
antiquities in the margins of the maps. Visit
our lovely gallery in Margaret's Buildings, Bath,
contact us directly or via the website to discover 
affordable and impressive treasures.

• 5 Margaret’s Buildings, Bath, BA1 2LP

homeandcolonial.co.uk � 01442 877007

Home & Colonial Antiques Store
Antiques centre

Five floors of inspirational antique and vintage
shopping for you and your home. A delicious
lunch in the Attic Cafe is the perfect way to
complement a visit to one of the UK’s most
attractive and innovative antique shops.

• Open seven days a week. 134 High Street,
Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 3AT. Berkhamsted is
approximately 45 minutes north of central London and 
very close to both the M1 (J8) and M25 (J20). 

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Sandown Park Monthly Antiques  
& Collectors Market Antiques fair

An admission-FREE monthly Monday market.
Discover a great range of antique and vintage
goods from over 300 stalls. Car parking £5
per vehicle. Free minibus shuttle from Esher 
Rail Station from 8.30am.

•Monday 13th June;
Monday 11th July;
Monday 8th August;
Monday 12th September.

Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ
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iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Shepton Mallet Antiques, Vintage  
& Collectors Fair Antiques fair

Make like the interiors professionals and head 
to this fantastic West Country weekend fair. 
Quality products can be discovered in quantity 
– from decorative collectables to rustic chic. 

• Friday 1st–Sunday 3rd July;
Friday 16th–Sunday 18th September. 

Royal Bath & West Showground, Shepton Mallet, 
Somerset, BA4 6QN

fellows.co.uk � 0121 222 7666; 020 7127 4198

Fellows Auctioneers
Auction house

Founded in 1876, Fellows is one of the UK’s 
leading auction houses, holding over 100 
auctions each year. As specialists in a variety 
of fields and with an auction to cater for every 
need, its continually changing inventory makes 
Fellows a hub of excitement for lovers of 
watches, jewellery and antiques. See website 
for sale information and free valuations.

• 6th June, Vintage Jewellery & Accessories; 16th 
June, Antique & Modern Jewellery; 20th June , Silver & 
Plated Ware; 28th June, The Watch Sale

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Runway Monday at Newark – 
Antiques & Collectors Fair Antiques fair

A single day fair bursting with antique and 
vintage choice. Indulge in your love of goods 
from a bygone era at this eclectic fair – find 
everything from furniture through to toys.

• Monday 23rd May; 
Monday 27th June. 

The Runway, adjacent to Newark Air Museum, Newark 
& Nottinghamshire Showground, NG24 2NY

gallowayfairs.co.uk � 01423 522122

• The Cumbrian Antiques Fair, Carlisle Racecourse, 
Carlisle, CA2 4TS
Open Friday 27th–Sunday 29th May
10.30am–5pm daily
Admission £5
 

• The Cranleigh School Antiques & Fine Art Fair
Horseshoe Lane, Cranleigh, Surrey, GU6 8QQ
Open Friday 8th–Sunday 10th July
10.30am–5pm daily (4.30 finish Sunday only)

Galloway Fairs
Antiques fair

2-
fo
r-1

theantiquesemporium.co.uk � 01539 734849

Butterfield & French
Antiques centre

A new way to discover the beauty of antiques; 
our newly opened family-run emporium offers 
a treasure trove of antiques, collectibles and 
all things vintage. With over 60 individual 
traders, each bringing their own eclectic mix of 
items, it makes for a great destination venue 
just outside of Kendal Town centre. 

• Monday to Saturday, 10am–5pm, Sundays and 
bank holidays 10am–4pm. Dockray Hall Mill, Kendal, 
Cumbria, LA9 4RU

happydaysvintagehomestore.co.uk � 01446 771191

Happy Days Vintage Homestore  
& Artisan Market Antiques centre

Happy Days is full to the brim with an eclectic, 
ever-changing collection of furniture, antique, retro, 
vintage, shabby chic, curios and hand-crafted 
goods. In addition you can find ladies and gents 
clothing, vintage jewellery, LPs and record players, 
collectable toys and garden salvage. Happy Days 
is a must-visit destination in the delightful town of 
Cowbridge, only 10 miles from Cardiff. 

• Church Street, Cowbridge, Vale of Glamorgan,  
South Wales, CF71 7BB
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astra-antiques.com � 01427 668312

Astra Antiques
Antiques centre

Astra Antiques is one of the top independent
antiques centres in the UK. Astra’s diverse range
and best trade prices makes it the go-to place for
trade and public. With over 170 dealers dealing
in silverware to furniture, tribal to retro and the
largest vintage clothing collection in the area,
you’ll be stretched to find anywhere that can rival 
Astra’s assorted selection.

• Open seven days a week. Gibson Road, Hemswell 
Cliff, Lincolnshire, DN21 5TL

stationmill.com � 01608 644563

Station Mill
Antiques centre

With 80 high quality, genuine stockists of
antiques, Station Mill is an ideal place to shop.
They have a wide variety of antiques, vintage
and collectables beautifully displayed over two
levels in a large open plan building. Come along
and spend the day browsing, stopping for lunch
in our coffee shop and purchasing something 
special and unique.

• Open seven days a week, Monday to Saturday
10am–5pm, Sundays 11am–4pm. Station Road, 
Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire, OX7 5HX

hemswell-antiques.com � 01427 668389

Hemswell Antiques Centre

Visit the home of Europe’s largest range of
antiques and collectables, with approximately
400 dealers in four large buildings. A wide range
of stock is always on display, including period
furniture, decorative antiques, vintage, retro,
clocks, mirrors, books, lighting, linen, silver, glass,
jewellery, ceramics, paintings, and leather and
sporting goods. Nationwide delivery available.

• Open seven days a week, 10am–5pm. Caenby
Corner Estate, Hemswell Cliff, Gainsborough, 
Lincolnshire, DN21 5TJ

Antiques centre

theoldflighthouse.co.uk � 01869 343441

The Old Flight House
Antiques centre

The Old Flight House is a refreshingly different
antiques centre. It has a fantastic range, from
quality traditional antiques to vintage and
retro items and stunning painted furniture,
all set out in beautiful light and spacious
surroundings. A licensed cafe serves good
coffee and freshly prepared lunches with a 
lovely outside terrace for sunny days.

• Monday to Saturday, 10am–5pm. Sunday, 11am–5pm. 
Weston on the Green, Oxfordshire, OX25 3TJ

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Newbury Antiques & Collectors Fair
Antiques fair

Enjoy the Newbury Antiques & Collectors Fair
in its new format – a two-day fair at the end of
the week, held at the Newbury Showground.
Discover plentiful antiques and vintage choice. 

• Friday 13th & Saturday 14th May;
Friday 29th & Saturday 30th July.

Newbury Showground, Priors Court Road, Hermitage, 
Newbury, Berkshire, RG18 9QZ

vintageart@southernmarkettraders.co.uk � 07585 123583

Winchester Antiques Fair &
Quality Art Market Antiques fair

The new way to buy old and the smart way
to buy art – a bustling street market in the
heart of historic Winchester where on the
first Sunday of each month you can buy from 
an eclectic mix of up to 90 traders, with
a multitude of treasures and, on the third
Sunday from February, art and design direct
from the artists and makers. To trade with us
please use the contact information below or
visit our website southernmarkettraders.co.uk.

scottish-antiques.com � 01828 686401 (Abernyte) 01786 841203 (Doune)

Scottish Antique & Arts Centre
Antiques centre

These two centres offer visitors the opportunity
to purchase antique furniture, silver, ceramics,
paintings, collectables and jewellery from more
than 250 antiques dealers. Modern furniture,
design-led accessories, gifts and fashion are
also available. Enjoy the ambience of Cafe
Circa for breakfast and lunch or coffee and 
cake. Ample parking.

• Open seven days a week, 10am–5pm. Abernyte,
Perthshire, PH14 9SJ; Doune, Stirlingshire, FK16 6HG 

asfairs.com � 01298 27493

Arthur Swallow Fairs
Antiques fair

Attracting visitors from all four corners of
the world, this large-scale show has become 
an unmissable buying opportunity for
collectors, retail buyers, interior designers, set
designers, props buyers, landscape architects,
restaurateurs and those passionate about 
creating a stylish living space.

• Monday 30th & Tuesday 31st May. 8am–5pm.
Monday £20 (includes Tuesday entry), Tuesday £5. 
Lincolnshire Showground, LN2 2NA



Take a trip to these eight marvellous shops this summer
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Must visits
HOMES & ANTIQUES

DECORATIVE ANTIQUES UK
Decorative Antiques UK is a beautiful antiques shop, situated in the village 
of Hurst Green, East Sussex. They have a vast selection of European 
decorative antiques and furniture, with a particular emphasis on antiques 
from France and Sweden. Stock changes frequently and all items can be 
viewed on their website. However, as there is so much on offer, if you are 
able, it’s well worth paying a visit in person to their pretty shop.

decorativeantiquesuk.com // 01580 860317

DAIRY HOUSE ANTIQUES & INTERIORS
Treat yourself to a visit to Dairy House Antiques & Interiors this summer 
and you are bound to find something interesting, quirky or practical to add 
to your home or garden. This large antiques centre has something for 
everyone and features several dealers with an ever-changing range of items 
for sale. Situated in Semley, close to the A303 and A350 on the Dorset/
Wiltshire border, Dairy House is easy for visitors to find and has plenty of 
free parking. Refreshments also available.

dairyhouseantiques.com // 01747 853317

STATION MILL ANTIQUES CENTRE
Long-established Station Mill Antiques Centre is based in Chipping Norton, 
Oxfordshire and houses over 80 genuine antique dealers in a light, airy and 
refreshing space. We have on offer an ever-changing variety of antiques, vintage and 
collectibles. Dealers display their stock attractively, allowing customers to envisage 
how things will look in their own homes and to offer inspiration. Customers can 
happily spend the day perusing, having a cup of tea in the tearoom and purchasing 
something special. Open seven days a week Mon–Sat 10–5pm, Sun 11–4pm. 

stationmill.com // 01608 644563

HEMSWELL ANTIQUE CENTRES
A warm welcome always awaits everyone at Europe’s largest and most 
interesting antique centres, which is set in the beautiful rural countryside of 
Lincolnshire, just a few miles north of the historic cathedral city of Lincoln. 
The four buildings house a vast array of quality antiques and collectables 
from around 400 dealers. Beautifully presented with traditional room 
settings, display cabinets or interesting little hidden rooms, this makes for a 
truly fascinating day out.

hemswell-antiques.com // 01427 668389



Advertisement Feature

INDIGO ANTIQUES
An Aladdin’s cave in the heart of the Wiltshire countryside, Indigo Antiques 
carry an impressive range of antique and decorative furniture, architectural 
pieces, lamps, mirrors, accessories and gifts that are personally sourced from 
India, China and Tibet. Be inspired and relaxed as you wander around the 
showrooms, garden area and additional barns. Friendly staff are happy to 
help and there are some excellent local pubs nearby, one of which has a 
Michelin star. Easy parking. Train from London Paddington 1 hr 15 mins.

indigo-uk.com // 01672 564722

EMLYN ANTIQUES CENTRE
At Emlyn Antiques Centre we offer an interesting, ever-changing selection  
of antiques, vintage and collectables covering all aspects for the home and 
garden. From furniture, soft furnishings, decorative accessories, fine china, 
glassware, lighting, garden reclamation and much more .Whether you are 
searching for that special piece or re-styling your home, we are sure we can 
help you with your quest. Find us on Facebook for regular updates and photos.

emlynantiquecentre@gmail.com // 01239 712991

THREE ANGELS
Three Angels is a rare gem. We have a fabulous shop situated in Hove, just 
off the seafront, where you will find original French furniture, chandeliers, 
beds, mirrors and plenty more. In addition to our stock we also have a small 
selection of concessions selling in the shop ensuring variety and a constant 
flow of lovely new things. We will be re-opening our French-inspired café 
later in the year!

threeangelsbrighton.com // 01273 958975

YEW TREE BARN
For a fantastic day out near Cartmel, the Lake District, come and discover 
Yew Tree Barn. Established in 1986 in our 18thC Westmorland barn, WRS is 
the North West’s leading reclamation business, supplying building materials, 
antiques, garden furniture & statuary, and interiors. All to be discovered in 
the extensive showrooms and gardens alongside beautiful galleries, arts & 
crafts, artisan studios, and the delightful Harry’s CafeBar; fresh local food 
and drink served with style amongst the antiques, fireside or in the gardens.

yewtreebarn.co.uk // 01539 531498
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mapsinternational.co.uk
Beautifully designed maps for the home and family

Canvas Antique World Map - WM1235

sales@mapsinternational.co.uk � 01993 880 939

[�

MW][ XZQV\[�

AND PRINTS
AND

ndantiquemaps.co.uk

‘CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE’

included with every purchase.

a

www.mostlymaps.com
PHONE: 01497 820539
EMAIL: info@mostlymaps.com

Mercator, Gerard/Hondius,  
Jodocus. Africa circa 1609.

Probably the larg st antique mapgesP b ly lar

shop in Wales. We sell antiquehop . Wp in Wale

maps from the Sixteenth to themaps from thps

Twentieth Century on all areasTwe

of the world. Folding mapsof th

a s also sold.nd i

Worldwide Postage available.vrldwi agWorldwide Pos

� 01344 427647

sales@lovemapson.com

lovemapson.com

Fabulous original tra
yesteryear. No Reproductions. Over 250
posters in stock, for all tastes and budgets.

07584 255698 
www.originalrailwayposters.co.uk 
info@originalrailwayposters.co.uk

vel p t f

Visit us at our online shop

www.skinnerandhyde.co.uk

Antique Maps, Charts & Globes,
of all parts of the world

Tel: 020 7491 0010
www.alteagallery.com

PULLMAN Editions

Pullman Editions designs striking
original limited-edition posters
that capture the enduring
appeal of Art Deco. Their newly-
commissioned posters feature
glamorous winter sports and
summer resorts around the world,
as well as the world’s greatest
historic automobiles. There are
over 100 designs available.
Priced at £395 each.

www.pullmaneditions.com
Telephone: 020 7730 0547

Specialising in original earlyising in original early
issues of Country Life magazine
1897-1940.

Country Life holds a fascinating
record of interiors, décor, furniture,,
exteriors and gardens of properties
over the past two centuries.

We also stock fine rare antique
prints of historic and listed
buildings.

Stock available to browse and 
purchase online.  

WEB:www.rostronandedwards.co.uk

TEL: 01584 890621
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ANTIQUES & CRAFT FAIRS

ANTIQUES FAIRS

EDUCATION & COURSES

ANTIQUES

ARTS CRAFTS & GIFTS

BATHROOM

PUBLISHER

FLOORING

www.southernmarkettraders.co.uk
07585 123583

Southsea Palmerston Road Art,
Design, Antique and Vintage Market

Saturday 28th May

Christchurch High Street Art, Design,
Antiques and Vintage Market

Sunday 22nd May

Winchester High Street Art
and Design Market

Sunday 15th May

Wimborne Minster The Square Art,
Design, Antiques and Vintage 

Sunday 29th May

For more detail and more venues please call

The perfect place
to purchase

DIRECT from the
Artist and Makers

07711 629420

www.paraphernaliafairs.com

ANTIQUES & VINTAGE FAIR
Lyndhurst Community Centre

Main Car Park, Off High St, Lyndhurst, Hants SO43 7NY

May 19th & June 2nd
10am-4pm, 50p entry

40+ Stands

AUTHORS
Please submit synopsis
plus 3 sample chapters

for consideration to:
Olympia Publishers

60 Cannon St,
London,

EC4N 6NP

www.olympiapublishers.com

for genuine antiques online...

UK
ARCHITECTURAL

HERITAGe

Quality Architectural Antiques

www.uk-heritage.co.uk.
0845 644 9051

The Traditional
Upholstery Workshop

Members of the Association of
Master Upholsterers. Established 1990.
A CAREER CHANGE OR NEW HOBBY?

FROM BEGINNER TO PROFESSIONAL LEARN
TO UPHOLSTER THE TRADITIONAL WAY

Call Liz Marks on 01994 232124
info@upholsterycourses.com
www.upholsterycourses.com

Discover the fascinating world
of antiques with our unique
home-study courses.

Free info 0800 378 281 or
info@regentacademy.com

Antiques Courses

Bird Carvings

Tel: 01736 752905

E: enquiries@geoffreybickley.co.uk

www.geoffreybickley.co.uk

Geoffrey Bickley Your Tapestries & Needleworks…
Beautifully stretched and made-up into cushions, wall hangings,
bell-pulls, rugs etc… www.sarabarnsneedlework.co.uk

Experienced professional high quality 21 day service.
Unfinished tapestries and other needleworks completed.

Designs painted onto canvas. Specialist framing service.  
Multi-panel rugs completed and made-up.

The Old Swan | 5 School Road | Great Massingham | Norfolk | PE32 2JA

Sara Barns Needlework 01485 520 151  

ALBION

What makes an Albion bath unique?
Our exclusive bath material creates a difference you can feel....

Request your brochure on: 01255 831605 or go to: www.albionbathco.com
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ANTIQUES

ANTIQUES OUTDOOR BUILDINGS

FURNITURE

The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road,  
Harrogate, Yorkshire HG1 3HE

for sales/enquiries or FREE brochure call - 01423 500442

The Chimes

Tel: 07767 617507 or 01663 733209
www.antique–clock.co.uk 

For a superb
selection of Genuine
Antique longcase, wall

and bracket clocks

Open 7 days by appointment

Whaley Bridge,

High Peak, Derbyshire

Antique

Centre
Clock

Call us today on 0800 534 5024
For a FREE brochure or no obligation design consultation

or visit us online at www.nationwideltd.co.uk

*Credit is subject to application and status.
Written details on request. 0% APR for 12 months
then 17.9% APR representative. Fees may apply.

Nationwide Verandas are designed to provide a stylish & practical
area to enjoy outdoor living whatever the weather

BUY NOW, PAY LATER*

Quality outdoor living with Nationwide Home Innovations

Tradional Verandas

UP TO

25%
OFF

SEE OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE ONLINE

Bespoke design and build treehouses,

playhouses and elevated platforms

TEL: 01403 732452
www.cheekymonkeytreehouses.co.uk
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FASHION PRODUCTS

BEDS & BEDDINGARTS CRAFTS & GIFTSACCOMMODATION

EDUCATION & COURSES

)BMDZPO -FJTVSF

Your holiday in
France starts here

country houses for rental in
sunny South West France

XXX�IBMDZPOMFJTVSF�DPN
or call us on 01460 30200

if the internet isn’t you

THE UPHOLSTERY WORKSHOP
Member of the Association of Master Upholsterers

Stuck in a rut, need a change? Learn the professional way!

Individual tuition by Master Upholsterer • Residential courses in the heart
of Wiltshire • Choose from Upholstery, Soft Furnishings or Loose Covers

Telephone: 01722 710274 www.upholsteryworkshop.com





AAlfies Antique Market  

020 7723 6066;

alfiesantiques.com

All the Pretty Things 

07816 165510;

alltheprettyvintagethings.co.uk

Amara 0800 587 7645;  

amara.com

Amy Kent Rugs 07979 594651; 

amykent.co.uk

Andrew Bewick Antiques  

020 7385 9025

Anglepoise 02392 224450; 

anglepoise.com

Anthropologie 00800 0026

8476; anthropologie.com

Antichita Marciana

antichitamarciana.it

The Antique Dispensary

theantiquedispensary.co.uk

Around the House

Furniture 0800 246 5186;

aroundthehousefurniture.co.uk

Atlantic Blankets 0845 658

5194; atlanticblankets.com

BBéton Brut betonbrut.co.uk

Bloom 0844 482 2332; 

bloom.uk.com

Bonds Antiques 01803 835007;

bonds-nautical-antiques.co.uk

The British Library

020 7412 7735; shop.bl.uk

Brownrigg 01666 500887;

brownrigg-interiors.co.uk

Bryonie Porter 07939 522767; 

bryonieporter.com

CChristie’s 020 7839 9060; 

christies.com

Christoper Wray 020 7013 0180; 

christopherwray.com

Cider House Galleries 01883

742198; ciderhousegalleries.com

Cliffe Antiques Centre  

01273 473266;

cliffeantiquescentre.co.uk

The Conran Shop 020 7827 

4259; conranshop.co.uk

DDarlings of Chelsea

020 7371 5745;

darlingsofchelsea.co.uk

Debenham Antiques 01728

860707; antiquefurniture.tv

Designer Paint 01323 430886; 

designerpaint.com

EEclect Design 020 8299

0261; eclectdesign.com

Elemental 020 7247 7588; 

elemental.uk.com

English Antique Glass 020 7351

2130; englishantiqueglass.co.uk

F Farrow & Ball 01202 876141; 

farrow-ball.com

Fears & Kahn 01949 851736; 

fearsandkahn.co.uk

Fontaine 01843 869380;

fontainedecorative.com

The French House 020 7371

7573; thefrenchhouse.co.uk

Fritz Fryer 01989 567416; 

fritzfryer.co.uk

Fromental 020 3410 2000; 

fromental.co.uk

GGarden Trading

0845 608 4448;

gardentrading.co.uk

Gear Antiques 07941 075289; 

lillieroad.co.uk

Gorringes 01273 472503; 

gorringes.co.uk

Graham & Green 01661 852122; 

grahamandgreen.co.uk

HHome Front Vintage  

07590 848014;

homefrontvintage.co.uk

House of Fraser 0845 602 1073; 

houseoffraser.co.uk

J Jonathan Adler 020 7589

9563; uk.jonathanadler.com

Junktion Antiques 01205

480068; junktionantiques.co.uk

KKatie Leamon 07539

050330; katieleamon.com

King & McGaw 01273 511942; 

kingandmcgaw.com

L Lassco 020 7394 8061; 

lassco.co.uk

The Letter Room 01264 355488; 

theletterroom.com

Lexington lexingtoncompany.com

Loaf 0845 468 0698; loaf.com

Lorfords 01666 505111;

lorfordsantiques.com

Luke Honey 020 7450 0914; 

lukehoney.co.uk

MMade By Hand Online 

07866 894201;

madebyhandonline.com

Made to Last 01223 967901; 

made-to-last.co.uk

The Map House 020 7589 4325; 

themaphouse.com

Mark Alexander 01623 756699; 

markalexander.com

Marks & Spencer 0333 014

8000; marksandspencer.com

Miejsce miejsce.sklep.pl

Modern Rugs 01388 663738; 

modern-rugs.co.uk

Multiyork 0333 358 3567; 

multiyork.co.uk

NNest.co.uk 0114 243 3000; 

nest.co.uk

Nitin Goyal 020 8980 2255; 

nitingoyal.com

O The OK Corral 01983

568175; theokcorral.co.uk

Oka 0844 815 7380;  

okadirect.com

Old Mill Antiques

0161 684 7440;

oldmillantiquesltdfailsworth.co.uk

Original House 07909 581411; 

original-house.co.uk

Ovo Home 01244 329643; 

ovohome.com

PPierre Frey

pierrefrey.com

RRetro Maps 07826 524831; 

retromaps.co.uk

Retrouvius 020 8960 6060; 

retrouvius.com

SSanderson Fabrics 01895

830000; sanderson-uk.com

Scandi Living 01428 608050; 

scandiliving.com

Scaramanga 01334 657642; 

scaramangashop.co.uk

Serhat Ahmet Antiques

at Grays 020 7629 7034; 

graysantiques.com

Sigmar 020 7751 5801; 

sigmarlondon.com

Sofa.com 0345 400 2222;  

sofa.com

Soozy Lemon

etsy.com/uk/shop/soozylemon

Spencer Swaffer Antiques 01903

882132; spencerswaffer.co.uk

Surface View 0118 922 1327; 

surfaceview.co.uk

T Tom Dixon 020 3696 4950; 

tomdixon.net

Travers Antiques 07717 583908; 

traversantiques.com

UU Old Bag 07853 140178; 

uoldbag.com

V Vertigo Interiors 0845 568

1000; vertigo-interiors.co.uk

The Vintage Coop etsy.com/uk/

shop/thevintagecoopuk

Viva Viva Vintage etsy.com/uk/

shop/vivavivavintage

WWest Elm 0800 404

9780; westelm.co.uk

Wild & Wolf 01225 789909; 

wildandwolf.com

Windsor House Antiques  

01832 274595;

windsorhouseantiques.co.uk

Z Zuzunaga

zuzunaga.com 

SHOPPING DIRECTORY

Terms and conditions for competitions Promoter: Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited. Entrants must be UK residents aged 18 years or older, excluding the promoter’s employees.

By entering, you agree to be bound by all the rules of the promotion. Only one entry per person allowed. No responsibility accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent entries.

Winning entries will be chosen at random from all eligible entries. The winner will be notified by email within 28 days of the closing date. The draw is final and no correspondence will

be entered into. For details of the winners, send an SAE to Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN within two months of the closing

date. If any winner is unable to be contacted within one month of the closing date, the promoter may redraw or offer the prize in a future promotion. Promoter reserves the right to  

substitute the prize with one of the same or greater value, but there is no cash alternative. See homesandantiques.com/competitionterms for full terms and conditions.

Competitions Send a postcard with your name, address, phone number and the name of the competition you wish to enter to: Homes

& Antiques magazine, PO Box 501, Leicester, LE94 0AA. Closing date for this issue is midnight on 7th June 2016 unless otherwise stated.
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I
have always been obsessed with writing,
alphabets and the making of words. I love
fonts and I am captivated by the history of
letters. I remember in the 1980s my family

owned an unremarkable Olivetti typewriter.
I thought it was magical.

My Corona typewriter connects me to my heroes.
My favourite writer is Martha Gellhorn and I
remember at university reading an account of
her getting a commission to report on a war and
packing her Smith Corona typewriter. Then it was
the height of modernity and was probably very
similar to mine, which is also from the 1920s.

I found it rather serendipitously at a flea market
in Brooklyn. I don’t know what planted the seed
in my head that day but I knew I was looking for
it. It was love at first sight. There is something
about the marriage of form and function in it 
that I find incredibly beautiful.

If the opportunity arises, I am always taken by
old typewriters, cameras and clocks. As we move
into the ever more seamless digital era, I get more 
nostalgic and reverent towards amazing 
old machines. I am so completely
unmechanical myself I find the workings 
of them mystical and amazing.

I use my typewriter for very specific
things. At the time I bought it, I was
living in New York and I used it much 
more then. I tend to write things on
it that I want to be lasting. There’s
something about the way that the dye
is really pressed into the paper when 
the hammer hits the ribbon that gives  
it a sense of permanence.

It’s a great stress-buster. The physical
clack of the keys and the ding at the end
of the line is so satisfying. Writing even
the most insignificant thing feels like it 

The novelist, journalist and BBC

Radio 3 presenter muses on the

mechanics of her much-loved

1920s Corona typewriter

INTERVIEW ALICE HANCOCK

PHOTOGRAPH GRANT SCOTT

CLEMENCY

BURTON-HILL

THE FINAL LOT

could have the weight of a great literary tome. I
would like to think it was owned by a great poet
living in the Village in New York but who knows?

I’m not a hoarder but I like things. I have an
omnivorous curiosity in everyone and everything.
There’s a bit of me that wants things to be clean
and minimalistic but I can’t help myself. How you
manage the ever-changing museum of your own
taste is tricky but fascinating and fun as well.

I am never happier than wiling away an
afternoon at a flea market. I love hunting for
bits on the Golborne Road or in Bermondsey.
My mum has always picked up little bits and
pieces so it must be a family habit.

Music is part of my collecting habit. I discover
new things on my radio show all the time and I’m
particularly interested in unearthing neglected
composers. I’m cheered by the resurgence of
vinyl. It probably taps into how I feel about my
typewriter too. I love the object-ness of things. Q

* Clemency presents the BBC Young Musician 2016

final for BBC Four on Sunday 15th May and the BBC

Proms for BBC Radio 3 (15th July to 10th September).

bbc.co.uk/proms

ABOVE Clemency has a vast

collection of photography

books as well as cameras

and vinyl in her London home

BELOW The 1920s Corona

typewriter that Clemency

found in New York. ‘It lives

on my desk in its original

case. Otherwise it’s a huge

dust catcher,’ she says
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www.woburnabbey.co.uk

FIND US ON

Enjoy a stroll through history at Woburn Abbey and admire 
one of the finest private art collections in the world

Explore the award-winning gardens

Treat yourself at the Duchess’ Tea Room
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For our full range of greenhouses call or click 0800 783 8083
www.hartley-botanic.co.uk  Quoting Ref: HA

“Gardening is good for the soul, everybody says so, but greenhouse gardening is the

equivalent of a luxury spa treatment for you and your plants. You’re cosseted against the

worst of the weather inside your Hartley glasshouse. A cool spring day, one that makes

you tighten your scarf and shudder, suddenly becomes thoroughly pleasant.” Val Bourne

N O T H I N G E L S E I S A  H A R T L E Y

GOOD FOR THE MIND
BODY & SOUL

Visit us at

The RHS Chelsea

Flower Show

Stand No: MA432

Show Garden

No: MA434


